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FIGURE 2: LIFE-CYCLE COSTI¡{G AÌ{ALYSIS (WHERE OPTI¡IAL Ii¡TERVENTIOI{ Tlt$E lS A KEY INPUT USED

WHEN CALCULATII{G THE STEADY STATE OF THE DISTRIBUTIOI{ SYSTEIT AS PER RISK.BASED

oPTtMtzÂTtoN AP PROAGH)

By applying this risk-based optimization approach to the broader population of major distribution

assets across the system - such that the actual timing of asset renewal investments is, on

average, aligned to the economic end-of-life criteria - a capital investment approach can be

produced that allows for a optimal steady state to be achieved. Maintaining a steady state

investment program is the most prudent approach to system investment, as it ensures that, on

average, total life cycle costs of the assets across the system are minimized.

Outputs produced by the long-term system review process include the establishment of overall

capital investment levels, which are then populated with capital investment programs as per the

lnvestment Planning process, as defined in Section D3.1.1.3. This Section outlines the results of

the long-term system review process as part of this 2015-2019 capital expenditure plan.

The first deliverable in this review process - the derived capital investment approach for the five-

year planning horizon from 2015 onwards to 20'19 - can be broken down into three areas of

investment as illustrated in Figure 3 and further detailed below.
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Ð1.2 Asset Management Process Overview
This section outlines the major elements of Toronto Hydro's AM process, the inter-relationships

between these elements, and the key inputs and outputs between these elements.

+ As illustrated in Figure 1 below, the AM process consists of five elements: (i) the planning

s process itself; (ii) the enterprise systems that support both the planning process and decision-

o support systems; (iii) the decision-support systems; (iv) the produced Distribution System Plan;

u and (v) measurement and enhancement activities that are conducted during the term of the CIR

a filing period (2015-2019).

s The first element - the planning process - can be further subdivided into three stages:
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Short-term planning

Maintenance planning

Long-term planning involves the development of a capital investment approach, execution

strategy and associated investment spending levels, derived from long-term system studies and

current-state assessments of the distribution system, which ultimately allow for the production of

capital investment programs targeting prioritized assets and issues. This long-term planning

process is further discussed in Section D1.2.1, with specifìc details on the process elements

provided in Section D3.2.1.

Short-term planning involves the development of discrete projects that intervene upon

prioritized assets and issues identified within the long-term investment programs. These projects

are scheduled based upon system, resource and external constraints, and are executed

accordingly. Project development, scheduling and execution result in further refinement and

finalization of the investment spending levels for each capital investment program. The shortlerm

planning process is further discussed in Section D1.2.2, with specific details on the process

elements provided in Section D3.2.2.

Maintenance planning focuses on extracting the maximum value out of Toronto Hydro's

distribution system assets through regular inspections, upkeep and repair activities. Maintenance

pl_anning also produces condition-related data which feeds back into enterprise databases and
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While specific projects may change in scope, cost and timing during the CIR period, the

utility has confidence ttrat, over the course of the five-year planning horizon, the overall

work program presented in the DSP can be executed as described. Prudence dictates that

Toronto Hydro must retain the flexibility to execute an optimal mix of work in each

given year. It is not possible to predict the specific work that will comprise Toronto

Hydro's execution work program n2019, but the utility can be certain that, over the five

years of the application, this level of work, as set out in the DSP programs, is required.

IV. The proposed capital program ultimately delivers long-term value for

customers

As discussed in part I of this section, the pace of invesûnent during the 2015-2019 period

is driven by system needs. The underþing need and establishment of pacing is described

in detail in Toronto Hydro's asset management policy and processesl3 and in the capital

expenditure plan.la At a high level, the long-term objective of Toronto Hydro's asset

management policy is to achieve an opt'mal "steady-state", in which the number of assets

that are past their economic end-of-life (explained below) is minimized. When the

system is in that theoretical steady state, the total operating (or lifecycle) costs associated

with the broader in-service asset population are minimized, meaning that customer value

is maximized.

The concept of a steady state is based on Toronto Hydro's risk-based optimization

approach to investrnent planning, which relies largely on use of the utility's Feeder

Investment Model ("FIM") and other age and condition based information. Using these

tools, Toronto Hydro determines the optimal asset renewal timing based on the economic

end-of-life criteria for each asset. An asset reaches its economic end-oÊlife when the risk

cost of continuing to operate the asset, which increases over time, becomes equal to or

t'Exhibit 28, Section D.

'4 Exhibit 2B, Section E.
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THESL has consistently applied FIM to proposed renewal investments, which should result in
least cost investment choices based on end-oflife economic evaluation criteria. The FIM
results, coupled with other critical replacements THESL has identified, indicates up to a $2.5

billion backlog of assets exists for 20L5 with another $1.55 billion for the remaining four years

for a total of about $4 billion that is justified based on DSP economic end-of-life criterion.
However, proposed spending for asset replacement over the five-year rate period is much less,

reflecting a desire to balance risk and cost via paced spending.s The validity of the levelized

approach is supported by THESL's reliability metric projections, which indicate proposed

spending will maintain or improve system performance up to 2019.

Reliøbility Pr oj e ctions (W)

The RP is an important process and set of analyses THESL uses to predict the reliability
benefits associated with proposed upgrades and renewal replacements, including the impact
on reliability for reinforcement and replacement options.6 This capability is important as the

accuracy of the RP is contingent upon ACA data and predictive methods that quantify
reliability impacts over time, including accelerated degradation for "do nothing" or "run to
failure" strategies.

Databases

THESL relies on several data bases, collectively referred to as its Enterprise system, for use in
its plaruring process and decision support tools described above. It includes asset records and

condition data contained in THESL's Ellipse data base, a system commonly used by utilities
for tracking and recording of maintenance and performance data. Similarly, the AMÆM GIS

contains diagrams and feeder attribute data needed for planning, design and construction of
the distribution system. It also provides requisite links or inputs to GEA& and plant record

keeping systems. The reliability data base provides failure history and cause code information
needed to assess risk factors and the extent to which candidate solutions will impact
reliability, safety and performance. As noted in our ACA review, THESL reports that the

accuracy and quantity of data stored has risen over the past several years, commensurate with
increases in sample size and quantity of information collected.

Feeder loadings are continually read and downloaded from the SCADA system and captured

in a Feeder Loading Information System (FLIS) to provide information distribution planners

use to conduct short- and long-term capacity studies. The data also ensure distribution
simulation studies of feeder performance and operation are based on accurate loading data.

This process is similar to those applied by most utilities to evaluate capacity alternatives and

proposed spending.

s Replacement spending of up to $4 billion over five years also would create disproportionate and unacceptable rate

rncreases

6 In the absence of proposed spending programs, reliability would degrade to a SAIFI of 7.99 atd SAIDI of 1.50.

t+
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If Toronto Hydro Ìvere to continue at the proposed annual average pace of investment

beyond 2019,the system is forecasted to reach steady state by approximately 2037. This

paced approach has the advantage of more predictable and tolerable bill increases during

the20l5-2019 period and alignment with Toronto Hydro's immediate execution

capacity. The paced strategy also helps to ensure more predictable bill impacts and

system performance beyond the achievement of steady-state, due to the more gradual or

dispersed approach to clearing the backlog of end-oÊlife assets.

3. STRUCTT]RE AND COMPLIANCE OF TORONTO ITYDRO'S DSP

Toronto Hydro has organized its 2015-2019 Distribution System Plan ("DSP")tt io u

manner consistent with Chapter 5 of the Filing Requirements. Toronto Hydro has

worked to provide DSP content that aligns with the spirit of ttre RRFE Report, as

expressed through the Chapter 5 Filing Requirements, and that allows the OEB to

evaluate all aspects of the utility's detailed and integrated five-year capital plan within

the context of this Customer IR application. Key features of the DSP include the

following.

The five major sections of Toronto Hydro's DSP adhere to the organizational

structure outlined in sections 5.2 and 5.3 of Chapter 5. This includes:

o Section A: DSP Overview

o Section B: Coordinated Planning with Third Parties

o Section C: Perfonnance Measurement for Continuous Improvement

o Section D: Asset Management (AM) Process

o Section E: Capital Expenditure Plan
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r feeder, the entire feeder and the customers on that feeder would experience an outage until the

z failure is resolved. Looped-connected feeders have inter-feeder distribution tie points. Should an

: asset failure occur at either the distribution or station levels, power system controllers can

+ perform sectionalizing and restore parts of the system by either remotely controlling Supervisory

s Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) enabled switches, or directing field crews to perform

o manual switching on the switches that are strategically positioned along the feeder trunk circuits.

z This allows load to be restored using available capacity in adjacent feeders and or stations. ln

a general, feeders in the Horseshoe area have inter-feeder tie points, while feeders in the central

9 core do not.

10 Toronto Hydro continues to manage its aging infrastructure and is in the process of renewing its

\L assets to prevent system performance degradation. Approximately 26% of Toronto Hydro's

12 assets are at the end of useful life and an additional 7% expected to reach end of useful life by

L3 the end ofthe decade.

rAssets To Reach Useful Life in
l{ext 5 Years (2020)

rAssets at End of Useful Life by
2015

rAssets Not at End of Useful Life

FIGURE 7: ASSETS PAST USEFUL LIFE DEI¡IOGRAPHICS - 2015

1s Toronto Hydro is not the only utility in Toronto facing this "aging infrastructure" problem. For

16 instance, Toronto Water and Sewage has infrastructure that is over 80 to 100 years old, with 17

74

e

Overview of Assets Managed | 9
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presence of which would have been identified by the Predictive Maintenance task of Dissolved

Gas Analysis.

e Corrective Maintenance can also be required as a result of an unplanned system event or

4 emergency. For example, a faulted section of underground cable that had been isolated from the

s system during an emergency response would be unearthed and replaced as a corrective

e maintenance action. For additional information, please see Exhibit 44, Tab 2, Schedule 2.

1t3.2.4 Emergency Maintenance
This type of maintenance involves the urgent repair or replacement of equipment that has failed

or is in imminent danger of failure, in order to either restore or maintain power. This type of

maintenance may also involve an immediate response to a safety or environmental hazard. lt

emphasizes safe and prompt response to restore service or prevent a service disruption. An

example of Emergency Maintenance would be restoration of service to customers that have lost

power due to a broken tree branch on the overhead lines. Exhibit 4A, Tab 2, Schedule 2 of the

CIR evidence provides further information in this regard.

D3.3 Business Case Evaluation (BGE) Approach
Toronto Hydro uses the FIM to determine optimal intervention timing on an individual asset or the

optimal timing for the replacement of a set of assets together. ln addition to determining the

optimal intervention timing for individual assets, FIM provides a quantification of the estimated

risk based benefits of executing a program.

A BCE cannot be produced for capital investment programs which are not "dynamic" in nature

(i.e., where discrete assets to be intervened upon and/or specific locations where new assets are

to be installed cannot be identified, as explained in Section D3.1.1.3).

There are two types of business case evaluations based on program type that are used to

estimate the benefits of a capital investment program:

. Avoided Risk Cost - Capital investment programs with like-for-like renewal of assets

. Cost of Ownership - Capital investment programs with non-in-kind intervention

D3.3.1 Avoided Risk Gost
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RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

e) Please explain how the end-of-life for the asset is combined with the Health Index for

the asset to determine that a particular asset should be replaced;

Ð For the asset reference 2 it is stated at page 2 that"By 2015, an estimated 51.6%o of

in-service station power transformers will be beyond their expected useful lives of 45

years..." Please indicate:

Ð The depreciation life of these transformers for accounting purposes.

ii) The population of transformers under consideration and how many

transformers are represented by the 5l.6Yo.

iii) The sensitivity of the data, by determining what percent (and how many) of

the transformers would be beyond their expected useful lives if the useful life

had been calculated as 50 years.

RESPONSE:

a) Please see Appendices A, B and C to this Schedule.

b) The end-of-useful life for an asset, also known as useful life or mean life of the asset,

is detennined by identiSring the exact mid-point between the minimum useful life

("UL") and maximum UL as defined by Kinectrics within their "Useful Life of

Assets" report, which was filed in the EB-2010-0142 application (Exhibit Ql, Tab 2).

For Stations Power Transformers, the minimum UL is 32years and the maximtrm UL

is 55 years. Therefore, the exact midpoint would be 43.5 years, rounded up to 44

years, which represents the statistical mean or useful life of the asset in question. In

this instance, the Stations Power Transformer Renewal program references the

Typical UL value provided within the Kinectrics report of 45 years, since this value is

very close to the statistical mean or useful life value.

Panel: Distribution Capital and System Maintenance
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1 the distribution system. ln order to determine a life cycle cost, both the estimated risk cost and the

z replacement cost of an asset are annualized, as shown in Figure 4. The life cycle cost of the

¡ asset is then the simple sum of the annualized risk and annualized capital cost. The annualized

+ capital cost is the cost of replacement annualized over its projected life. As shown in Figure 4, the

s minimum point of the life cycle cost curve, the Equivalent Annualized Cost (EAC) point, defines

o the life cycle at which the lowest operating cost is incurred and thus the optimal life cycle for a

z new asset.

s By extending the EAC point determined for a new asset to the existing asset within the system

s (which shares the same configuration), the optimal intervention time (OlT) for that particular asset

10 can be determined, which is detailed in Figure 4.
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FIGURE ¡t: TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF ESTABLISHING THE OPTIilIAL IilTERVENTION TIME FOR Al¡ EXISTING

ASSET

13 Therefore, by using both the probability of asset failure and the impact to both Toronto Hydro and

14 its customers upon asset failure, the FIM determines a risk cost for a particular asset. Comparing

1s this cost against the capital cost of replacement, the OIT for each asset is established. Thus, the

16 FIM allows Toronto Hydro to evaluate major asset classes within its system and determine a

17 replacement program for each of these asset classes based on a risk mitigation approach.

Capital Expendlture Plan -system Renewal lnvestrnents I t5
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RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

Ð For accounting purposes, Toronto Hydro uses a depreciation life of 32 years.

This depreciation life was adopted January 1,2011, based on the independent

detailed review of useful lives conducted by Kinectrics. Refer to Exhibit 4B,Tab

1, Schedule I forbackground infonnation on Toronto Hydro's depreciation and

amortization policies. T\e 32 years depreciation life was selected for accounting

purposes to align with the lower-end expected life identified by Kinectrics. This

decision was made based on a commonly held industry perception that, due to a

persistent incentive for suppliers to minimize cost, a newly designed and

manufactured power transformer is not as robust and "over-engineered" as units

built in the past. In development of the Distribution System Plan ("DSP"),

Toronto Hydro decided to use the midpoint from the Kinectrics typical life study

(45 years) because the DSP deals with lifecycle management of transformers that

were designed and manufacturer multþle decades ago.

ii) The population of 248 power transformers is shown on page 16, line 22 of Ev,lttbit

28, Section 86.14. It is also shown at the bottom right corner of Figtue 8 on page

17 of Exhibit 28, Section E6.14. The 51.60/o is derived by dividing the 128

transfonners over 45 years old (typical useful life) by the total population of 248

transformers.

iii) For sensitivity analysis, if the useful life of a portrer transformer is changed to a

theoretical value of 50 years old, then the percentage of power transformers

exceeding the theoretical useful life would be 36.3% - equivalent to 90 power

transformers.

Panel: Distribution Capital and System Maintenance
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TECTINICAL CONFERENCE UNDERTAKING RESPONSE TO
ASSOCIATIOI\ OF MAJOR POWER CONSUMERS IN ONTARIO
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The annualized capital cost is derived from the cost of replacing the existing asset with

the new asset - this cost has been annualized as a yearly cost across the life-cycle of the

new asset. The minimum life-cycle cost - also referred to as the Equivalent Annualized

Cost (EAC) - will be cross-referenced against the existing asset's risk cost curve -
illustrated by the red curve on the right side of the figure - in order to determine the

optimal intervention time, also known as the Economic End-of-Life of the existing asset.

At this point, it becomes more cost-efficient to replace the existing asset than to continue

operating it.

Cornparison of Metrics Values

To compare the three metrics, Toronto Hydro has included a table in Appendix A that

shows the Financial Useful Life for each of Toronto Hydro's distribution asset classes,

along with the Useful Life and Economic End-of-Life for each of these classes where

applicable and available. The Economic End-of-Life ¡esults are presented as a range of

Panel: Distribution Capital and System Maintenance
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MR. ZVüARENSTEIN: And is there a source where I might

investigate or where you might have provided some

indication of the variabitity of the shape of these curves

or the source of these curves so that we can investigate

them? Because it might have a similar variability, as

mlght the useful end of life.

MR. OTAL: To anshler that question, w€ don't show any

sort. of variabiJ-ity or sensitivity to the economlc end of

life resul-t, but I woul-d say on a more broader basis, our

a.m. planning process, because it is a multi-faceted

approach, it's using a number of different decision support

systems to arrive at our final- decision-making accounts for

those sensitivities and those variabil-ities when we I re

making the final investment decisions in our distribution

system.

MR. ZVüARENSTEIN: Vüould it be possibl-e to get a

precise curve for a particular asset so that we can

understand that, the orange and the red graph for a

particular asset, say poh/er transformer, so that we can

understand exactly how that appears?

MR. OTAL: Surer we could provide a specific

calcuÌation for a specific pol¡Ier transformer asset.

MR. ZhIARENSTEIN: That would be great, thank you.

MS. HELT: That'11 be Undertaking TCJ1.15.

IIIIDERTAI(ING NO. TCiII .15: TO PROVIDE A SPECIFIC

CALCI'I,ATION FOR A SPECIFIC POIÍER TRJAIìISFORMER ASSET.

MR. ZWARENSTEIN: So my next question relates to OEB

Staff 31 . And it's indicated that nine of the pJ-anned 21

IJ
(613) s64-2727

ASAP Reporting Services lnc.
(416) 86r-8720
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RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

Ð For accounting purposes, Toronto Hydro uses a depreciation life of 32 years.

This depreciation life was adopted January I,2011, based on the independent

detailed review of useful lives conducted by Kinectrics. Refer to Exhibit 48, Tab

1, Schedule I for background information on Toronto Hydro's deprecíation and

amofüzatton policies. Tlrre 32 years depreciation life was selected for accounting

purposes to align with the lower-end expected life identified by Kinectrics. This

decision was made based on a commonly held industry perception that, due to a

persistent incentive for suppliers to minimize cost, a newly designed and

manufactured power fransformer is not as robust and "over-engineered" as units

built in the past. In development of the Distribution System Plan ("DSP"),

Toronto Hydro decided to use the midpoint from the Kinectrics typical life study

(45 years) because the DSP deals with lifecycle management of transfomrers that

were designed and manufacturer multþle decades ago.

ii) The population of 248 power transforrners is shown on page 16, line 22 of Exhibit

28, Section F;6.14. It is also shown at the bottom right corner of Figure 8 on page

17 of Exhibit 28, SectionB6.t4. The 51.6% is derived by dividing the 128

transformers over 45 years old (typical useful life) by the total population of 248

transformers.

iii) For sensitivity analysis, if the usef,rl life of a power transformer is changed to a

theoretical value of 50 years old, then the percentage of power ffansformers

exceeding the theoretical useful life would be36.3% - equivalent to 90 power

transformers.

Panel: Distribution Capital and System Maintenance
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TECIINICAL CONFERENCE T]NDERTAKING RESPONSE TO
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF

UNDERTAKING NO. J1.1.5:

Reference(s):

To provide a specific calculation for a specific power transformer asset.

RESPONSE:

To illustrate the variability in actual asset level optimal intervention time calculations,

Toronto Hydro has provided two contrasting examples for power transformers.

Figure 1 below shows the calculation for power transformer TR2 at High Level MS,

which is discussed in the Power Transformer Renewal program - Section E6.14 of the

DSP.

NewAsset ExistingAsset

Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
EB-2014-01 l6

Technical Conference
Schedule J1.15

Filed: 2014 Nov 24
Page I of4
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Figure 1: Lifecycle Cost for a Power Transformer - TR2 High Level MS

Panel: Distribution Capital and System Maintenance
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TECHNICAL CONFERENCE T.INDERTAKING RESPONSE TO
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF

t Figure 2 below shows the calculation for power transformer TRl at Underwriters Crouse

2 MS, which is also identifred in the Power Transformer Renewal program.

New Asset ExistingAsset
s1oo,00o

59o,ooo

58o,0oo

s7o,oo0

s6o,ooo
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Figure 2: Lifecycle Cost for a Power Transformer - TRI Underwriters Crouse MS

In order to determine the Optimal Intervention Timing for a power transformer, frst the

Annualized Capital Cost and the Annualized Risk Cost of a new transformer in the

location of the exiting asset are developed, as shown by the green and orange curves in

the two figures. The Annualized Capital Cost curve decreases as the lifecycle is extended

because, as the transfonner ages, the initial cost of purchasing and installing the

transformer is amortized over a greater number of years.

The Annualized Risk Cost curve represents the amortized risk for a new asset. Figure 1

and Figure 2 show two possible scenarios for the risk costs of different power

transformers. As shown, the Annualized Risk Cost curve of the transformer in Figure I

is steeper than that of Figure 2. The difference in the AnnualizedRisk Cost curves in the

two figures for the new power transformers is driven by their respective configurations

within the system at the two locations. The transformer shown in Figure 1 supplies a

Panel: Distribution Capital and System Maintenance
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significantly larger load than the transformer in Figure 2. In the event of a failure, the

transformer at High Level MS will impact alarger amount of load. As a result, the

Annualized Risk Cost for the transformer at High Level MS, in Figure 1, is higher than

the Annualized Risk Cost for the transformer at Underwriters Crouse MS, shown in

Figtue 2.

The difference in the risk cost curves due to the configuration at the two locations can

also be observed for the existing power transformers, as shown by the red curve on the

right in the two figures. In addition, the existing power transformer depicted in Figure I

(TR2 at High Level MS) is older than the power transformer shown in Figure 2 (TRl at

Underwriters Crouse MS). Furthennore, the existing transformer inFigure I has a lower

Health Index score than the one in Figure 2. Both of these factors contribute to an

increased probability of failure and thus a steeper risk cost curve for the existing

transformer in Figure 1 when compared to the one in Figure 2.

Both the Annualized Capital Cost and Annualized Risk Cost of the power transformer

will have a significant impact on the economic end-of-life of these power transfonners.

The sum of the Annualized Capital Cost and Annualized Risk Cost results in the Total

Lifecycle Cost of the asset, represented by the blue curve in the f,rgures.

To determine the optimal lifecycle of a new transformer in a particular location, the

minimum value of the lifecycle cost curve is taken, as shown by the red "X' in each

figure. The minimum value for the lifecycle cost curve occurs at 25 years in Figure l.

This point defines the Minimum Equivalent A¡nualized Cost as shownby the dashed

line. The intersection of this dashed line with the Risk Cost of the Existing Asset (red

Panel: Distribution Capital and System Maintenance
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curve) indicates the optimal age for replacement of the existing transfonner given its age

and condition, which determines the optimal intervention time for this asset.

In Figure 1, the optimal intervention time for the existing porù/er transforrrer, shown on

the right, is zero since this transformer is 68 years old in 2015, which is well past the

intersection point of the risk cost curve for the existing asset and the Minimum

Equivalent Annualized Cost line. Note that the risk cost curves for the existing power

transformers, showTr on the right in both Figures 1 and 2, are higher and steeper than the

Annualized Risk Cost of a new por¡/er transfonner due to the age and condition of the

existing transfomrers.
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WHEI{ GALCULATING THE STEADY STATE OF THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTET AS PER RISK.BASED

oPTrrrzATror¿ APPROACH)

By applying this risk-based optimization approach to the broader population of major distribution

assets across the system - such that the actual timing of asset renewal investments is, on

average, alígned to the economic end-of-life criteria - a capital investment approach can be

produced that allows for a optimal steady state to be achieved. Maintaining a steady state

investment program is the most prudent approach to system investment, as it ensures that, on

average, total life cycle costs of the assets across the system are minimized.

Outputs produced by the long-term system review process include the establishment of overall

capital investment levels, which are then populated with capital investment programs as per the

lnvestment Planning process, as defìned in Section D3.1.1.3. This Section outlines the results of

the long-term system review process as part of this 201 5-2019 capital expenditure plan.

4
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II
72

13

14 The first deliverable in this review process - the derived capital investment approach for the five-

1s year planning horizon from 2015 onwards to 2019 - can be broken down into three areas of

!6 investment as illustrated in Figure 3 and further detailed below.
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I average ofactual and forecasted spending ovff the three-year ICM period (2012-2014),

2 and (iii) the proposed level of capital spending for each of the f,rve years in the planning

¡ horizon.

4 Figure 1: Historical and Forecast Capital Spending Q006-2019) (SMillions)
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As shown above, the average annual level of investment for the proposed capital program

is comparable to the level of spending during the utility's 2012-2014IRM/ICM period.

This level of investment is required primarily to address the large and growing backlog of

end-oflife and obsolete assets, while also addressing critical system challenges and

operational needs at a pace and in a manner that moderates rate increases and is

consistent with customer preferences. As demonstrated in the DSP, and as validated in

the Navigant Report (Appendix B of this Schedule), this level of spending is the

minimum level of investment that is appropriate during the2015-2019 period given the
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Further to the direct replacement of an asset, a number of assets have a refurbishment option

which involves the replacement of non-standard accessories on overhead assets such as non-

standard animal guards or lightning arrestors for overhead transformers and porcelain insulators

on poles. The refurbishment option decreases the failure probability of the asset and thus

reduces the risk cost of the asset. The FIM considers refurbishment as an option for optimal

intervention and weighs the costs of refurbishment against the benefits from the decreased risk

achieved by performing the work.

(ii) Asset Condition Assessment (ACA)

Toronto Hydro employs an ACA program to monitor the condition of various key asset classes

within its system and produce a health index score to support project planning. The ACA program

allows Toronto Hydro to produce a numerical representation of an asset's condition, taking into

account key factors that affect its operation, degradation, and lifecycle.

For this rate-setting application, Toronto Hydro asked Kinectrics lnc. to assess the progress that

Toronto Hydro has made with its ACA program since Kinectrics' most recent audit in 2012.

Toronto Hydro has filed the 2014 Asset Gondition Assessment Audit by Kinectrics lnc. as

Appendix A to Section D of the DSP.

The basic approach used to develop the health index for each asset class is illustrated in Figure

5.
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RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY 37:

Reference(s): Exhibit 28, Schedule D, App. A, Kinectrics Report and

TIIESL EB-2012-0064,Tab 4, Schedule 814

On page 14 of the first reference, it is stated that87%o of the Oil KSO breakers have a

2014 classification of fair or worse condition leaving only l3o/o in good condition, a

decline from the 2íYothatwere in good conditioîtrl20lz.

The second reference, which is THESL's evidence on these breakers from its previous

IRM application, states on page 3, line 22thatthere were 66 KSO breakers n20I2. On

page I of this evidence, it is stated that2l of these breakers were to be replaced in the

2012 to 2014 period.

a) Given the program to replace 21 of the breakers during 2012-20l4,please provide an

explanation for the increased percentage of "fair or worse" condition breakers and the

decreased percentage of "good" condition breakers;

b) If the explanation is that THESL replaced less breakers than planned, please explain

why this is the case, given the importance of these devices.

RESPONSE:

a) The KSO circuit breaker condition data collected n2014 shows that 40o/o of the KSO

circuit breakers which were in "good" condition lr.2012 deteriorated to "faif"

condition breakers. In addition, more KSO circuit breakers were tested in20l4 and a

majority of the circuit breakers that were tested ;rl^2014 were found to be "fair"

Panel: Distribution Capital and System Maintenance
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condition breakers. For these two reasons, the percentage of "fair or lvorse"

condition breakers increased and the percentage of"good" condition breakers

decreased. In addition, Toronto Hydro has thus far only completed replacement of
nine out of 21 circuit breakers planned replacement tnfor 2012-2014. This has

resulted in l8% more "fail" breakers than would have otherwise been expected had

all planned replacements been completed.

b) Despite the importance of the work, Toronto Hydro was only able to complete nine

out of the 21 KSO circuit breaker replacements in20l2-2014 due to the timing of the

rate decision on the 2012-13 capiøl program and resource constraints in the work

group qualified to complete this type ofjob.

Panel: Distribution Capital and System Maintenance
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INTERROGATORY 39:

Reference(s): Exhibit 28, Section 8.6 and

THESL EB-2012-0064,Ttb 4, Schedule A, App 1, Tab 1

THESL's DSP has expenditures in the asset categories of System Access, System

Renewal, System Service and General Plant. Board staff seeks infonnation that will

indicate the degree to which programs authorized in THESL's previous application have

been achieved, including the impacts completion of these programs have had on OM&A

expenditures, in tabular form including:

a) The objectives which were to be completed in the yearc 2012 to 2013 (Phase l) and

2014 (Phase 2, projected) for which capital frrnding was sought from the Board in

EB-2012-0064 according to Reference 2;

b) The total dollars that were sought and approved by the Board, in order to achieve the

objective;

c) the capital expenditure (for assets that were actually in-service) that have been spent

for the achieved objective;

d) the extent to which the objective was achieved, on a % of dollars basis i-e. "b"l"c";

e) an explanation for the differences where a) the objectives were not achieved or b)

where the expenditure, on either a $ per unit or total $expenditure, varied by 10% or

more;

Ð The OM&A expenditures for the year and how it has been affected by the capital

expenditures of earlier years.

Panel: Planning and Strategy
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I An example of the information Board staff is seeking is provided below for category E6,

z System Renewal Investrnents (note that this example only mentions 3 segments of the E6

¡ Assets. All segments for all categories are required):

Asset Objective for

2012-2014

Dollars

requested

Dollars

expended

Achieved OM&A

E6.1 Underground

Circuit Renewal

Explanation

E6.2 PILC Piece-outs

and Leakers

Explanation

E6.13 Switchgear

Renewal

Replace 4
obsolete MS
switchgear
Replace 4 TS
switchgear

Per

[Reference 2]

Project

Schedule

813.1 and

13.2

2012-$19.35m

2013-S18.76m

2014-$20.31 m

Explanation

Etc.

Panel: Planning and Strategy as
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Please complete the above table and provide similar tables for each of the categories (i.e.,

System Renewal, System Access, System Service and General Plant) and segments of

assets within these categories as shown above.

RESPONSE:

Toronto Hydro has not completed its tracking and analysis of the ICM work program as

that program is still being executed. Currently, the following information is available:

o Appendix A provides in-service additions at the segment level for 2012 and20l3

(actuals) and20l4 (forecast). As illustrated in the appendix, Toronto Hydro

expects the in-service additions associated with the completed ICM program

(excluding Copeland TS) to vary by approximately 5Yo of the forecasted overall

in-service additions.

o Appendix B provides CAPEX at the segment level for 2012 and 2013 (actuals)

and20l4 (forecast). Toronto Hydro expects the CAPEX associated with the

completed ICM program (excluding copeland TS) to vary by approximately 5%

of the forecasted overall CAPEX.

. Appendix C presents overall CAPEX (actuals) and in-service additions (actuals)

for jobs that were listed in approved segments in Phase 1 of the ICM filing (i.e.,

2012 and2Ol3 f,rled jobs) and that were completed in 2012 or 2013. It compares

the sum of the original CAPEX estimates for these jobs versus (Ð the sum of the

actual CAPEX and (ii) the sum of actual in-service additions associated with the

completed jobs. As illustrated, the overall actual spending associated with these

jobs has varied by approximately 8Yo versus overall forecasted spendrng.
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Toronto Hydro is unable to provide an accurate and complete true-up in advance of 2Ol4

year-end close out and a subsequent analysis and reconciliation of segment level

spending in each year. There are a nrmber of practical constraints to providing further

detailed true-up data in advance of the completion of the 2014 portion of the ICM work

program. These result primarily from changes in job timing and composition within ICM

segments, coupled with the need to reconcile large amounts of field data.l Moreover, as

explained in the response to interrogatory 2A-CCC-23, Toronto Hydro believes that

providing early or partial true-up inforrration would be ineffrcient and inconsistent with

the OEB's Decision in EB-2012-0064.

There are generally two different types of segments within Toronto Hydro's ICM work

program: those that are asset-based (e.g., switchgear), and those that are geographically-

based (e.g., undergrotrnd). For both of these types of work, as jobs move from high-level

planning to detailed design and then to execution, their nature and timing may be

adjusted. The following situations represent examples of these types of necessary and

prudent adjustnents.

. Job scopes change.

o A detailed freld inspection for a geographically-based job, such as an

overhead rebuild, may uncover the need for additional asset refurbishment

work to be added to the scope of the job.

c Jobs are advanced and deferred

o A field inspection for a geographically-based job such as an overhead

rebuild may identifr additional assets that require replacement (e.g., more

l Toronto Hydro notes that its proposed Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system will make
improvements to planning capabilities over the current ERP system. For more on the ERp, please see the
ERP Program in the DSP, Exhibit 2B Section 8.6.
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poles and transformers), which necessitates additional design work and

delays the start date of construction.

o Feeder loading restrictions imposed due to unusually hot weather may

prevent isolation of, or transfer of load to, feeders to allow execution ofa

job, which necessitates a delay of the job and substitution of another.

Jobs are added and deletedfrom the ICM term

o A feeder reconfiguration scheduled during the ICM period may need to be

deferred past2014 because an initially-proposed load transfer was no

longer feasible, due to new customer connections resulting in insufficient

ffansfer capacity to undertake the work.

o A job may need to be added to the ICM program because a nertr customer

could request a connection to the system that would require the expansion

and upgrade of an existing transformer. Extemal agencies may require

relocation of Toronto Hydro plant to allow for execution of their own

work, resulting in the addition of a job to the program and forcing the

deferral of another or others.

o Poor asset performance with a resultant impact on reliability in a given

areamay require the addition or advancement of a job to the work

program, forcing the deferral of another or others.

Toronto Hydro is diligently tracking these changes to the ICM program and intends to

provide the OEB and intervenors with a specific reconciliation of forecasts versus actual,

including detailed explanations for variance, through the true-up process. However, due

to ongoing reconciliation activities and the number of personnel working on the capital

program as it moves from planning to detailed design to execution, the detailed

information that the utility currently has is in the form of a large amount of field data that

Panel: Pla¡uling and Strategy
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t has not yet been reviewed, compiled, and summarized such that it can be effectively

2 presented. Only once the full ICM program is complete,2014 financial closeout has

3 occwred and all field data is gathered, will Toronto Hydro be able to begin undertaking

+ the compilation exercise, which it expects to present to the OEB in the second quarter of
5 2015.

Panel: Planning and Strategy
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t Table 4: Lost Revenue due to IRM Framework 2012-14

Lost Revenue due to IRM Framework - 2012-14
($ millions)

ln-Service CapEx Approved 2011 348.9
Funded through Depreciation -138.8

Fixed Assets lmpact 210.1

Closing Rate Base in 201 1 105.1

Opening Rate Base in2012 105.1

Rate Base 2012 2013 2014 Total

Opening Rate Base

Depreciation for the year

Closing Balance

Balance

Revenue Requirement

1 05.1

-3.3

101.8

103.4

101.8

-3.3

98.5

1 00.1

98.5

-3.3

95.2

96.8

Depreciation

Cost of capital (6.94%)

lnterest (5.18% x 60%)

Return on Equity (9.58% x40o/o)

PILs

Tota! Rerrgnue Requi rement

PlLs Calculation

Target Net lncome

Add: Depreciation

Less: CCA

lncome for PlLs purposes

PlLs

Gross-up PIL_s

Assumptions

Depreciation vs CCA ratio

Average life of Assets

Tax

3.3 3.3 3.3 9.8

3.2

4.0
0.9

3.1

3.8

0.9

3.0

3.7

0.8

9.3

11.5

2.6

11.4 11.1 10.8 33.3

4.0

3.3
-4.7

3.8

3.3
-4.7

2.4

0.6

3.7

3.3

-4.7

2.3

0.6

11.5

9.8
-14.1

2.6

0.7

7.3

1.9

0.9 0.9

1.43

32 years

26.40o/o

1.43

32 years

26.40o/"

1.43

32 years

26.40Vo

z3
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Toronto Hydro is proposing to retum Gains on Sale proceeds and the Tax Refund in the

form of a rate rider to be in place for 36 months beginning May l, 2015. This refund will

serve to smooth bill impacts to customers over the 2015-19 application period.

Toronto Hydro proposes to clear the $33.3M related to lost revenue due to the IRM

mechanism through a 48-month rate rider, beginning January 2016. The delay of

recovery and the longer-period recovery are intended to reduce and smooth the bill

impacts to customers over the 2015-19 period.

Details showing the allocation to rate classes and derivation of the proposed rate riders

can be found in Exhibit 9, Tab 3, Schedule 1.

6. TARIFF OF RATES AND CHARGES

Exhibit 8, Tab 3, Schedules I through 3, show the2014 existing, 2015 proposed in mark-

up version, and20l5 proposed tariff of rates and charges.

7. REVENUERECONCILIATION

Exhibit 8, Tab 4, Schedule 1 (OEB Appendix 2-Z) shows the difference between revenue

at the proposed rates and allocated revenue requirernents by customer class.

8. BILL IMPACTS

Details of the impacts of the proposed rates are provided in Exhibit 8, Tab 7, Schedule I

(OEB Appendix 2-W). The schedules show the individual and combined impacts of the

distribution component, rate riders, other components (e.9., transmission and network

3q
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charges), and total bill, for a representative level of consumption within each rate class

8.1. Rate Mitigation

As shown in the Bill Impacts, the impacts on total bill for all classes of the proposed

disfibution and transmission rates for 2015-19 are less thanl0o/o. As discussed in detail

elsewhere in this application (e.g., Exhibit2B; Exhibit 1B, Tab 2, Schedule 1; Exhibit

4A, Tab l, Schedule 1), Toronto Hydro has incorporated consideration of rate impacts as

part of its proposed capital and OM&A funding requests.

3s
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(c) Determination of Revenue Requirements: For the Board's consideration, THESL outl¡nes

an alternative to the standard treatment (also filed in evidence for purposes of

comparison) of the calculation of the ICM threshold, together with the Board's pract¡ce

of exempting certain ICM-approved capital expenditures from the applicat¡on of the half

year rule. The alternative approach provides for rate mitigation as it could result in

lower cumulative revenue requirements over the three proposed years;

(d) Application of ICM Criteria: Having considered the IRM/ICM Material, THESL describes

how its proposed ICM projects satisfy the criteria in THESL's circumstances;

(e) lnterim Rates, lmplementation of Rates, and True-up uoon Rebasing: The schedule to

address this Application will not permit 20L2 rates to be implemented or effective as of

May 1, 2012. Therefore THESL requests that the Board order that existing rates as of

May 31, 2OI2be declared interim as of June 7,2012. lmplementation of rates would

occur at a future date as the Application is decided in due course. Upon rebasing, which

is presently foreseen to occur in 2015, THESL understands that a final determination of

the revenue requirement flowing from the ICM projects would be made by the Board

and allowed revenues would be reconciled to revenues actually received, with any

surplus or deficit returned to or recovered from customers. THESL proposes specifically

that any revenue deficit arising from an effective date for 201-2 rates after May I,2012

be included in the reconciliation upon rebasíng.

Recognition ¡n Rates of Approved20tLYear-End Ratebase

THESL's Proposal

THESL proposes that the Board recognize in distribution rates the Board-approved, actual year-

end ratebase of 20Lt, which is mater¡ally larger than the average ratebase upon which 20LL

rates were set. As a result of the facts that 2011- rates were set on the basis of average

ratebase, and that the IRM/PCI adjustment does not by itself recognize material increases in

approved ratebase in place by the end of the rebasing year, a materialdeficiency stemming

from the unrecognized ratebase is created in 2012 rates.

3ê
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Filed: 2014 Nov 24
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TECHNICAL CONFERENCE UNDERTAKING RESPONSE TO
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF

UNDERTAKING NO. J2.17:

Reference(s):

With reference to IR 2A-OEB StafÊ30, page 2, part b, to explain why THESL believes

the DHC methodology is in compliance with the OEB's decision.

RESPONSE:

Toronto Hydro's belief that the Depreciated Historic Cost ("DHC") methodology is in

compliance with the OEB's decision in EB-2009-0180 et al. is based on the following

passages from the August 3,2011 Decision and Order: I

In the February Decision, the Board found that the Applicants' DCF based

value was not appropriate for regulatory purposes and confirmed that for

regulatory pu{poses, the Board relies on the depreciated historic cost

("DHC") of assets...

The Board sought to have the Applicants estimate the relationship or

proportionality between DHC and DRC as a means to establish a reasonable

transfer value rooted in DHC...

Given that historic costs are unavailable, the Board must consider a "next

best" solution and concludes that the DRC valuation methodology is a

' Pg-ZOOq-0t80 et al, Decision and Order (August 3,2017) at pages 14 and l5

I
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9

l0
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24
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TECHNICAL CONFERENCE UNDERTAKING RESPONSE TO
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF

reasonable approach to establish a starting point for the determination of an

appropriate transfer value.

The Applicants have provided some descriptive analysis illustrating the

comparative effects of a DHC valuation versus a DRC valuation. It is not

possible to gain an optimum level of precision as to the expected

proportional relationship between the two, but it is not disputed that the

DHC analysis of a group of assets will result in a lower value than the DRC

valuation. The Board notes that the basis on which the Applicants have

made their proposal has the effect of discounting the DRC value by

approximately 40Vo. While the Board dismisses the reasoning provided by

the Applicants in support of the proposal, it will accept the value itself. The

Board does so in consideration of the particularly unusual circumstances

related to the ownership and accounting history of the assets in question.

To summarize,the OEB preferred to value the assets using the DHC methodology.

However, because historical costs were not available, the OEB considered that the next

best solution was to use the depreciated replacement cost ("DRC") valuation

methodology to establish a starting point for the determination of an appropriate transfer

price, and to estimate the relationship or proportionality between DHC and DRC to

establish a reasonable transfer value rooted in DHC.

For the reasons set out above, Toronto Hydro believes that the DHC methodology

complies with the OEB's Decision in EB-2009-0180 et al. The detailed analysis that

Toronto has undertaken to update the value of the transferred assets in this proceeding

Panel: Revenue Requirement, Rates and Deferral and Variance Accounts 7s
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Filed: 2014 Nov 24
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TECHNICAL CONFERENCE UNDERTAKING RESPONSE TO
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF

l provides a better approximation for the DHC of the transferred assets, and therefore

z better adheres to the principles of the OEB Decisions.

Panel: Revenue Requirement, Rates and Deferral and Variance Accounts 31
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TECHNICAL CONFERENCE UNDERTAKING RESPONSE TO
SCHOOL ENERGY COALITION

I]NDERTAKING NO. J2.18 :

Reference(s):

With reference to 1B-BOMA-81, to explain which of the unused variables would have a

reasonable likelihood of a statistically significant correlation to cost.

RESPONSE (Provided by PSE):

Without specific details on how the variable would be constructed and the underlying

data, PSE is unable to formulate an opinion on the reasonable likelihood of each variable

being statistically significant.

Panel: Productivity and Perforrnance t{-o
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Table 4: Revenue Requirement from Streetlighting Assets ($ m¡llions)

5.1. Revenue Offset

Under existing agreements between TH Energy and the City of Toronto, TH Energy

receives service fees for the maintenance and operation of the street lighting assets.

Given the transfer of a portion of these assets into Toronto Hydro's rate base as

distribution assets, Toronto Hydro proposes to allocate a portion of the revenue that it

expects to receive to exactly ofßet the revenue requirement impacts arising from the

transfer. Consequently, there is no overall change to the Base Revenue requirement for

2015 as a result of these assets being transferred into the utility's rate base.

5.2. Cost Allocation

For the purposes of Cost Allocation, Toronto Hydro has allocated all of the costs

associated with the transfer of the street lighting assets to a combination of the Street

lighting rate class and the Unmetered Scattered Load ("USL")rute class. No other rate

/C

IC

IC

/C

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

ll

t2

t3

t4

Revenue Requirement ComPonent 2015 Test Year

of Assets - opening 39.8

NBV of Assets - closing 39.1

Average NBV 39.5

Working Capital Allowance 0.2

Streetlighting Ratebase 39.7

OM&A 3.7

Cost of Capital 2.5

Depreciation 1.6

PILS 0.3

Service Revenue Requirement 8.1

Revenue Offset - Contract Revenue 8.1

Base Revenue Requirement 0.0

çl
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Interrogatory Responses
2A-OEBStaff-31

Filed: 2014 Nov 5

Pe;ge I of2

RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY 31:

Reference(s): Exhibit 2{.rTab5rSchedulelrp.22

Table 4 of the above reference "Revenue Requirement from Streetlighting Assets ($

millions)" shows a service revenue requirement for the 2015 Test year of $8.1 million,

which is offset by a "Revenue Offset - Contract Revenue" ¿tmount of $8.1 million

producing a base revenue requirement of zero.

THESL's explanation of this adjustment is that:

Under existing agleements between TH Energy and the City of Toronto, TH

Energy receives service fees for the maintenance and operation of the street

lighting assets. Given the transfer of a portion of these assets into Toronto

Hydro's rate base as distribution assets, Toronto Hydro proposes to allocate a

portion of the revenue that it expects to receive to exactþ offset the revenue

requirernent impacts arising from the transfer. Consequently, there is no overall

change to the Base Revenue requirement for 2015 as a result of these assets being

transferred into the utility's rate base.

a) Please state whether the existing agreements between TH Energy and the City of

Toronto will be transferred over to THESL and, if so, whether they will be transferred

unchanged, or if any modifications will be made. If modifications are anticipated,

please state what they will be;

b) THESL states that it proposes to allocate a portion of the revenue it expects to

receive. Please state what the anticipated total amount of expected revenue would be;

Panel: Revenue Requirernent, Rates and Deferral and Variance Accounts QE
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RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

c) If THESL was not to make the revenue offset shown in Table 7, please state what the

impact would be.

RESPONSE:

a) The existing agreements between TH Energy and the City of Toronto will not be

transferred to Toronto Hydro. Rather, to meet its obligations under the existing

agreements, insofar as they relate to the transferred portion of the assets, TH Energy

has sub-contracted the performance of the services to Toronto Hydro.

b) The total amount of revenue that Toronto Hydro expects to receive from the City

Contract is $8.1 million, consistent with the revenue requirement calculation outlined

in Exhibit 2A,Tab 5, Schedule 1, Table 7. For greater clarity, the $8.1 million figure

represents a portion of the total revenue under TH Energy's contract with the City of
Toronto. Toronto Hydro proposes to allocate this entire $8.1 million amount to offset

the revenue requirement costs associated with the transferred assets.

c) If Toronto Hydro did not include $8.1M from the Streetlighting contract as a directly

allocated revenue offset, then $8.1M of additional Base Revenue requirement would

need to be collected through Base Distribution Rates charged to all customers.

Panel: Revenue Requirement, Rates and Deferral and Variance Accounts q3
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t Table 3: Term Debt

Forecasted new debt issuance for 2014-75 is driven primarily by Toronto Hydro's capital

plans and by the repayment requirements of the maturing debt. Details of the forecast

debt issues for 2014-15 are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Forecasted Long-Term Debt Issues

2

J

4

5

6

Outstanding Principal RateDescription Maturity

5.20o/o$245M Prom Note Nov. 14,2017 245,057,739

Nov. 12,2019 245,057,739 4.54o/o$245M Prom Note

300,000,000 3.59%$300M Prom Note Nov. 19,2021

3.32o/o$15M Prom Note Jan. 1,2022 $15,000,000

Apr.10,2023 250,000,000 2.960/o$250M Prom Note

200,000,000 5.59o/o$200M Prom Note May 21,2O4O

4.O1o/o$200M Prom Note Apr.9, 2063 200,000,000

Due on demand 45,000,000 6.16%$45M Prom Note

1,500,115,478 4.30o/oTotal

Description lssue Date Term Principal Underlying

Govt Bond

Rate (%)

Corporate

Spread

Forecast

(vol

Forecast

Coupon

Rate (%)

$200M Prom

Note (Series 10)

Aug.31,

2014

30

Years

$200,000,000 3.29 1.45 4.74

$300M Prom

Note (Series 11)

Jun. 30,

2015

10

Years

$300,000,000 3.02 1.15 4.17

7

8

9

l0

l1

Forecasted debt rates are based on the Ten-Year Govemment of Canada Bond Yield

Forecast (using Bloomberg L.P.) and the current spread of 30-Year over Ten-Year

Govemment of Canada Bond Yield, when applicable, plus Toronto Hydro's estimate of

corporate spreads at the time of issuance (inclusive of the five basis point administration

fee).

qg
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OEB Appondlx I B
Dobt lnstruments

This table must be completed for all required historical years, the bridge year and the test year,

Year 201 1

Additional
Comments, if any

lnterest (S)

(Note 1)

s 11,088,000

S 15,054,199

s 15,09s,ss7

5 Ptqt,ooz
5 L1,L25,62L

s 11,200,000

$ t,zgs,sor

5 77,6o4,68L

Rate (%)

(Note z)

6.L6%

6.L6%

6.L6%

5.20%

454%
5.60%
3.59%

5.56%

Principal
($)

i 180,000,000

S 24s,057,739

24s,Os7,739

v45,O57,739

$ z+s,osz,z¡g
$ aoo,ooo,ooo

$ 3Qo,ooo,ooo

$ 1,,195,723,948

Torm
(years)

10

8.7

TO

10

to
30

1.0

Start Date

6"May-03
7-May-O3

7-May-Q3

14-Nov-07

1?-Nov-Q9

?0-Mav-1"0

18-Nov-11

Fixed or
Varlahle-Rate?

Fixed Rate

Fixed Rate

Fixed Rate

Fixed Rate

Flxed Ratc
Flxed Ratc

Flxed Rate

Affilrated or Third.

Party Debt?

Affillated
Afflliated
Affiliated
Afflliared

AfTlllated
Affiliated
Affillated

Lender

THC

THC

THC

IHC
THC

THC

THC

Description

2003 Series 1

C¡tv Note (Part 3)

C¡ty Note (Paft l
2007 Series 2

2009 Series 3

201-0 Ser¡es 6

2011 Series 7

Row

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

L2

fotal

Notes

t
2

3

tf financing is in place only part of the year, calculate the pre-rated interest and input in the eell,

2009

Add more lines above row t2 if necessary.

F
v1



Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 2013 nd 2012

[all tabular amounts in thousands of Canadian dollars]

12. NOTES PAYABLE TO RELATED PARTIES

Notes payable to related parties consist of the following:

All notes payable to related parties of LDC rank equally.

On April 9,2013, LDC issued a promissory note to the Corporation. The principal amount of the promissory note is
$250,000,000, which bears interest at a :'ate of 2.96T" per annum payable on April 10,2023. Interest is calculated
and payable semi-annually in arrears on October 10 and April l0 of each year.

On April 9,2013, LDC issued a promissory note to the Corporation. The principal amount of the promissory note is
$200,000,000, which bears interest at arate o14.01% per annum payable on April 9, 2063. Interest is calculated and
payable semi-annually in arrears on October 9 and April 9 of each year.

The net proceeds of the promissory notes were mainly used to repay LDC's notes payable to the Corporation which
matured on May 6,2013.

13. EMPLOYEE FUTURE BENEFITS

Pensíon

LDC's full-time employees participate in a pension plan through OMERS. The plan assets are pooled together to
provide benefits to plan participants and are not segregated in separate accounts for each member entity. As at

December 31,2013, the OMERS plan was 88% funded, with a funding deficit of approximately $8,600,000,000.
For the year ended December 31, 2013, the total contributions of all participating employers and employe€s were
approximately $3,500,000,000. For the year ended December 31,2013, LDC's contributions were $18,102,000

12012 - $16,374,000], representing less than five percent oftotal contributions to the plan.

For 2013, OMERS contribution rates were 9.0Yo up to the year's maximum pensionable eamings ["YMPE"] and
14.6%o over YMPE for normal retirement age of 65 12012 - 8.3% up to YMPE and 12.8o/o over YMPE for normal
retirement age of 65].

Notes payable to related parties:
6.16%oLong-term note payable to the Corporation due May 6,2013
S.2}YoLong-term note payable to the Corporation due November 14,2017
4.54%ioLong-term note payable to the Corporation due November 12,2019
5.59o/oLong-term note payable to the Corporation due May 21,2040
3.59YoLong-term note payable to the Corporation due November 18,2021
2.96YoLong-term note payable to the Corporation due Apnl 10,2023
4.01%oLong-term note payable to the Corporation due April 9, 2063
6.16o/oLong-term note payable to the Corporation due l;N'{.ay 6,2013
6.16o/oDemand note payable to the Corporation due on demand
3.32%oDemand note payable to the Corporation due on the earlier of

demand and January 1,2022
3.09% Demand note payable to TH Energy due on the earlier of demand

andJulv 1.2022

180,000
245,058
245,058
200,000
300,000

245,058
245,058
200,000
300,000
250,000
200,000

245,058
45,000

15,000

14.013

45,000

15,000

Total notes payable to related parties
Less: Unamortized discount/premium
Less: Current portion ofnotes payable to related parties

1,500,116
6,917

60,000

l,4gg,l87
4,938

498,906

Lons-term nortion ofnotes oavable to related oarties 985.3431.433-199

lil tll0l_l

2t

t+c'



Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 2013 æd 2012
lall tabular amounts in thousands of Canadian dollars

As at December 31, 2012, OMERS had approximately 266,000 active members. As at December 31, 2013,
approximately 1,500 members [December 31,2012 - 1,700] had a current relationship with LDC.

Post-retirement beneftts other than pension

a) Benefit Obligøtûons

On February 13,2014, LDC's unionized workforce ratified a collective agreement to expire at the end of January
2018. The agreement does not contain terms that create a post-retirement benefits liability in respect of past service.

b) Amounts recognized ín reguløtory assets

As at December 31,2073, the estimated actuarial loss and prior service cost that are expected to be amortized from
regulatory asset to net periodic benefit cost in 2014 are $909,000 and $nil, respectively.

c) Components of net períodíc beneftt costs

Balance, beginning of year
Service cost
Interest cost
Benefits paid
Actuarial (gain) loss
Transfer from related parties

253,890
4,916

10,570
(10,432)
(20,230)

178

244,326
5,035

11,454
(8,069)

254
890

Balance, end ofyear 238,792 253,890

l0l-1 lrtt 2

Actuarial loss
Prior service cost

38,767
t4

61,477
22

Total recognized in regulatory assets [notc 9] 38,781 61,499

lotì lil t2

Service cost
Interest cost
Amortization of actuarial loss
Amortization of prior service cost

4,816
10,570
2,064

2

5,035
11,454
3,146

840
Net periodÍc benefit cost
Capitalized as part of PP&E

t7AS2
6,623

20,475

1,305

Charged to operations 10.829 13.170

lilt2l0l.ì

22

q'l



Toronto llydro-Electric System Limited

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 3I, 2013 and 2012

[all tabular amounts in thousands of Canadian dollars]

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
20t9-2023

8,191
9,403
9,090
9,541

l0,ll2
s9394

l) os t- re tirt'lr t c n f

Rcnelits
\

d) Expected beneftt payments

The following benefit payments, which reflect expected future service, as appropriate, are expected to be paid over
the next five years, and in the aggregate for the five fiscal years thereafter:

e) Sígníjicant øssumptions

fr Sensitivity analysis

Assumed medical and dental care cost trend rates have a significant effect on the amounts reported for medical and

dental care plans. A one-percentage-point change in assumed medical and dental care cost trend rates would have

the following effects for 2013:

Assumed health care cost trend rates as at December 31:
Rate of increase in dental costs assumed for next year
Rate of increase in medical costs assumed for next year

For pre July 2000 retirements
For other retirements

Rate that medical cost trend rate gradually declines to
For pre July 2000 retirements
For other retirements

Year that the medical cost trend rate reaches the ultimate trend rate
For pre July 2000 retirements
For other retirements

4.75

4.75

4.25

4.25

4.00 4.00

Accrued benelit obligation as at December 31:
Discount rate

Benefit costs for years ended December 3l:
Discount rate

6.00
7.50

5.00
5.00

2016
2019

6.50
8.00

5.00
5.00

2016
2019

20t22013

Total of current service and interest cost (at 4.25%) 2,327 (2,046)
as at December 31 2013 at 4.7 5%oAccrued beneht

I ¡rcrcirse I )ec rt'¿ sc

\

23
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Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 2013 æÅ 2012
fall tabular amounts in thousands of Canadian dollarsl

Assumed interest rates have a significant effect on the amounts reported for the total accrued benefit obligation and
expense. A one-percentage-point change in assumed interest rates would have the following effects:

14. ASSET RETIREMENT OBLIGATIONS

The reconciliation between the opening and closing ARO liability balances is as follows:

15. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

a) Recognition and rneøsurernent

As at December 31, 2013 and December 31, 2012, the fair values of cash and cash equivalents, net accounts
receivable, unbilled revenue, advance from related party, and accounts payable and accrued liabilities approximate
their carrying values due to the short matwity of these instruments [note 4[iJJ. The fair values of customers'
advance deposits approximate their carrying values taking into account interest accrued on the outstanding balance.
Obligations under capital lease are measu¡ed based on a discounted cash flow analysis and approximate the carrying
value as manag€ment believes that the f,rxed interest rates are representative of current market rates.

Accrued benefit obligation as at December 31,2013
Estimated net periodic beneht cost for 2014

(37,041)
(1.713)

45,469
2.937

I tt c rc:tsc
S

l)ecrt'¡tsc
\

Balance, beginning of year
ARO liabilities settled in the year
Accretion expense
Revision in estimated cash flows

5,004
(s73)
t77

1.639

4,831
(313)

170
316

Balance, end ofyear 6,247 5,004

20 t-l 2r)t l
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Exhibit 18
Tab 1

Schedule I
ORIGINAL
Page 1 of5

IN TIIE MATTER OF the Ontarío Energy Board Act,

1998, Schedule B to the Energy Competition Act, 1998,

S.O. 1998, c.15;

D IN THE MATTER OF an Application by Toronto

Hydro-Electric System Limited for an Order or Orders

approving or fixing just and reasonable distribution rates

and other charges, effective May 1, 2015 to December 31,

2079.

The Applicant, Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited (referred to in this application as

the "Applicant, "Toronto Hydro", "THESL", the "Company" or the "Utility"), is a

corporation incorporated under the Business Corporations Act, (Ontario), and is licensed

by the Ontario Energy Board (the "OEB") under licence number ED-2002-0491 to

distribute electricity in the City of Toronto.

This application is prepared in accordance with the following OEB documents:

1) Filing Requirements for Electricity Distribution Rate Applications issued by the

OEB on November 14,2006 under f,rle numberBB-2006-0170, and updated on

July 17,2013 (the "Filing Requirements"); and

Ss
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Exhibit 18
Tab I

Schedule 3

OzuGINAL
Page 8 of 18

3.3. Custom Capital Factor

The premise of the inclusion of a custom capital factor ("CCF" or "C-factor") is to

reconcile the OEB's guidance that the CIR framework is best suited for utilities with

significant, multi-year capital investment requirements as it is clear that the standard 4th

Generation IR framework is not.

The proposed C-factor is designed as a rate adjustment mechanism that is directly

proportional to the degree of capital investment required by Toronto Hydro, as detailed in

its DSP (Exhibit 2B). It is comprised of two sub-components that serve two primary

functions:

Reconcile Toronto Hydro's capital investment need in a price cap framework;

ffid,

Retum to ratepayers the funding akeady provided for capital through the standard

6cI - X" increase.

The first sub-component, termed "Cn", is determined as the percent change in total

revenue requirement that is attributable to changes in capital-related revenue requirement

- that is, depreciation, return on equity, interest and Plls/taxes. Changes in capital-

related revenue requirement are based on forecast changes in average annual rate base,

associated depreciation and taxes. Tax rates and the cost of capital are maintained at their

2015 levels, consistent with the standard 4th Generation IR treatment.

For Toronto Hydro, C"in20l6 would be determined on the following basis:

o

a
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Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
EB-2014-01l6

Interrogatory Responses
3-OEBStaff-61

Filed: 2014 Nov 5

Page I of3

RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

Reference(s): Exhibit 3, Tab 1, Schedule L' pp. 9-10

Table 3 at page 9 of the above reference shows regression variables by rate class. While

other classes with the exception of those for Street lighting and Unmetered Load show

multiple regression variables, the Competitive Sector Multi-unit Residential class shows

only one which is normalized average use per customer.

Page 10 of the above reference explains the use of normalized average use per customer

as follows:

The load forecast for Competitive Sector Multi-unit Residential ("CSMUR") was

determined using the NAC as the most suitable model for this relatively new rate

class. Historically, CSMUR customers were part of Residential rate class,

however, as directed by the Ontario Energy Board in EB-2010-0142, Toronto

Hydro established a separate rate class with rates implemented as of June l, 2013.

a) Please state why NAC was determined as the most suitable model for the CSMUR

class;

b) Please state whether there have been any changes to the regression variables for the

other rate classes relative to those presented in the EB-2010-0142 application and, if
so, why such changes were made.

Panel: Revenue Requirement, Rates and Deferral and Variance Accounts SJ
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Toronto Hydro-Eleckic Systøn Limited
EB-2014-01 l6

Interrogatory Responses

3-OEBStaff-61
Filed: 2014 Nov 5

Page 2 of 3

RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

RESPONSE:

a) The CSMUR class is a new class with consumption data being collected as of its

implementation date - June 1,2013. With the limited historical load data available,

Toronto Hydro determined that using the normalizedaverage use per customer would

be the most suitable forecast approach for this class. As more historical data for the

CSMUR class becomes available, Toronto Hydro anticipates also developing

multivariate models for this class.

b) Toronto Hydro conflrms that there have been changes to the regression variables used

for the other rate classes relative to the last rebasing application (EB-2010-0142),

specifically for the GS < 50 kw, GS 50-999 kw, GS 1,000-4,999 kv/ and Large use

rate classes. The table below lists the regression models used in this application (EB-

201 4-0ll 6) and the 201 1 rebasing application (EB-201 0-0 1 42).

Toronto Hydro assesses the appropriateness of all model variables each time it goes

through its forecasting exercises. The regression variables are tested for their

statistical significance, along with other explanatory variables in the regression

models for each customer class independently. Based on the results of the statistical

estimation (variables significance in the models and (adjusted) R Squared) "the best-

fitted" variables are chosen for those customer classes. As a result, some of the

variables become more statistically significant, while the others less.

Panel: Revenue Requirement, Rates and Deferral and Variance Accounts 5s



Toronto Hydro-Electric Systøn Limited
EB-2014-0116

Interrogatory Responses

3-OEBStaff-61
Filed: 2014 Nov 5

Page 3 of 3

RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

Regression Variables by Rate Class (2015 CIR and 2011 COS)

GS<50 kW GS s0-999 kW GS 1,000-4,999 kW large Use

2015 CrR

E82014-
0116

2015 CrR

E82014-

0116

Toronto
Unemploy

ment
Rate

Toronto
City

Population

Toronto
Unemploy

ment
Rate

HDD10 per
day

Toronto
Unemploy

ment
Rate

Linear Trend
(January

2OO7l

Number of
tU

customers

Linear
Trend

(January

2OO7l

Dew
Point

Temp.

Business
Days

Percent.

HDD10 per
day

CDD per
day

HDDL0 per
day

HDD10 per
day

Time
Trend

HDD1.0 per

day

Time Trend

Linear

Trend
(Julv 2002)

CDD per day
Dew Point

Temp.
CDD per

day
CDD per day

HDD10 per
day

CDD per
day

HDDL0 per

day

HDD10 per

day
Dew Point

Temp.

Business
Days

Percent.

Dew Point
Temp.

Dew Point
Temp.

CDD per
day

Dew Point
Temp.

CDD per
day

CDD per

day

Business
Days

Percentage

Number of
GS 50-

1000 kw
customers

Business

Days

Percent.

Business

Days

Percent.

Dew Point
Temp

Business

Days

Percent.

Number of
GS<50

KW

customers

Number of
GS<50 KW

customers

Number of
GS 50-L000

KW

customers

Blackout
dummy

Number of
GS 1,000-

4,999 kW

customers

Number of
GS 1,000-
4,999 kW
customers

Business

Days

Percent.

Blackout
dummy

Blackout
dummy

Blackout
dummy

Blackout
dummy

lntercept
term

Blackout
dummy

Blackout
dummy

Blackout

dummy
lntercept

term

lntercept
term

lntercept
term

lntercept
term

lntercept
term

lntercept
term

lntercept
term

Panel: Revenue Requirement, Rates and Deferral and Variance Accounts st¡
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Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
EB-2014-0116

Interogatory Responses

3-OEBStaff-62
Filed: 2014 Nov 5

Page I of2

RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY 62:

Reference(s): Exhibit 3, Tab 2, Schedule 1, p. 6

The above reference discusses gains from sale of utility properties in the context of
revenue offsets. In its discussion, THESL notes that gains on the sales of such properties

were recorded as revenue offsets in the 201I to 2014 period.

THESL, however, states that in 2015 it expects to sell idle properties at 5800 Yonge and

28 Underwriters and given the relatively large value of these properties, these gains are

not recorded as part ofrevenue offsets, but are proposed to be treated as regulatory

liabilities to be refunded to customers over a multi-year period.

a) Please state whether THESL would have any reasons other than the potential size of
these gains for its proposed treatment and, if so, what they would be. If not, please

explain why THESL believes the size of the gain should be a criteria in determining

its treatment and what criteria the Board should use in determining whether a gain

should be treated as a revenue offset, or a regulatory liability;

b) In the event the Board was to determine that the 2015 gains were to be treated as

revenue offsets, please describe any concerns THESL would have with such

treatment.

RESPONSE:

a) As noted in Exhibit 8, Tab 1, Schedule l, page 17, Toronto Hydro has proposed

clearance of the 2015 Gains on Sale (as well as the proposed Tax Refund) through a

Panel: Revenue Requirement Rates & DVAs srs
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Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
EB-2014-01 l6

Interrogatory Responses

3-OEBStaff-62
Filed: 2014 Nov 5

Page2 of2

RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

rate rider in place for 36 months, to assist in smoothing bill impacts for customers.

Providing for full clearance through a single 2015 Revenue Offset for this sizable

amount is problernatic under THESL's proposed 2015-19 framework since it would

effectively set into base rates an equivalent full rimount in each year (which would be

inappropriate since the offset only occurs once). It would also eliminate the desired

bill impact smoothing.

b) As noted above, if the Board were to determine that the gains were to be treated as a

revenue offset, Toronto Hydro would be concerned that a custom clearance term

could not be accommodated under its proposed custom PCI formula, and as a result,

the gains could only be cleared over the fuIl five-year rate term (by including one-

fifth of the total amount as a revenue offset in 2015). This would nulliff the positive

impacts a three-year clearance would have on rate smoothing.

Panel: Revenue Requirement Rates & DVAs
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they occur. Thus, SAIDI performance tends to be more related to OM&A spending, whereas

SAIFI performance is related more to capital spending.

1.6 Custom lR Gonclusions
PSE's benchmark research leads us to the following statements relating to the company's
Custom IR proposal:

1. Toronto Hydro is entering the Custom IR period with strong recent cost performance
(i.e., costs are below the expected values), Ìvith its average 2010 to 2072 total costs being
estimated at2l.SYobelow benchmark values using the combined dataset results.l0

2. This strong cost performance persists to 2015, although with some moderation. Toronto
Hydro's 2015 total cost level forecast is estimated to be 7 .7Yo below benchmark values,

and is, in our opinion, reasonable from a benchmarking perspective.

3. Toronto Hydro's Custom IR period (2015 through 2019) total cost level projections
remain below benchmark expectations. By 2019, the company is estimated to still be
below benchmark values by 2.6%. Based on this, the company's Custom IR projections
are, in our opinion, reasonable from a benchmarking perspective.

4. Total costs are projected to be well within the 0.3%o stretch factor range of plus/minus
10% set in the November 2013 Board Report. In terms of ranking, in the combined total
cost rankings based on historical performance, Totonto Hydro is 30ú out of the 156

Ontario/u.S. utilities. If Ontario distributors are isolated in the rankings, for the
combined model, Toronto Hydro is ranked 15ü out of the 71 distributors. Based on these

findings, reducing the stretch factor from 0.6Yo to 0.3Yo seems in line with the Board's
intention of assigning a 0.3%o stretch factor to utilities with "normal" total cost

benchmark evaluations.

5. Toronto Hydro's capital infrastructure seems to be producing a higher than expected

number of outages. The company's average 2010-2012 SAIFI is 73% above benchmark
expectations. This implies Toronto Hydro customers experience 73%o more outages then
our models predict. The SAIFI projections, assuming full funding, move the company
towards the benchmark SAIFI value, reducing the number of outages experienced by
customers. Thus, the company's plan to increase capital spending to address SAIFI is, in
our opinion, reasonable from a benchmarking perspective.

6. Toronto Hydro's response to outages, measured by SAIDI, is quite strong and is
projected to continue to be strong. The company's 2010-2012 average is 48% below
benchmark expectations. This implies that Toronto Hydro customers experience 48%

r0 In this section, we discuss only the results for the combined dataset. The U.S.-only results are similar, although
they indicate Toronto Hydro is even further below its benchmark values than when using the combined dataset (i.e.

when using the U.S.-only dataset, Toronto Hydro's benchmarked costs are higher, thus its performance more

impressive).
l1
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Year

Percent of U.S.

Total Cost
Econometric
Benchmark

Total Cost
Econometric

Benchmark, $M

Total Cost
THESL, $M

2002 -28.0% $s9l s446

2003 -26.5% $602 s462

2004 -25.4% $600 $466

2005 -32.4% $638 $461

2006 -29.2% $641 s479

2007 -29.2% s676 $s0s

2008 -26.0% $687 $s29

2009 -22.6% $713 $s69

20t0 -t7.8% s73e s619

20 ll -14.0% $7s6 $6s7

2012 -13.9% $73e $643

20t3 -6.3% $7s5 $708

2014 -4.6% $816 $780

2015 4.1% $843 $878

2016 5.2% $89s se42

2017 6.2% $e43 $1,003

2018 6.3% $993 $1,057

2019 7.0% $1,046 sl,l2l

Table 2 PSB Reply Report Cost Model Results

ll
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Demand-side management (DSM) is a distribution activity regulated at the local
jurisdictional level, not at the Federal level. Each jurisdiction sets its own methods for the
accounting for and recovery of DSM activities, including direct expensing or recovery
through of some or all of the costs in a regulatory asset. They may also have specific
reporting requirements for DSM activities. Look to each company's tariff, and the local
jurisdictional authority, for specific information on the treatment of DSM activities, and in
which regulatory accounts such activity is charged.6

In an effort to provide conservative evidence in this proceeding and only address clear-cut
necessary changes, PSE will assume that U.S. utilities report all CDM activities in the customer
service and information expense category (even though this is likely not the case for all U.S.
utilities). Thus, PSE included all of THESL's CDM expenses, which are projected at $51 million
in 2015. Along with the smart meter expense inclusions for THESL, this assumption also makes
the PSE Reply Report less favorable to THESL (e.g., if \rye were able to ascertain all CDM
expenses for each utility and how they were recorded, THESL's results would most likely be
better).

3.3 Adjustment #3: Model Specification with Urban Core and High Voltage
Variables

PEG modifìed PSE's U.S. model by removing the urban core variable and including a high voltage
capacity variable.T In this PSE Reply Report, following established industry practice, PSE removed
PEG's high voltage variable, which is statistically insignificant and incorrectly signed, and re-
included PSE's urban core variable, which is logical, signed correctly and statistically signifrcant
at a99%o confidence level.

The fact that the high voltage variable is signed incorrectly (it should be positive, but is negative
in the PEG Report Corrections) and statistically insignificant at even the 90Yo confidence level
disqualifies the variable from being included. Business condition variables that are incorrectly
signed or statistically insignificant are not included in econometric benchmarking models. PEG's
use of this variable, and its exclusion of the urban core variable, are not in-line with benchmarking
best practices. PEG has stated the need for business condition variables to be correctly signed and
statistically significant in a report to the Board. In a report dated March 20,2008 "Benchmarking
the Costs of Ontario Power Distributors" on page 52, PEG writes:

All included business conditions were required to have elasticity estimates that were
plausible (e.g. sensibly signed) and significantly different from zero. All variables found
to be statistically significant were included in the final model. Since, additionally, we
consider for inclusion only variables that are predicted by theory or that seem relevant on
the basis of our industry experience, the model is not a 'black box' that confounds attempts
at earnest appraisal.

In this proceeding, PEG has provided conflicting models with different signs for the high voltage
variable, but in both models the variable is statistically insignificant. PEG's original December
2014 Report provided a model in Table Three that showed a statistically insignificant high voltage
variable, but one that was positively signed. Then in PEG Report Corrections, PEG submitted a
revised Table Three; this time the high voltage variable was negatively signed, but still statistically

6 Correspondence from FERC.

7 PEG also removed the percent undergrounding variable, although failed to mention this change or explain why the
change occurred in the PEG Report.

6
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insignificant. Neither model meets the benchmarking best practice principles previously stated by
PEG.8

The Appendix of PSE's September Report provided an engineering analysis showing that utilities
will have different cost challenges based on the development characteristics of their service
territories. Costs are found to be well over double for urban service territories, relative to suburban
ones. Excluding the urban variable creates an omitted variable bias in PEG's model and unfairly
disadvantages THESL in the process.

Excluding the urban core variable also violates benchmarking best practice. PEG wrote in a 2010
report written on behalf of Public Service Company of Colorado:

One important result is that an econometric cost model can yield biased predictions of the
true benchmark if relevant business condition variables are excluded from the model. It is
therefore desirable to include in an econometric benchmarking model all business
conditions which are believed to be relevant, for which good data are available at
reasonable cost, and which have plausible and statistically significant parameter estimates.e

The PSE urban core variable is necessary to include and meets PEG's stated requirements for
inclusion. PEG's high voltage variable does not meet those same requirements. Substituting the
high voltage variable for the urban core variable is, therefore, a necessary change to the total cost
model and one that is made in this PSE Reply Report.

PEG summaúzes this issue by writing the following on page 3 and 4 of the PEG Report:

The third stage of PEG's review examined PSE's business condition variables. PEG made
two necessary changes to PSE's selected business conditions. The first was adding a
variable to reflect MVa of transformer capacity for stations with primary voltage levels at
or above 50 kV. This variable is necessary to control for US utilities' costs of owning high
voltage assets. The second was eliminating the urban core dummy variable from PSE's
model because it is redundant, inappropriate in electricity distribution benchmarking, and
appears to distort the estimated impact of other business condition variables (especially
undergrounding).

PEG seems to have added new requirements for including business condition variables. PEG
claims that the urban variable is "redundant, inappropriate in electricity distribution benchmarking,
and appears to distort the estimated impact of other business condition variables (especially
undergrounding)". PSE addresses each of these concerns in turn below.

3.3.1 The Urban Core Variable ls Not Redundant

On page 29 of the PEG Report, PEG states: "Since PSE's model already includes a percent of plant
underground variable, including an 'urban core dummy' would be redundant at best." PEG appears

8 PSE also notes that the high-voltage expenses are included in the "TFP-based" cost measure used by PSE. PEG
incorrectly criticizes PSE's use of a TFP-based cost in its Responses to Interrogatories (1-THESL-61) and in the PEG
Report. The TFP-based costs capture the high-voltage costs that PEG is describing in its response. The TFP-based
cost definition also excludes contributions in aid of construction (CIAC), which PEG itself subtracts from their cost
definition for THESL (see PEG's response to l-THESL-2O). Besides adding smart meter expens€s, the rationale for
which PEG fails to empirically substantiate in its response to l-THESL-19 , PEG is effectively advocating for the cost
definition used by PSE, while at the same time criticizing PSE for its use.

e PEG Report of Dr. Mark Newton Lowry, President of PEG, filed on Behalf of Public Service Company of Colorado
on December 17,2010. Report title, "Statistical Analysis of Public Service of Colorado's Forward Test Year Proosal".
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to be saying that the percent underground variable should be sufficient to pick up the impacts of
higher costs for urban areas. This is incorrect for several reasons.

1. In our experience with hundreds of distributors, undergrounding tends to cost a great deal
more in urban centers than in rural or suburban settings. In more rural and suburban
settings, direct bury cables with pad mounted equipment are typically used. These are much
less expensive than concrete-encased duct bank installations with underground vaults,
submersible equipment and massive civil infrastructure, which are found in urban settings.

2. Similarly, overhead line construction can be found within all service area environments,
but will also cost a great deal more in urban settings; these costs are not captured by an
undergrounding variable.

3. The underground variable is not found in PEG's final model or in PSE's Reply model. PEG
states in 1-THESL-32 the undergrounding variable was excluded because it was either
statistically insignificant or had the wrong sign. It is not sensible to exclude the urban
variable on the basis it is "redundant," but then also exclude the variable PEG claims serves
as its replacement.

The costs of all types of construction based on the developed areas are laid out in the Appendix to
the PSE September Report. PEG's statement that the percent underground variable will pick up
the cost variations for an urban utility is not correct. In the end, serving an urban core simply
increases costs, and our report shows that the urban core variable captures this fact.

3.3.2 The Urban Core Variable ls Not lnappropriate

We now move to PEG's claim that the urban core variable is "inappropriate in electricity
distribution benchmarking." This statement is contrasted with PEG's own use of an urban core
variable in prior gas distribution cost benchmarking studies. On page 28 of the PEG Report it lays
out its rationale for this statement as follows:

Some PEG studies have used this variable in gas distribution models, but the rationale for
using such a dummy variable is much stronger for gas distribution because essentially all
gas distribution assets are underground. A dummy variable is one means of distinguishing
between the higher costs of installing and maintaining underground gas distribution assets
in densely-populated, mature urban areas compared with "greenfield" suburban territories.

The reasons that costs increase for urban gas distributors are the exact same reasons costs increase
for urban electric distributors. Constructing and maintaining either underground or overhead assets
in a densely-populated and mature urban area will cost considerably more than constructing and
maintaining either overhead or underground power lines in a suburban environment. This is the
same message in the PSE September Report Appendix.

3.3.3 The Urban Core Does Not Distort the lmpact of Other Variables

PEG's last criticism of the urban core variable is that it "appears to distort the estimated impact of
the other business condition variables (especially undergrounding)." Recall that PEG has already
eliminated the undergrounding variable from their model. Eliminating the undergrounding
variable vitiates the distortion argument (similar to PEG's redundancy concems). Furthermore,
using econometrics, anv included variable will change the estimated impacts of the other business
condition variables. This is why there needs to be a theoretical basis for including variables, and
they must be correctly signed and statistically significant. To not include a variable that is
predicted by theory, correctly signed, and statistically significant because it will change the other
business condition variables would distort the model by creating what is known in econometrics

I
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as an "omitted variable bias." By excluding the urban core variable, PEG's model suffers from
this bias.lo

The system R-squared statistics ofPEG's model and PSE's Reply Report model can be compared.
R-squared statistics are measures of "goodness of fit" and basically present how much of the
variation in the dependent variable (total cost) is explained by the model. PEG's R-squared is
0.926, implying that92.6%o ofthe variation in the data set is explained in their model. After making
the three adjustments to PEG's model, the R-squared of the resulting model increases to0.962.
This supports PSE's position on the need to include variables that are logical, statistically
signifrcant, and properly signed.

In summary, standard industry practice results in including the urban core variable and excluding
PEG's high voltage variable. This will also capture a highly relevant cost driver (serving an urban
core), which is necessary to provide a fair and accurate model to evaluate THESL's cost
performance.

3.4 PSE Reply Total Cost Model after Adjustments

The model estimates are provided in Table l. All first order and business condition variables are
logical, correctly signed, and statistically significant at ag5Yolevel of confidence.

The PSE Reply Report total cost results are provided in Figure 3 and Table 2. THESL's costs are
under the PSE Reply Repoft total cost benchmarks until 2015, when the company's cost is
projected to move higher than its benchmarks by around four percent. TFIESL's projected costs
assume that the company's proposed Custom IR plan is approved in full. Table 2 shows the
numerical PSE Reply Report model results. THESL Custom IR projections remain within the 4th
Generation IR 0.3% stretch factor range of +\- l0olo.

r0 Please see PEG's statement on the prior page regarding what causes bias and how it can be prevented by including
all business conditions that are plausibly signed, can have data gathered, and are statistically significant.

9
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I.THESL.33.

a) Does the final PEG model (Table Three) control for the cost impacts of
undergrounding? lf yes, please explain.

The "final" benchmarking model presented in the PEG Report did not

identify an independent, statistically significant impact of undergrounding

on electricity distribution cost. This is consistent with the PEG

benchmarking modelthe Board is currently using to assign stretch

factors for Ontario electricity distributors. This PEG model also did not

identify a statistically significant impact of undergrounding on Ontario

d istributors' total costs, although P EG econometric models developed

earlier in the 4th Gen lR proceeding did find greater undergrounding was

associated with higher electricity distribution costs in Ontario. This

finding was no longer true after the final, more carefully defined cost

measures for Ontario distributors were developed in consultation with

industry and stakeholders during the course of the 4th Gen lR
proceeding.

ln PEG's opinion, the lack of an undergrounding variable in "the final

PEG model" represents a substantial improvement on the "US only"

benchmarking model presented in the PSE Report. PSE's US only

benchmarking modelfound that greater undergrounding of assets

reduced electricity distribution costs for THESL and the US electric utility

sample. PEG believes PSE's result is counter-intuitive and implausible,

and counter-intuitive and implausible benchmarking models do not

appropriately "control for the cost impacts of undergrounding."

b) Does the final PEG model (Table Three) control for the added costs of
serving urban environments? lf yes, please explain.

Yes. Four variables in "the final PEG model," presented in Table Three

of the PEG Report, control for the added costs of serving urban

environments: 1)NxN; 2)DxD; 3)KxN; and4)KxD.

ln the cross section of investor-owned US utilities in PEG's (and PSE's)

samples, there is a positive relationship between the overall size of a

utility and its urban-ness. ln other words, the largest utilities in PEG's

and PSE's samples also tend to be the ones that serve large urban

areas. This relationship is not surprising, because large urban areas

clearly contain large numbers of electricity distribution customers and

high levels of peak demand. Customer numbers and demands in large
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populat¡on centers will be reflected in the size of the us electricity
distributors serving those urban areas.

There are two output measures in PEG's and PSE's econometric
models: number of retail customers (N) and peak demand (D). Higher
values of N and D measure increasing levels of customers and peak
demand, respectively. The Nx N and Dx Dvariables representthe
squared values of customer numbers and peak demand, respectively.
These terms are standard in the translog functionalform used by both
PEG and PSE. For firms serving large numbers of customers and peak
demand, the square terms N x N and D x D naturally increase at a more
rapid rate than the N and D terms. All else equal, this implies that the
coefficients on the squared N x N and D x D terms reflect the costs
associated with the largest - and most urban - utilities in the us plus
THESL sample, relative to the average firm in this sample. The
coefficients on these terms therefore reflect and control for the impact of
serving more urban territories in the US plus THESL sample.

This relationship can perhaps be clarified by considering a relativery
simple numerical example. Consider two utilities, A and B, in two
periods, 1 and 2. UtilityA serves 100,000 customers in period 1 and
utility B serves 1,000,000 customers in period 1. Between periods I and
2, assume customers grow by 1% for each utility.

For utility A, the 1% growth in customers corresponds to an increase in
1,000 customers (i.e. 100,000 * .01 = 1,000). For utility B, the 1% growth
in customers corresponds to an increase of 10,000 customers (r.e.
1,000,000 * .01 = 10,000). A 1% growth rate for both A and B therefore
leads to 10 times as many customers being added for utility B as for
utility A. This ís intuitive because utility B had 10 times as many
customers as utility B in period 1. The same percentage increase in
customer numbers for utilities A and B therefore leads to 10 times as
many customers added for utility B as for utility A.

Now consider how the squared term, N x N, compares for utilities A and
B ín this same example. ln period 1, the N x N term is equal to 1010 for
utility A (r.e. 100,0002 = (1 O5)2 = 1 010) and 1 012 for utility B (r.e.
1,000,000' = (10u)' = 1Ot'). ln period 2, the N x N term will equat 1.0201
*lgl0forutilityA(r.e. 101,0002 =1.0201* lOto). The N x Nterm in
period 2 equals 1.0201 t' 1912 for utility B (r.e. 1,010,0002 = 1.021 * 10,,).
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Using these figures, it is easy to show that between periods 1 and 2,

customers squared increased by 201,000,000 for utility A and by

20,100,000,000 for utility B. The change in customers squared for utility
B is therefore 100 times greater than the change in customers squared

for utility A (r.e. 20,1 00,000,000/201 ,000,000 = 100), even though both

customers experienced 1o/o growth in customer numbers between
periods 1 and 2.

This example shows that, for the squared N x N term, a 1o/o growth rate

in customers does not lead to the same, proportional change in customer
additions for utility A and utility B between the two periods. A 1o/o

increase in customers leads to 100 times more change in measured
(squared) output for utility B as it does for utility A even though utility B is

only 10 times as large as utility A in period 1.

The squared output term N x N therefore tends to grow more rapidly over

time for relatively large, and more urban, utilities in the US plus THESL
sample. This in turn means the measured N x N variable is positively

related to the size and urban-ness of distributors in the US plus THESL
panel dataset (í.e. a dataset that includes both cross-sectional and time

series data). All else equal, the coefficient on the N x N term therefore
reflects the costs associated with serving larger and more urban

territories within the sample, compared with smaller and less urban

territories. Analogous logic applies to the D x D square term. All else

equal, the coefficient on this term also reflects the costs associated with

serving larger and more urban territories in the US plus THESL sample.

The coefficients on K x N and K x D also reflect urban characteristics.

The K variable measures each distributor's capital service price in a

year. A utility with higher values of K x N means the utility

simultaneously faces a higher capital service price and serves a larger

number of retail customers, compared with the average firm in the US

plus THESL sample. W¡th PEG's (and PSE's) capital service price

measure, one utility will have higher than average capital service prices

only when measured construction prices for that utility exceed sample

average construction prices.

The prices for construction labor tend to be higher in urban territories.

There is accordingly a positive relationship between the capital service
price K and serving an urban territory. Please see the information
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provided Ín response to THESL Interrogatory 1 1 for further details

As discussed, in the US plus THESL sample, there is also a positive
relationship between output levels N and D and serving an urban
territory. Thus, when a utility's construction prices/capital service prices
and output are both greater than the sample mean, this is a strong
indicator that the utility is serving an urban area. Alr else equal, the
terms K x N and K x D therefore reflect the costs associated with serving
larger and more urban territories in the US plus THESL sample.

Thus, four variables in the final PEG model will reflect and controlfor the
costsof urban environments: 1) N xN; 2)Ðx D; 3) Kx N; and 4)Kx D.
Table Three in the PEG Report shows that our estimated coefficients for
all four of these variables are positive. Each variable is also highly
significant statistically (at a greater than 1% significance level). The
positive, highly significant estimates on all four of these variables are all
evidence of a positive relationship between electricity distribution costs
for the us-Tl-IESL sample and the extent to which a utility serves an
urban area. The presence of these four variables in "the final PEG
model" accordingly reflects and controls for serving urban territories.

lnterestingly, the PSE model also estimates positive coefficients on its N
x N and D x D variables, although the magnitudes of these coefficients
are lower than in PEG's model, and the variables are not as significant
statistícally. ln PSE's us only model, the coefficients on N x N and D x
D are 0.270 and 0.141 respectively. ln Table Three of the pEG report,
the coefficients on N x N and D x D are 0.68s0 and 0.5g32, respectively.
The K x N and lftD variables are not significant in the pSE model.

c) Does the fínal PEG model (Table Three) control for the added costs of
serving less dense rural environments? lf yes, please explain.

Yes. All else equal, percent forestation will be positively correlated with
less dense and more rural terrítories, so the PEG model does reflect and
control for the costs of serving more rural environments.
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I.THESL-11.

a) Please provide a price (or price range) for typical construction costs of one
kilometer of direct buried underground cable line in a rural, agricultural area.

b) Please provide a price (or price range) for typical construction costs of one
kilometer of underground line using encased concrete conduit in a highly
urban area.

c) Please provide a price (or price range) for typical construction costs of one
kilometer of an overhead line in a rural, agricultural area.

d) Please provide a price (or price range) for typical construction costs of one
kilometer of an overhead line in a suburban area?

e) Please provide a price (or price range) for typical construction costs of one
kilometer of an overhead line in a highly urban area?

a) PEG cannot provide a specific price, or price range, for this particular
investment, but we can provide general quantitative information on the
relationship between the population density of urban areas and construction
costs.

PEG examined US Census Bureau data on population and land area (in
square miles) for US population centers. These data were drawn from the
Patterns of Metropolitan and Micropolitan Population Change: 2000 to
2010, CBSA Report Chapter 3 (CBSA=core based statistical area) at
http : //www.ce ns us. qov/po p u I ati on/metro/d atalpop data. htm l.

Using these Census Bureau data, PEG computed population density (t.e.

area population divided by land area in square miles) for all identified
metropolitan areas in the 48 states of the continental US. We determined
the top ten and bottom ten metropolitan areas in the continental US in terms
of population density.

PEG then obtained RS Means data on electric utility construction cost
indices for each utility in the top ten and bottom ten groups, in terms of
population density. We computed a population-weighted RS means
construction cost index for the top ten US areas in terms of density, and a
population-weighted RS Means construction cost index for the bottom ten
US areas in terms of density. Comparing these two averages provides a
measure of the relative differences in more-urban versus less-urban/more-
rural electric utility construction costs in the US. PEG excluded Alaska and
Hawaii from this analysis because their distance and isolation from other US
population centers makes them special cases with respect to a variety of
input and output price comparisons.
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This analysis is presented in Exhibit THESL-11. lt can be seen that the ten
most densely-populated metropolitan areas are: 1) New York City; 2) Los
Angeles CA; 3) San Francisco CA; 4) Trenton-Ewing NJ; 5) Bridgeport-
Stamford CT; 6) New Haven CT; 7) Chicago lL; 8) Boston MA; 9)
Philadelphia PA; and 10) Tampa FL. The ten least densely-populated
metropolitan areas (beginning with the least densely populated) are: 1)
Flagstaff AZ¡'2) Casper WY; 3) Lake Havasu AZ; 4) Rapid Gity SD; S)
Wenatchee WA; 6) Farmington NM; 7) Prescott AZ; B) Grand Forks ND; 9)
Great Falls MT; and 10) Bismarck, ND.

The populated-weighted average for the most densely populated us areas
is 1 18.9. The populated-weighted average for the least densely populated
us areas is 84.8. This indicates that construction costs are, on average,
approximately 40.2o/o higher in the most urbanízed parts of the US
compared with the least-urbanized areas (i.e. 118.9184.8 = 1.402).

This analysis is indicative only, and it does not control for differences in
assets that may be installed to serve the most densely-populated areas
compared with less-densely populated territories. Nevertheless, PEG
believes this is strong evidence that there is a positive correlation between
electric utility construction prices and the degree of urbanization throughout
the US-

Moreover, it should be noted that PEG's benchmarking model controls for
the higher costs of electric utility construction in urban areas. Construction
cost price differences are reflected directly in the capital service price
measures PEG developed for each US utility, and for THESL. Each utility's
capital service price is included as an independent variable in PEG's cost
benchmarking model. PEG's model therefore controls directly for
differences in construction costs across service territories - and for relative
differences in more-urban versus less-urban construction costs - in our
econometric benchmarking model and in the econometric cost evaluations
for THESL and the US sample.

b) Please see the response to part a)

c) Please see the response to part a)

d) Please see the response to part a)

e) Please see the response to part a).
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3.6 Area 6 - Metro / Urban Gore
The selected metropolitan/core downtown urban area (Area 6) is located directly in the heart of
downtown Toronto. The area is classified by PSE as a highly dense, mostly commercial area

consisting of skyscrapers that serye as office towers, apartments and condominiums, hotels, and

retail operations, including restaurants and large and small stores. The structures in this area

raîge fuom 2 to 72 stories. The land mass of the area was measured at 0.28 square kilometers.
An aerial image of Area 6 is shown in Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-6 Core Downtown Area

Under PSE's assessment, approximately 55 properties were identified. The property with the
largest floor space is estimated to be 251,000 square meters, while the property with the smallest
floor space is estimated to be 670 square meters. Approximately 7 5o/o of the properties in the
area were 10 stories or taller. The total commercial and residential floor space within the area is
estimated to be 2,500,000 square meters.

Toronto Hydro Electric System Limited
Power System Engineering, Inc.
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year, but adjusted for the purchasing power parity (PPP) index. This translates the non-labour
input price component into Canadian dollars. To construct the overall OM&A input price we
weighted each index using a 70o/o labour and a 30olo non-labour rate. This was the same

weighting used by PEG in their benchmarking research.

The "residential percentage of sales volume" variable is also calculated based on data from
FERC Form 1 for U.S. utilities and the Board's 4th Generation Incentive Regulation data for
Ontario utilities. The percentage of residential volume compared to total volume is a proxy for
the variance in electricity loads. Commercial and industrial customer loads tend to be more level
across hours of the day. As the proportion of residential volume increases, distribution systems

tend to increase their system peaks and load variability. This results in higher volatility in the

loads served by the system.

The variable that measures the percentage of electric customers out of total gas and electric
customers is derived from both the FERC Form 1 and the FERC Form 2.The FERC Form 2 data
includes the number of gas customers served by a natural gas distributor. This variable measures

the economies of scope available from serving both electric and gas customers. All Ontario
electric distributors distribute only electricity, and have values of 100 percent for this variable.

Toronto Hydro serves the urban core of Toronto, Ontario. Serving a densely populated urban
core presents challenges that are not present in suburban or rural settings. The urban core

variable used in the total cost benchmarking models is a "binary" or "dummy" variable. This
variable provides key information on the added costs of serving electricity to a highly urban area.

All utilities are given a value of zero unless they serve the urban core of a city whose population

only Ontario utility that serves an urban core of this magnitude. For more information on the cost

impacts of serving highly dense metropolitan areas, please refer to PSE's report located in the

Appendix of this report entitled, "Capital Requirements for Serving Developed Environments".

The percentage of electric distribution plant in total distribution plant measures the available
economies of scope that result from being a vertically integrated utility, as opposed to a

distribution-only utility. We expect distribution unit costs to be lower for utilities that also have

transmission and generation activities. For U.S. utilities, data for this variable is found from the

utilities' FERC Form 1s. All the Ontario utilities are designated as distribution-only utilities and

have a value of 100 percent for this variable.

The customer density variable measures how many retail customers are served per length of line.
The customer data is the same datathat is used forthe retail customervariable. The "miles of
line" data for both U.S. and Ontario utilities is gathered through various editions of Platts UDI
Dírectory of Electric Producers and Dístributors. This variable measures the challenges of
serving rural areas and having customers spread across a large service territory. The lower the

customer density, the higher the expected costs. Again, for more information on the cost impacts

of serving a lower density and rural area please ret'er to the report fbund in the Appendix.

The percentage of forestation variable is based on GIS (geographic information system)

forestation maps. Such maps are matched with the areas served by each utility to create the

variable. We would expect that the higher the level of forestation, the higher OM&A costs
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2 Toronto Hydro Service Territory
Toronto Hydro is the largest municipal electrical distribution company in Canada, serving
approximately 733,000 customers in the city of Toronto. Comparatively speaking, the service
territory is very unique from other distributors in Ontario due to its significant population
density. The evolution of the city and its supporting infrastructure is common to other major
cities found in the United States.

2.1 C¡ty of Toronto
In 1834, Toronto became a civic incorporation. Mostly occupied by British and Irish immigrants
at the time, Toronto's population grew by five times between 1831 and 1891. By the 1900s,

more immigrants arrived from continental Europe, including Jews, Italians, and Ukrainians,
followed by Germans, Poles, Hungarians, Slavs, Greeks, and Portuguese. By the 1920s, new
suburban municipalities were appearing due to an overflowing city center of approximately
500,000 people. After World War II, Toronto's economy boomed and the population grew to
over 1,000,000 by 1951 . In the 1970s and 1980s, migrants fror4 West India, South Asia and East

Asia arrived. Present-day Toronto is made up of the former municipalities of Toronto, North
York, Scarborough, York, Etobicoke, and East York, all of which merged into a six-municipality
configuration in 1967. In 1998, the six municipalities were amalgamated into a single
municipality, or the present-day City of Toronto. Currently, Toronto is Canada's largest

2012, while the census metropolitaî area population of the Toronto area was approximately 5.5

milli in20fl.

Toronto is located on a shore plain of a harbor of Lake Ontario. The core downtown area of
Toronto still resides along this shore line, while the rest of the city extends east, west, and north
of the harbor. The city is intersected by three rivers and numerous tributaries, including the

Humber River, the Don River, and the Rouge River, which have created densely forested
ravines. The ravines have affected the original grid plan, and are noticeable on Finch Avenue,
Leslie Street, Lawrence Avenue, and St. Clair Avenue. The ravines are useful for drainage of the

city's storm sewer system, but often experience flooding during periods of heavy rain.

The City of Toronto was originally developed according to a small-town plot with a plain grid of
straight streets. The straight grid pattern was extended as the city gÍew, but in 1834,

uncoordinated private developments replaced the grid pattern. By the 1840s, the cityscape began

to take shape. King Street was a main commercial east-west pathway, while Yonge Street served

as the main north-south route. During the early 1900s, skyscrapers were being built and industry
grew around Yonge Street, King Street, Queen Street, and Bay Street. A picture of present-day

downtown Toronto is provided below.

Toronto Hydro Electric System Limited
Power System Engineering, Inc.

C apital Requirements for
Serving Developed Environments
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Demand-side management (DSM) is a distribution activity regulated at the local
jurisdictional level, not at the Federal level. Each jurisdiction sets its own methods for the
accounting for and recovery of DSM activities, including direct expensing or recovery
through of some or all of the costs in a regulatory asset. They may also have specific
reporting requirements for DSM activities. Look to each company's tariff, and the local
jurisdictional authority, for specific information on the treatment of DSM activities, and in
which regulatory accounts such activity is charged.6

In an effort to provide conservative evidence in this proceeding and only address clear-cut
necessary changes, PSE will assume that U.S. utilities report all CDM activities in the customer
service and information expense category (even though this is likely not the case for all U.S.
utilities). Thus, PSE included all of THESL's CDM expenses, which are projected at $51 million
in 2015. Along with the smart meter expense inclusions for THESL, this assumption also makes
the PSE Reply Report less favorable to THESL (e.g., if we were able to ascertain all CDM
expenses for each utility and how they were recorded, THESL's results would most likely be
better).

3.3 Adjustment #3: Model Specification with Urban Core and High Voltage
Variables

PEG modified PSE's U.S. model by removing the urban core variable and including a high voltage
capacity variable.T In this PSE Reply Report, following established industry practice, PSE removed
PEG's high voltage variable, which is statistically insignificant and incorrectly signed, and re-
included PSE's urban core variable, which is logical, signed correctly and statistically significant
at a 99%o confidence level.

The fact that the high voltage variable is signed incorrectly (it should be positive, but is negative
in the PEG Report Corrections) and statistically insignifrcant at even the 90Yo confidence level
disqualifìes the variable from being included. Business condition variables that are incorrectly
signed or statistically insignificant are not included in econometric benchmarking models. PEG's
use of this variable, and its exclusion of the urban core variable, are not in-line with benchmarking
best practices. PEG has stated the need for business condition variables to be correctly signed and
statistically significant in a report to the Board. In a report dated March 20, 200S "Benchmarking
the Costs of Ontario Power Distributors" on page 52, PEG writes:

All included business conditions were required to have elasticity estimates that were
plausible (e.g. sensibly signed) and significantly different from zero. All variables found
to be statistically significant were included in the final model. Since, additionally, we
consider for inclusion only variables that are predicted by theory or that seem relevant on
the basis of our industry experience, the model is not a 'black box' that confounds attempts
at earnest appraisal.

In this proceeding, PEG has provided conflicting models with different signs for the high voltage
variable, but in both models the variable is statistically insignificant. PEG's original December
2014 Report provided a model in Table Three that showed a statistically insignifrcant high voltage
variable, but one that was positively signed. Then in PEG Report Corrections, PEG submitted a
revised Table Three; this time the high voltage variable was negatively signed, but still statistically

ó Correspondence from FERC.

7 PEG also removed the percent undergrounding variable, although failed to mention this change or explain why the
change occurred in the PEG Report.
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Table 7 U.S. Total Cost Model Estimates

!: Capit_al Price.--

N: Numbe¡ Retail Customers

D: Peak Demand

UD: Urban Core Dummy

- _ -'!CE= Perçnt Electric Customers in Gas & Electric Customers

PRV= Percent Residential Deliveries in Total Deliveries

PD_E: Percent Distribulion Plant in Total Electric plant

UG: Percent Distribution Plant Undergornrd

ED: Elevation Standard Deviation

PF= Perc€nt For_estation

BPLANATORY
VARIABLE

KK
KN

KD

ESTIMA'IE).
COMT'ICIE\ÙT T STATISTIC

D{PLANATORY
VARIABLE ¡

Trend

System Rbar-Squared

Sample Period:

ESIIMA'IU)
COtrT'ICIE\ÍT TSTATISTTC

0.003 2.872

20.098 1533.465

0.958

2002-2012

NN

0.070

/-0.010

, 0.013

0.270

-0.177

4.190

-1.022

1.278

3.274

-2.197ND

Number of Observations

We note that cost is higher the higher the ouþut quantities. At the sample mean, al%oincrease in
tlre number of customers is estimated to raise cost by 0.73%. A one percent hike in peak demand
is estimated to increase cost by 0.22%. As in the combined model, the number ãf customers
served is clearly the dominant ouþut-related cost driver.

The coefficients on the additional variables lvere also plausible. Utilities that serve an urban core
ïvith I million or more residents have higher costs than suburban utilities. Cost is also higher for
utilities that only serve electric customers relative to those that serve both gas and ilectric
customsrs. In addition, a utility that serves a more residential load, as measured 6y higher values
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Figure 2 SAIFI: PSE, PEG, and Actual
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Despite PEG's contention to the contrary, there is actually no meaningful difference between
PEG's SAIDI benchmarks and those of PSE's. The only difference arises from the different time
periods being compared. The PEG Report focused on the reliability performance scores in the
past (2009-2011) rather than using the Custom IR projections to formulate conclusions. Although
PEG has conducted this analysis, the PEG Report did not display the future reliability projections
(THESL is projected to improve in this area). This is inconsistent with PEG's analysis of THESL's
total costs, where PEG's conclusions were based on THESL's results through 2019.

PEG notes that it made a number of reliability data set revisions and exclusions to PSE's data,
based on whether the data could be verified with the source document, or whether the value aligned
with the current document. PEG states on page 38: "In PEG's opinion, these are serious errors and
omissions." PEG's statement is exaggerated. The adjustments PEG made to PSE's reliability data
are minor revisions. PSE made a good faith effort to gather data from hundreds of sources scattered
around the internet over the course of many years. PEG made minor changes that did not have a
meaningful impact on the results. The fact that PEG's results are so similar to PSE's testifies to
this fact.

The consistency in TFIESL's reliability results is notable, given that two separate experts used
different data sets, time periods, and models to derive them. While PSE is unconvinced that PEG's
included variables should have replaced those in PSE's September model, the issue is of little
consequence in this case, given the extreme similarity of results.2 The similar results should
provide the Board with a high level of confidence in the reliability benchmarking provided by PSE
in this proceeding.

2 PEG inserted cooling degree days, heating degree days, undergrounding, and precipitation into the models and took
out percent forestation, customer density, wind, and the number of customers from the PSE models.
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Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
EB-2014-01 l6

Technical Conference
Schedule J2.14

Filed: 2014 Nov 24
Page 1 ofl

TECHNICAL CONFERENCE TJNDERTAKING RESPONSE TO
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF

UI\DERTAKING NO. J2.14 :

Reference(s):

To confirm that the numbers used in the PILs model for 2014 are USGAAP numbers.

RESPONSE:

Toronto Hydro confirms that the numbers used in the PILs model for 2014 are presented

under IFRS.l0

Panel: Revenue Requirements, Rates and Deferral and Variance Accounts
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The table below (Table 8) presents Toronto Hydro's historical (2011- 2013) and

forecasted (2014 - 2015) post-retirement benefit costs, includng capiøllzed and

expensed amounts.

Table 8: Post-Retirement Benefit Costs rt-201

Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
EB-2014-0lló

Exhibit 4A
Tab 4

Schedule 5

ORIGINAL
Page 15 of l5

2011 2012 2013 2014 20f5

16.46Post-Benefit

Costs

16.67 20.35 17.35 16.33

6.47 6.52Capitalized

Amounts

6.76 7.31 6.62

Expensed

Amounts

9.94 13.05 10.72 9.86 9.94
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Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
EB-2014-01 ló

Interrogatory Responses
4B-OEBStaff-79

Filed: 2014 Nov 5

Page I of2

RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY 79:

Reference(s): Exhibit 48, Tab 2, Schedule 2,p.22

THESL has recovered OPEBs in rates since 2000 both on a cash basis and on an accmal

accounting basis. It is Board staff s understanding that THESL has recovered OPEBs on

a cash basis up to May 1,2006 and on an accrual basis thereafter:

Ð Please confinn that Board staff s understanding is correct, or if not, please correct and

explain;

b) Please complete the table below in a live Excel worksheet to show how much has

been recovered for the period 2000 to 2013 relative to the actual cash benefit

payments and how much is anticipated to be recovered in the forecast periods of 2014

to 2019;

c) Please describe what has been done with the recoveries in excess of the cash benefit

payments.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

t0

ll
t2

l3

t4

OPEBs Actual Forecast
Grand
Total

2000 to 2013 Total 2014to 2019 Total

Amounts included in rates

OM&A

Cap¡tal expend¡tures

sub-total

Paid benefit amounts

Net excess amount included in
rates greater than amounts actually
oaid

15

Panel: Planning and Shategy
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Toronto Hydro-Elecbic System Limited
EB-2014-0116

Interro gatory Responses
4B-OEBStaff-79

Filed: 2014 Nov 5

Page2 of2

RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

RESPONSE:

a) since 2000, Toronto Hydro has recovered OPEB in rates under the accrual

accounting basis. There was never a change from the cash basis to the accrual basis

of accounting.

b) Please refer to the live Excel worksheet (IR_48 OEBStafUgB 2}l4l105.xlsx)

attached to this response. Consistent with its proposed rate framework, Toronto

Hydro has not forecasted its operating expenses beyond the 2015 Test Year. For a

discussion of the proposed rate framework please refer to Exhibit rB,Tab 2,

Schedule 3.

c) Recoveries in excess of the cash benefits have been used to fulfrl the cost of ongoing

utility operations.

Panel: Planning and Strategy
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col 1 col 2 col 3

lC - OEBStaff-79 part b - APPENDIX A

col 4 col 5 col 6 col 7 col 8 col 9 col 10 col 11 col 12 col 13 col 14 col 15 col 16 col L7 col 18 col 19 col 20 col 21
r
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10

rL
12

13

L4

15

16

17

OPEBs Actual Forecast Grand Total
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2îat 2012 2013 Totel 201[ 2015 Total

C GAAP US GAAP US GAAP IFRS

Amounts lncluded in retes

OM&A 5-208 693 4,8U 6,14 6,965 7,455 6,704 7,434 7.147 8.05S 8.041 to.o29 13.170 10.829 703.242 9.961 10.289 20.250 723,492
câþ¡tal ExDend¡tures 722 139 237 352 472 619 474 1.099 1.342 7.r92 7,472 r.674 7.832 11.300 2.030 2.223 4.253 15,553
Sub-Total 5 208 415 5 023 6 41S 7,377 7,927 7 377 8.708 8_286 9.397 9.233 17.44t 14,7U !2.661, tL4,542 11,991 72.572 24.503 139 045

Paid benefits amounts 4.724 6.452 4744 4 592 5-230 4 944 5-329 4.636 4.976 6,797 7,O83 7,383 7,960 LO,432 45,294 8,191 8.552 16.743 702.O37

Net excess amount included in

rates greater than amounts
actuallv paid 4t0 ls.637l 275 1.823 2.O47 2979 1_998 4.O72 3,310 2,600 2,750 4,058 6,824 2,229 29,2ß 3,800 3,960 7,760 37.008

(1)

(1) lncludedinthenetbenefitcostfor2OOlisacurta¡lmentga¡nofST,23Othousanddollars.
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inferences; isn't that rì-ght? On two separate aspects of

Toronto Hydro's performance?

MR. FENRICK: Yes, that's correct. They're two

separate eval-uations or model-S on separate distinctions,

total- cost versus SAIDf or SAIFf .

DR. KAUFMANN: Okay. Now, just in general, isn't the

quality of statistical- modetling and statistical

estimation, isn't that improved by adding information to

the sample, assuming that the information is accurate?

MR. FENRICK: In general, yes, I would agree with that

statement, which is another reason why using the u.s. data

set in combination with the Ontario, both on the

reliability and the total cost, creates a larger data set

with more observations, so, Yes, I'd agree with that-

DR. KAUFMANN: Okay. Those are all- my questions-

Thank you.

MS. HELT: Thank You, Mr. Kauffman-

I do understand Board Staff has a few additional

questions to follow up from yesterday with respect to Ms.

Kwan and a few other members of Board Staff as well-, so

first we'l-l- go with Ms. Kwan.

QI]ESTTONS BY MS . K[ì[A]I:

MS. KWAN: Okay. So I did have a couple of

questions. The fj-rst one is on IR -- Board Staff IR 79-

That's on other post-employment benefits- So j-n the

response, Toronto Hydro indicated that since 2000 j-t has

recei-ved $37 mil-Ij-on in rates greater than the amounts paid

for OPBBs, and it \^Ias also indicated that the excess

(61s) s64-2727
ASAP Reporting Semices Inc.

(416) 861-8720 Zl
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recovery have been used to fulfilr the cost of ongoing

utility operations.

So I was just wonderJ_ng if Toronto Hydro has ever

considered setting asj-de the excess recovery for the

purpose of paying out OPEB l_iabilities in the future.
MR. HERCZEG: Not. to my knowledge.

MS. KVùAN: Okay. And given that Toronto Hydro has

used the excess recovery for onqoing operatj_ons, when

Toronto Hydro is required to pay out the opEB liability in
the future, is Toronto Hydro going to ask for additional_

recoveries for OPEB from ratepayers?

MR. HERCZEG: Not to my knowledge.

MR. SMITH: T'm sorry, are you asking: What will_

Toronto Hydro do in a future application not covered. by

this application?

Because if that is the question, then f don't think
that's an appropriate question.

MS. KIiüAN: hle're asking if there is a plan, because

part of the OPEB liability üras already in rates 1n past

applications.

MR. sMrrH: r meann r understand the fact that there
is a difference between accrual- and cash accounting and the

treatment from a ratemaking perspective, which, of course,

is a feature of accrual accountingi general_ly.

But r donrt think it's an appropriate question to ask

what roronto Hydro proposes by way of a 2o2o rebasing at
this time.

MS. KVüAN: I guess we're not asking what their

(613) s64-2727
ASAP Reporting Services Inc.

(416) 86r-8720 g r
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we're just seeing what's the generaÌ plan of OPEBs

treatment in general, and not necessariJ-y what they propose

to do in a future application.

MR. SMITH: Well, Toronto Hydro's proposaÌ in this

proceeding is to recover OPEBs on an accrual basis, âs

reflected in the application. That is what the applJ-cation

is based upon.

MS. KWAN: Okay. But how about the excess recovery

that's been ïecovered in the past? Are there any thoughts

on that?

MR. SMITH: As Board Staff wil-l- be acutely ah/are, this

is an issue that has come up a number of times, in which

there have been a of variety of dj-fferent suggestions made

with respect to whether or not there ought to be a generic

proceeditg, but Toronto Hydro's application is filed on an

accrual basis.

lvhich, subject to check, hlas also the basis on whj-ch

2077 rates \^Iere set and approved by the Board-

MS. KWAN: Okay. Then I'l-l move on to Board Staff IR

76 sorry, not 16, 86.

So in this IR, Toronto Hydro stated that it has

decided not to apply for a disposition of the 36 million in

account 1508 for actuarial fosses upon the transition to

IFRS, but Toronto Hydro wishes to reserve the right to

maintain an account and potential-ly apply for disposition

of a future actuari-al loss.

So what woul-d happen if Toronto Hydro has a future

actuarial gain if interest rates and AA bond yields went

(613) s64-2727
ASAP Repofüng Semices Inc.

(416) 86r-8720 A3
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up? Does Toronto Hydro plan on refunding the amount to
ratepayers ?

MR. HERCZEG: If at the next cost of service award,

the next point in time, then that woul_d be whatever the

loalance is at that time that's been audited, that would be

forwarded in the application.

MS. KWAN: So it doesn't matter if it's a gain or a

l-oss at that time? Because in the response that ü/as

provided, it only refers to a l_oss right now.

MR. SEAL: I think what hre're indicating by this
response, Ms. Kwan, is that currently \nrerre not proposing

to crear this OPEB account. wefve indicated that over time

the account value wil-1 changer âs the underlyj-ng variables
that impact this account wil-l- change.

Right noùr, we're not proposing to cl_ear it.
MS. KIiüAN: But you may pJ_an to propose to clear it in

the future?

MR. SMITH: The company may make a decision in the

future with respect to this deferral account.

MS. KWAN: Okay. If there are any staff reductions,

that would l-ower the current service costs; woul_d that
affect the vari-ance account?

MR. HERCZEG: There are many factors that go into the

account. üüe do get evaluation by a third party, so I
cannot at this point say that one factor woul-d have -- what

irnpact it would have.

MS. KVüAN: Okay. And I have some questions on Board

Staff IR 75 on PTLs.

(613) s64-2727
ASAP Reporting Semices Inc.

(416) 861-8720 I I
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Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
EB-2014-01 ló

Interrogatory Responses
1C-OEBStaff-28

Filed: 2014 Nov 5

Page I ofl

RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY 28:

Reference(s): Exhibit lC, Tab 4, Schedule 2,p.22, Financial Statements 2013

With respect to the first reference in note 13, THESL discloses a liability for OPEBs as at

December 31,2013 of $238,792,000.

a) Please state how much of this liability has been recovered through rates since 2000.

THESL may wish to refer to undertaking TCJl.19 in the Hydro One proceeding EB-

2013-0416 for a suggestion as to how to complete its response;

b) Please provide the actuarial valuations used in the preparation of the year-end

financial statements for the years 2010 through 2012.

RESPONSE:

a) From 2000 to 2013, approximately 9114,542 of the liability for OPEBs has been

recovered through rates.

b) Please refer to Appendices A to C to this Schedule. Please note that the OPEB

liabilities associated with Energy Services Incorporated and LDC Unregulated as

noted in the appendices are accounted for within the OPEB liability on the balance

sheet of THESL. However, the OPEB costs associated with Toronto Hydro

Corporation, Energy Services Incorporated and LDC Unregulated are accounted for

in the income statements of the subsidiaries and are therefore not taken into account

when calculating THESL rates.
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January 24,2OLt

CONF"IDEIITIAL

Ms. Celine ArsenaulþSmith
Toronto Hydro
14 Carlton St¡eet
Toronto, ONM5B 1K5

Dear Celine:

RE: Fiscal2010 Year-End Disclosure and Expense of the Post-Retirement Benefits for
Employees of Toronto Hydro (the ¡'Company") - Final

Furtherto your request, we have prepared updated year+nd financial figures relating to Toronto
Hydro's post-retirement benefits for reporting in its 2010 financial statements, including
schedules with disclosures required under Section 3461 and accounting appendices G and H.
The year-end financial figures presented herein were updated to reflectbenefit payments made
during Fiscal2Ol0 in respect of permanent LTD employees. This letter replaces our initial
letter daþd January 1|r2ît10.

It is our understanding that the Company has the following non-pension post-employment
benefits: a sick leave program, life insurance, OMERS top-up pension, and extended health and
dental benefrts. There are no other non-pension post-employment benefits that we a¡e aware of
that would be subject to accounting treatment under CICA 3461.

'We have enclosed the following:

Appendix G: Accounting Schedule for each of the four companies and Consolidated
Appendix H: CICA 34ó1 Disclosures for each of the four companies and Consolidated

A*sumptions and Methods

All figures have been calculated using the sanrc assumptions as those used in the valuation
performed as at January 1, 2010 (and desøibed in Appendix A of our report dated August 2010).
Based on our discussions with the Company, 1ve understand these assumptions still represent
managenrent's best estimates of future experience. The 2010 expense is based upon a 6.07o
discount rate and the accrued benefit obligations ("ABO") at December 31,2010 a¡e based on a
5.75Vo discount rate, as instucted by the Company.

To determine the ABO at December 31, 2010, \rye re-ran our valuation atJanuary 1, 2010 at a
5.157o discount rate, and projected forward the ABO and service cost figures with interest at
5-757o per annum, reflecting the actual benefit payments in Fiscal2010.

Iluma¡l Resource Corrsulflng¡ and Admtnlsû-auve Solufloris
Cølgory.Frc&rioøt.Haliîq.Kítdzner.Iþndþn.Mont¿cl.OûaM.Phrbøgh,Qúbec.St lolu's.Toroto.Vwdme¡
rvw'noÍDc¡ulobêco'coñ 

Toronto Hydro-Electric system LimiÈer
S9sDonMill$RGd,Suftc7m EB-2014-0116
OfEMome¿usob€¡ocÊfife InterrogaÈory Reaponses
TomntoON M3C lW3 1c-oEBsÈaff-2s
¡el.: 416.445.27û. åx: 416..145.7989 Àppendix .A

Filed: 2014 Nov 5
(13 pages)

TORHYD.4OI1

G:\Toronlo Hydro\PEN\Cor90l I\ACC_Ola_Fiscal 2010 CICA 3461 letter to CAS-revi.sed,doc

ß6



1.
Ms. Celine ArsenaulçSmith
January 24,201t

Changes Ín Plan Provisions

We understand that there have not been any changes to the post-retirement non-pension benefits

as outlined in Appendix D of our actuarial valuation report'

E:rpense Results Summary

A summary of the Fiscal 2010 expense, the balance sheet acqued benefit liability and the accrued

benefit obligation as at December 31, 2010 is as follows:

F'iscal2010
Experce

($)

Accnred Benefit
Liability at

I)ecember 31,2010
($)

Accrued Benefrt
OblÍgation at

December 31, 2010
($)

Toronto llydreElectric System Limited

Toronto llydro Corporation

Toronto Hydro-Energy Service Incorporation

Toronto Hydto - LDC Unregulated

Toronto Hydro-Consolidated

15,346,000

133,000

184,000

83.000

15,746,û0

L64,229,N0

3,107,000

1,841,000

720.m

169,897,000

195J53,000

1,397,000

2,080,000

79?.000

200,027,000

Representation

1. The most tecent actuarial valuation of the Plan for accounting purposes was performed as

at January l,2OlO. Extrapolations to December 31, 2010 have been performed in
accordance with Section 3461 of the CICA Handbook.

We have not been asked to provide an opinion nor have we provided an opinion
regarding the actuarial assumptions. Emerging experience, differing from assumptions,

will result in gains or losses that will be revealed in future actuarial valuations.

2. As is commonly the case in Canada for benefits other than pensions, the¡e are no assets

associaúed with the Company's Plans.

3. The expense figures for the year ending December 31, 2010 have been determined using

the projected benefits method pro-rated on service, applied in conformity with Section

3461 of the CICA Handbook. These figures were extrapolated from the results of the

valuation.

4. We understand thatthe Company elected the retroactive approach in adopting CICA
Handbook Section 3461. The Company has adopted tbe Corridor Method for recognizing

experience gains and losses. Under this accounting policy, the portion of the experience

gains and losses that exceeds lOVo of the accrued bonefrt obligation is amortized over the

average remaining service period of active errployees and recognized in futue years'

expense.

5. The plan provisions are unchanged from those described in our actuarial valuation report

dated August 2010. Please see Appendix D of that report for more details.

)
2t3
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Ms. Celine Arsenault-Smith
January 24,20II

6. The results of the actuarial valuation and extrapolation have been based on the
membership data as of January 1, 2010. Please refer to Appendix C of our report dated
August 2010 for a summary of the membership dara.

7. We are not aware of any matters or events between the daæ of our August 2010 valuation
report and the date of this letter which would have a significant effect on tho figures
contained herein.

8. This letterhas been prepared, and our opinions given, in accordance with accepted
actuarial practice.

9. I am a member in good standing of the Canadian Institute of Actuaries. I understand that
this letter will be used for audit evidence.

Should you have any questions or need funher clarification, please call me.

truly,

Gary E. Stoller, F,C.I.A
(416)383-6440

c.c. NelshaNanji, Morneau Sobeco

This letter and. enclosares lnve been peer-revíewed by Philip Fos4 F.C.I.A.
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APPENDIXC
EistorÍal Erpense Summary

Estìmttad
Flscal 2012

207,8r?,æ0
0

5.15%
5.75%

4.AA9¡

4133,ün
8,101,000

2ü,817,000 200,û27,000

Itcal 2ol0 trTe¡al 20fD

l?7,1,14,000

8,013,mo
137,451,000

Erperience (gain) loss

Adjusfilent due to Ja¡uary l, 2010 disaict changes

Adjusûed Accrued beæfits al BOY
PIÂn ossets

Assumed discount raÞ on liabilities at BOY
AssuÍEd discoùnt rate oD li¡bilities rt EOY

Assunæd salary incroasc

Accrual for senice (noml cost) (eryloyer)
E:çeclEd m¡tibutions (eûployef )
Contibutious (eÍplq,cÊ)
Dcæñtpaymts
Avmge Remining S€rvico Pedod (ARSP)

Averago Rcrmining Seryico Pqiod to ñ¡ll eligibili$

Accnnl for scrvicc
Benefi t p¡ynrús (rd&y€ar)
Totrl
Intarest

lExhibit II - Exnstlence qaltrs/ lffiæ - ¡ccræd bereflts
Opening balarce
Accru¡l fo¡ scrvice
IDte{€lon affid bflút6
BercñtpayrÉnb
ExpedcdvallD at EOY
Acaual vslue al EOY
Brperieoce gain (loso)

Expedcnce galn(os3) ôt BOY
Oth€r chânges at BOY
Amorlizal¡o! ùmuú
Ch.ûgÊs duriûg yËår

Expcriclce gaid(loss) at ECIY

æ?,817,000 200,(D7,0m

4133,000 3.908,000

(4,05¿0(X)) (3,813,mo)

20?.898.000 2ffi.122,0ú

r r.954000 11,il7,000

8,101,000

EsaÍmsl¿tt

F¡c¡¡ 2011

200,027,000

0

5,758o

5.7sqo

4.OOfo

3,908,000

7.ó25,000

185,t5?,000

0
6.Nqo
s.75%
4.ú1o

318s,000

185,157,000

3Æ5,000
(3,f)0,0001.

r85.042.(m

-

11.10x000

0
7.50lË

6.O0tfo

4.0fJqb

e539,000
6,89t,0m

0
6,891,000

l6.0
lo.0

?,t97,m0
0

7,197,000

t3.0
9,0

7,625,m0
r3.0
9.O

13.0

9.O

137,4sr,000
2,53q@0

139,990,000

r0,240,000

207,817,000 200,027,000 l8:t,1s7,000 137,45t,m0

4,133,000 3.908.m0 3,485,m0 2539,000
11,9540æ 11,5(n,m0 11,1t2,000 10.240,0ü)
(8,101,000) (7,625.000ì (7,197,000) (ó,891,000)

2l5'803,mo 207,817,mO 1n,547,0ú 143J39,000

2r5,8o3,m0 207,817,000 200,027,000 177,144,0fl)

o o 7,480,üÐ (33,805,000)

(27,3r9,m0) (n,gsz,fJ0Ð',)

o
(r2,654,(n0)

(8,013,000)

195,000

2t,680,Cm

0 0
526,000 ó33,000 (52e,000)

e480,ooo¿ (33,80s,0m)

_gE! ). __l2z,3re,00q _-ølf4,JÆoL -Jl3@).

htetest oD eccnæd bereEts

IDler€st on plan assêts

Amortization of luly l, 20(n ¿ÍEodmt
Amrliation of Jan l, 200t a¡rr¡dment
Amortization of Jan I , 20üì âßúdrEDt
.\mortiation of experiew (gaim/loss
Net expeDF

Opening ATBOY
Adjusûrnnt due to Jmnry I , 20 | 0 disEict chnges
Expeme (Income) for tho year

Rmding contnìbutioos (lool)

Closing belance ¡t EOY

beæñt! ot EOY
Pla, a$sels aa EOY
(SuphsyHcir{a EOY
I¡ss: Umnoñized (gainsfioases

July 2000 p¡st servlce cost

Jûtr 2001 past sgNice cost

Jal 2O03 past service cost

Erperiem (gains/lmser

17,678,000 17,139,mo 15,746,0m t3¿14@qr'_

4133,0m
r1,954,000

0
(5,000)

5,ofl)
1,065,000

526,000

3,908,00o

1t,$7,000
0

(156,m0)

182,000

r,065,000
633,m0

169,897,üX)

0
17,139,0m
(?,ó2s,000)

JJåÉL@-

3.485,000

11,r02,m0
0

(296,000)

195,m0
1,065,0ü!

t95,000

2,539,000

10,2¿m,000

0
(296,000)

195,000

1,065,000
(52q0ü))

155,æ5,000

o
13,214000
(ó,891,000)

161,348,mO

u9,41r,000
0

l?,6?8,000
(8,r01,000)

188,988.000

ró1,348,000

t5.746,m0
(?,1flj900)

16e,8e7,909

0

215,803,000

0
2r5,8ß,000

(5,00o)

0
27,NO

2Í1,817,0M
0

207,Er7,000

(to,00o)
5,000

1,0!r?,0fl)

(r66,000)

187.æ0

2,t57,000

(46¿000)

382,m0
3,222;m{J

200,02¡,{ruo t71,luJ¡úo
00

200,ü¿7,000 117,t44,0t0

2ó,793,000 2?,319,m0 Ð95L0û 12.651,m0

---89'9Ë@- 
-Il9É!Ja- -lg'?lgL -l!¡'348'm0-
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Hirtorhl Emcn* Sumry

kdñúlet
Ftrc¡l 20fl

203,341,000

Flsc¡I X)10 t'sel2ffill

172.2E0,000

7Jtl,m0
lJlu.000

l34,m6,ooo

r8t309,000 t34026,000

AænEd benefiis
Expaimco (gaio) lus
Adjosmehl dm lo J0nury I, 2010 disk'rct chuÊe3
AdluEtcd Asn¡çd bffiEfits at BOY
Plu a6sls
Asrßd disoutrt ñrle on llrbllitlH aa BOY
AsslitrEd diæfltrr mE otr l¡ebilfi6 ¡t EOY
Assuræd salarybru
Acmnl fæ scnico (m@l cNl) (omplofsr)
Expærcd conlf,Auúons (erplotry)
Cont¡ibutionñ (çmplotro)
B€Ìoft Iatments
Awngo Rcnriniog Søvice lr€dod (ARSP)

^wgð 
Rwining S@he Fsiod tô fi¡[ eltgibillty

A.cnul fft scmie
Beneflt pù'mmts (fi¡d-yrù) (3,994,000) (3,723,000) (3541000) (3,399,000)

203,339,0@ 195,¡0s,000 l8l.l:t4,000 t33,046,000

r 1,69¿m0 1l¿s9,0@ 10,86E,000 9,978,000

203,34t,000
0

5,75%
5-75&
4.0O9¿

9,992,W
7.987,0ü)

0
7,987,000

t30
9.0

0
6.W.
5;t5
4,009t,

3,367,ú0
7,0ft3,000

0
7,083,O00

t3.0
90

0
750'lo
6,00É
4.üllo

2,419,000

óJ9?,000
()

6,?97,000

14.0

8.0

195,753,000

Eilìmot¿l
Ilsc¡l 201t

195,753,000

0

5.?56
5,1s'fi
4.00%

3,7'5,000
7,446.ñ(t

0
7,446,000

13.0

9'0

Total

Iltæs(

203,341,ftXr

3.992,(m

203,341,m0
3,99¿üX)

11.69e00

195J53,000

3.775.000

r95J53,000
3J75,000

n¿59,000

18r,3{D,m0
3,367,000

lElJ09,0o0
3,367,000

10,868.m0

134,026,000

¿419,000

134,026,000

¿4l9.ooo
9,9?E.000

u,580,0m

13.402,ó00

4,t'11,4@

2y'19,000

9,97E,000
0

(215.0([))

r80.m0
EÐ,MO

(298.0m)

12814.mû

172,280,000

0
17X2E0,000

(4r0,000)

348.000

2,522.000

A¡onl 6r ¡æiæ
Iltemst m æmed be¡llits
Beaeflt paynms
tixptrtod Yalrc at rr'OY
AßlrEl ElæerEOY
llxpsricncc uip flos)

Othcr chmçr at DOY
lorÉCFiú¡r
Totd ariout to bo üoIdæd
Amoniza¡ion upul
Chugos durlng pr

Expqiolce t¡iû/(o¡r) tt EOY

Accrusl &r miær (úorÁl)

IotcFst oo ¡ccûed bwÍ¡ñ
I¡lsEsa m plÁn Mls
Amnizatim of July l,2000 a@rdmt
Amoílzat¡m of Je 1,2001 m$dænt
Amoniatiou of Ju l, 2003 ffi&mt
Amliädon olilpsitra (gsimYlosÉ

Ncr oxp€Ds

A4iNbeDL due r,o JDüúy l, 2010 dlslf¡cr cha¡gG
Ef,peffi (lDme) for úg JEar
Fundirg contibutionr (total)
Clo¡¡n8 bala¡co at EOY

Ple rwlD stEOY
(Su¡plusyDclicir ût EOY
IÆ$ Unmniær.l (gaitrMorw

Iuly 21100 pur swiæ ot
.fÐ 2mt pasf Bwicecmt
.fÐ 2ü)3 p!¡t 6æicçc6t
Exgerlence (gaior),/lorw

(7,987,0m) (?,446000)
211,038.m0 203J41,000
21r,038,ü,o 203J41,000

00

(29,m2,000) (29,E09,000)

20,334.100

8,687,900
19,575,300
10,2i13,700

7t?,000

._ (7,G3,000) (6J9?,0m)

t88,(i1,0m 139,626O00
r95.?53,üX) 172,280.000

32,ó54,0{n

00

l,?gL0lJlJ

(15J7¿ooo)

c/J1t,000)
r8,130,900

4,752,r00
366,000668,m0 (298,000)

0 a,ú\M) (32,654,m0)
(2¡354,000) (æ,022,000) c¿9.809.000) fl5.372.0001

3,W,Qoo 3.775,000 3J67,000
11,692,000 1t,259,000 t0,868,000

000
0 035,000) (27s,000)

0 t6E,000 160,000
840,000 840,000 E40.@0
668,000 787,000 36ó,000

- r?J9-tJ'00-' __lg@. t5346,Ír00

173.477,0m t64,229,000 t54]44$,000

0 0 1,5tE,000
17,192,0@ 16,ó94,000 t5,346,000

2ll,038,0m 203.34r,000 19f753,000
00

211,ß6,000 203,34t.000 195J53,000

(i35,00o)
168,000

1,6E2,000

148,401,000

12,844,000

o19E7'000) 0'446'000) __ . . op83r000) (6,797,000)

l8¿682,m0 t73,47?,000 164,¿9,000 154,44E,000

0

0
0

¿000

0
0

A¡¡usrcd bcalth md dcd¡I cæ cost lfEnd nts htrc o sþifrcul effel. o¡ 6c ffiunb Èported fo¡ ùro ho¡Itb ¡¡d døts.l cN plMs.
A ons-pcrcûþg€-lni¡t cbúgc ¡n âssumEd hEslth ed rlênld cæ coåi ÍeDd rslss would baw ttc following impæt fø 2010:

l9o I¡clw
Tol¡l of EwicE ùd itrtæst cost

AccnÈd benÉfit obltgârlm s ûr Ðæember 3 l, 2010

l%Ilerc
Total of ffii{E ûd ¡¡lõËt cort
A.ca¡Bd becfit nblE¡tiotr ü al Dsæûbd 31, 3010

842,000

28J54,000 29,022,w 29,809.000 t5.372.000
lE2,6E?,00q 173,4?t,000 t64,229,000 154.44E.000

$ Chrnç
¿493,000

29,4 t5,r,l00

t CÌm¡e
(1,?20,000)

(22,645,000)

GIToÑ HtòUNcrWolñ. r , æloReu:ñolo Yr.0iltÀCt-01_kt r0l0 m &Nnr¡ü Scbdútùr2J¡ìLN
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Tonto Hydrc Corpot¡Íon
Pæt Redrcm¡t Bcællb

APPENDIXG
Hlcl,orùl Er¡nne SumrY

Edlmt d
Fisel20l2

EEI¡msled

Fbcol Ð11 Flsl1ll0 Dbol2ll09

2.347,000
300,000

(t,285,000)

t,?38,0m
lsf"-;¡*;ffiY-
Âærucd bcmfit¡ 1,416,000

Ex!êrþocs (galn) los
AdjDsûnal duc 10 JmuEy l, 2010 dhldcl ch4gN
Adjurnrl Acruerl bcælil¡ s( BOY
Pt¡nñts
A6smed disounlÉlo o! liabilitis ãl BOY

Asurud diucout ÉtÈ otr líobilitis st EOy
r\sumed mlary inc¡qrc
Aeilåt for silice (nùrfi¡l co8l) (emplols)
Expwtcd cootsibutionr (cnploSr)
Contribùdons (emplo]æ)

BeGl¡t psyrulr
AKûBe R€mdning Scrvlcc Priod (ÄRSP)

Affitc Rm¡itring Srflicc Perlod to full cligibilitv

Accmal fs rryiæ
Boæht gayrrcnts (mid-¡ur)
TÒtûl

Inlffil

r¡16,000
17,000

(40,000) ... (38,000) (55,000) __@.
tJ93,0fr0 1,3?5,000 1.321,000 1,732,m0+

-m-ooo -- 
79.ooo ?9,o(,o l3o,ooo

¡,416,000

0

5.75q1

5,75&
4.0096

t7,000
79,000

0

70,000

r3,0
9.0

1.397.000

0
5.75fr
5J3ñ
4,00%

16,000

76rx)0
0

76,m
19,0

9'0

t,397,000

139?O00
16.000

1J97,000
t6,000
79,000

r,362,0fÐ
0

6.00ø
s.15*
4.00*

t4,0m
r09,000

0

109,000

t3.0
9.0

0

1Sm
6.009ú

1.(ffi
40,m0
9¿000

0
92,000

16,0

11.0

Acmal for HvicÈ
fntGt ou Gruçd bcrcÀl¡
Benofil ¡syments
Expøs, value a¿ EOY

^ctual 
vds ôt riOY

lJxpaieme gain (lors)

lE hibttltl. u"a*ttã¡ffiæ
Éxlrcrimce gai!,lQoffi) sl BOY

othã changes a!BOY
109ú Cqidor
Tol¿l mount lo bc amoliæd
Aúo[tia0oD a-ffirmt
Chnngcr duriug ¡ru

Þeedencê griJl/(tos) al EoY

Accruû¡
JDtæsl otr emd bil€l1"t
IDleßst on plm asctc
Anortiætim of July 1,2000 ¡Eêtrdmena

Âmorlizatiø of Ja¡r 1,2001¡@dmãt
Amoílation of ,ú l. 2003 meodne¡t
Amortialion of expriæo (guln)iloas

Ne( spÐso

at

Adju¡læol duÊ 10 ¡uuuy 1, ZQlo d¡sltica chðrgcs
lìxp*so (Inconre) for ùc pu
Funding co¡r¡ibutim (tol¡l)

Closing baluæ at EOY

Plü üsets ¿t EOY
(Surplur)/DeBcil a EOY
LesBr uffi olized (gû¡É)nñcs

fuly 2m0 FÀt sËrvlæ cost

JÐ 2001 p6! Ãæiccst
fù2003pærwíæcñt
Expøiøcc (gainr)/lmrs

(r9,ooo) í0,000) (lo9,ooo) (9¿0m)

l,¿¡+,om 1,416,û)0 1,346,000 l,8lÓ000

_'* Æ _________!3gi.no0_ ___2!q00q_
0 0 5Lm0 531,000

t,988,0m 2,1+2SOO 2,664,000 3,39ó'000

0 0 (300,000) 0

141,6{þ l39,7oq r36åX} 173,800

-1"¡¡0,¿m 

2.0û2,300 2221,8(û 3'n2'2u)

042,0{Þ) (lf,$Û) (l7r,0m) (201'000)

o L (51'0(n) (531'ooo)
-----i.Mõ"om-- .Tt68ftõ" ...........T,nz¡m- ..-T'-'ooo

14,0m
79,000

0
(1&m0)
l¿@0

2t7,000

o7l,mo)

1,416.000

17,000

80,000

t.36¿000
14,000

r 362,000
14,000

79,fxl0

l,73E,Q{10

40.m0

1,73&0m
40,000

r30.000

10,000

130,000

0
(r8.000)

r ¿000
2l?,000

(201J00)

-]-t.o,o,io

17,0m 16,000

80,m0 79,m0
00

(2,m0) (l8,oo0)

5,m0 12,000

217,000 217,000

042,ooo) o54,00{D

175.m0 152,000

3,1.8!,000

0
175,000

3,I07,000

r5¿0@

t,434,000 t,416,(xÍ)

tß.m0

,136E,000

(118s.000)
133,000

4¿80,000

180,000

1,397,000 2,34?,000

0.-J
1,397.000 z341pm

0

(7e,rx)0) (?6,000) (10e,000) 
,pJ,999)x279.m0 r,tsi,oou 3.107,0t10 4'368.000

0
tr4ffio

0
0

,00t1

0

fl.846.m0ì 11.988.000) (2,142,0{Ð) (¿664,m0)

3¿79frF 3,183,000 3,t0?r8qo $6!Jo0

1,416.000

(2,000)

5,0ü)
218,000

(20,000)

t7,000
435.000

(38,000)

29,000

6szøl,0

$ Change
15,000

20t,000

$ Changc
(r2,000)

(1s9,000)

Assum€d bulth âfiat dst0l ffi cort hcnd ntrr haw a cignllicut effel oû ths moünß ßpülcd for dre bøIth ud datal cuu plane .

A oppcræutag€-poi¡1 cbuge in ösmed heahh ud dotol ca¡ccort [EDd ntes wotrld hwu ùe lollowlng impact for 2010:

1%lncæe
Tool olsnlæ ed iitoEslcosl
Accrwd bonef¡t obligalioD Lr al D4çobcr 31, 2010

l9o llsecc
Totrl of ¡eilico ild itrt€Èt cosl
A@nEd bqcnt obllgûûol as ut DQccrùbr 3 I , 20 l0

cì.Iwrþ HydrcvEm&[Añ\F¿0lNn t, ?01N6ux5u0lo Ycù{d\tAcc-0Ltl¡r.l 2010 ctc^ 
^rrunlln¡ 

sbôdülÈf2.¡lrlcoRE
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Toronto Eydro - Emr¡S¿ ScnhË h@rpmlÊd

AXPENDIXG
lfÉtorirl Expôffi SuMrry

Eçìaotci
Ftill ?0r2

Esãñøl¿¿
Fl¡c¡l 20tt

Acncd bmñts

lìkel1)l0 I'bel Zlll9

2,517,000
166,000

G70,000)

1,687,000
Expqlonæ (gåln) hss
AdjNùnent dN to Juuary l, 2010 dietrict ehangæ

^djsted 
Acùr¡Èd bffiûls ar BoY

Plu assts
AÅcurred dÌsounr mE on liûb¡llüÊssrBOY
Asumd diEouDt r¡te on lirb¡l¡tic6 st EOY
Aæumd oalary lncitare
Accü¡al for sêrvicê (ffibl cost) (çmployc¡)

Exircttcd cont¡ibulio¡! (cmplols)
Conkibudoûs (Ëüployæ)
Dmcfit pÀ)æqts
Aræmge Romalning Snþ6 Feriod (ARi¡t¡)
Avcnge Reuining SwÈe k¡iod to tull el¡gibility

A¡¡mal for wiæ
B€nent !åyn€nrs (mid-!æú)
Totûl

Inlffi8t

for *nls
IotcEst on ærucd bmfilr
8elelftp¡yrffiþ
E¡p*t€d v!¡uc ¿t EOY

^orMl 
E¡$aa EOY

Erper¡enco gain (los)

Otbschmgü tt BOY
109ú Conids
Tolal ¡mounl to bÊ mliæd
Amillzâriorffit
Change,ç düiÃg }tr

E¡¡mi€rce gah(los) at EOY

I¡rÊmt o¡ @nrd brðEfus
frtgrcsa o! plsn æts
AmnÞalion of IuIy 1,2000 ajMdmDt
Aostizatiu of Im l, 2001 am¡dmu¡
AnmiæÍùn of Jm l, 2003 rJHdIM¡
Amortiatioo of apuirmc (gaiorfmrw
Nct e¡IlÊnæ

Adjusünmt dN to Juuùy l, 2010 diñtict cbilgs
E¡pcrs ODcotrF) fq ttF yDm

Fuil¡ing cortributioú (tûü¡I)

Closing balaM ôIEOY

Acmod brne6$ Et EOY
PlÀ[ assêb at EoY
(Su¡plus)/Dcf¡c¡t at FOY
Ls* Umtizcd (gaim)/losæs

¡uly2000 Dû5t swicc cost
Jæ 200 I pûst snlce cort
Jm 2003 po¡t æRica cost
ExIEriæo (gains)noffi

= 9f,999 (4e,000) 0,0q0).
4Ut,0M 2,t03,000 1,874J00 tJ66.0dai

_ 129,000 12r.000 trr,odo 132,000

2,116,0æ
0

5.758o

5,755b
4-û<h

76.m0
22tn0

0
2¿m0

13.0

9,0

¿080.000
0

5,7íqt
5.75
4,0üú

7\ffi
97,0(n

0
97,000

13.0

9'O

t.813,0(D
0

6.00ø
5.75%
400

64,0110

5,000

0
5,000

13.0

9.0

0
1.50ø
6.00ø
4.00?ô

80.0ür
1000

0

¿m0
18.0
'¡ 2.0

2,176000 ?,080,000

2,080.000

t2,m0

2p80,000
72.000

t21,000

(208,000)

208.000

, l?1099) (e7,oo0) (5,m0) (2,ooo)2J,59m(t 2,176,00ù 13¡¿¡000 t sgt@
.. . 2Jt?,909_ 2.1?6,000 2,080.000 2Jl7.g!q__-----õ_____--------i---õ¡õ'-id,o'o_õ'

2,1?6,000

76,000

¿t?6,ooo
76,m0

129,000

(æ8,000)

t,944,000
0

2t0,000
(22,000)

2.132.000

l¡r3.000
64,000

I,il3,mO
ó4.000

I t2,m0

54,000
(166000)
Ifi.300

t.68?,m0
80,m0

r,687,0ü)
80,00t)

132,m0

?04,000

(30,000)

2344,OOO

0
190,000
(x000)

2,532.000

(14.000)

5,000

4t,000

$ Chrnge
39.000

4æ,000

$ Chaoç
(29,000)

þ18,coo)

0 0

0
0

211.ffii t68,700
535,300

0
0
0

64,000
l 12,000

0
(3,orjo)

3,000
8,00{,

2J32,000
(870,000)

1E4.000

(s,000)

0 (e6,000). _J9n(2o8,ooo) _f3gEg¿ eos,ooot _.@_

80,000

132,000
0

(3,000)

3,000

t,(m
-----=--L ll o -€ryI
- - ?.t0,00q ,00J00_ rB4¡00- 

-lto.om

76,000
I29,000

0

(loot)
0

8,000

7z,NO
121,000

o
(3,000)

z,@o
8.000

1,841,000

o
200,000
(c7,000)

1,944.(m

2,359,000 ¿(76,000
00

2,359,000 ¿17ó,mo

(5r0(n) (8,000)

24,w 32,000

2,080,000 2,5t?,000

2,ffio,ooo
0

2,517,000

l.E4l.txro

o

00
(11,000)

¿0m
10,000

208.000 æ8,000 208,000 (t,fJ00)
2,132000 1,944,000 I,B4I,æO 2532000

Asumed helth ud dc¡ttl cæ coñl l¡lod ütG ¡ave a eigniñcant eflæa 0n aho mNls nportcd for ho b€otlh ud døhl cüs Dlans.
Â one-pæenmgepoiat chm¡o io asurml hotlth md dslsl cæ co6t hbd r¿trs would tBw tlE followhg irpsct fd 2010:

l%Irem
Tolal of ¡eryice ud irtcæãl co¡!
Am€d bqoft obllgation uñ atDesEmbtr 31. 2010

t9ú Dcc¡tam
lolal of scfllcc md intcßn cqst
Ac6¡ed bËnçlìt obliga¡iú¡ ù åt DæoÐbq 31, mlo

Cr\Tobrb l{JÀlNMlUcMrN.d 1,201ûRdñ010 Yùd{ÂC_ot_ñd610 Cr:^ burr¡nt Scffiþrr,trlRæ
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Toru¡o HtdE - LDC U¡ngul¡têd
PGI lÊdffiht Dêrelb

APPE{DTXG
Hl¡torlsl E ecBo SunwrT

a>,
Etarmtled

Flså¡ 2012

Esrlm,''d
FtsÈd 2Olr Fl¡c¡l æ10 FlÌrtl t'009

AÊcfüed beÉlits
Exptrhnco Gú)hss
A lslreû dæ lo Janey I , 2010 dlrbi!'r chmgs

^dJutcd 
/trcmed bcrctts at ßOY

PlAnñ$
Assmeú dlscoril nto on lab¡ï(ies d BoY
AssuûEd discoufl nþ on ¡l¡bil¡k5 a.l EOY
Aswd ehrylcEre

^.cN¡l 
for svls (mrm¡t cût) (enplojër)

¡lRpêcr¿d co0tribrl ioß (mßlof€r)
Contf lhr¡on5 (erÞloyæ)

Bmnt n8ymffß
-AEGte Rem¡.hiDB Sorybe Pe¡lod ( RSP)

Âwrage Rcmrhing $eRicc Pcdod $ tull eUglbtüly

OJsr¡nB bda!æ

^cmal 
fof srÈc

Bcocf it p¡ydÊfl tr (ûid-]€r) o,mo) (3,000) 0

925000 839,000 713'000 0

-#-

- 5X000 1t,000 43'lÐO 0

8S4000 ?9,000 673.000 0
4s,000 45,000 40,000 0

53,000 48,000 43,000 o

03,000) (1000)
- cief/l/o 884000 ?56,000 0

9?2,000 8E4.000 797,000 0
--------------õ- ¡ll'om 0

884,000 797,0110

?yl,000
45,000

(?7,000)

0

0

0
36,000

637,(m

0

884.000
0

5.75S
5:15q.
4,tn9É
,l¡,000

13.000

0

13,000

130
9.0

?97,000
0

513*
515ø
4.00ø
45,000

60q)
0

6,000
r3.0
9.0

6?3,m0
0

6.U)6
5,75

4,N&
40,m0

0
0
0

¡3,0
9.0

0
0

1.50tb
ó,0096

4,009.á

0
0
0
0

l4,o
8.0

0

TotoI
Interßa

884,000
48,000

(77,000)

0

ó73,000
411,000

(36,000)

0

0

0
o

0

0

0
0
0

Accrud for ffilce
Inlffit on acmd bsEÈE
BmÊflt pÂyrcots
Expæ1€d vå¡ue ¡r EoY
Aßtual v¡lE st EOY

Bxp€Ètre 8d¡ (los)

Othê¡ chú8$ at EOY
r0% Cor¡ldu
Tobl @unt t0 bc moiliz€d
Anþrtlrstlon moun¡
olan8ps ùEl¡g yeú

E¡pêri¿re grin(los) at EOY

Accruål tor 8e!vlcÈ!
Intereg otr æcmsd bercñts
IntcEs¡ otr pl¡î ü&iß
Amoliärbn offtly l,2000 äoeridmna
Amoílädon oflôtr 1.2001 modæDl
Af,ortlzBon of til 1.2003 @odænl
Amortiatiotr of experlorc (gaitrlhs
ìlet erDeÂre

0

88.,m0 79:tW ozJln _ 0

tlooo
0
o 0 (41'000) o

-ifi.o-,io- 
æ 

--l??¡õot 

--

,to,000

43,000
0
0
0
0
0

4E.000

53,000
0

0
0
o
0

45,000
48,o{Xl

0

0

0
0
0

l'o Immry l, 2010 dlsrlat chügs
EÃpem (lrcore) fot lb yst
FundlrE coruribulloß (tor8l)
Closin¡ bahrcc'al BOY

lffi¡bEEffi;¡m- .,
Àcrfüod ùffenh at EOY 972,0tÐ

Plon Nets al EOY
(SuryluYDeñllt al EOY

IÆ Uf¡norlzld G¡lrs)íos3
Iuly 2000 pâdsrico cost

Jm 2001 psst seflioe @st

Jûn 2003 p¡n svt€ s3a
ExfËierco (B¡lns)hrs

¡% frcrca$
Total of efliæ ¡nd blßmÌ æs¡
Accded benenl obl¡g¡tton ß ¡1. DecenlH 31, 2010

17¿ ltww
TotÂl of Frviæ üd ttrEst ml
Acsrued b€reft obltS¡llon ß st Deenbcr 3 1, 2[10

--ìõ'rr-00-' 

-õ6-0" 

------83,00-0- 

0'

-é
80?,000 7æ,@0 0 0

0 0 637,000 0

1ol,00o 93,ooo 83'ooo o
fl3.000) (ó.000) 0 0
s95.00o E07,000 720'000 

- 

0

?97,000Í14,000o9
it noo sE4,ooo 797'ooo o

0
0
0

77.000 t7.000 77,000 0

s95.000 - 80?,000 ?20,000 0

Ass¡ded héålth úd dcnttl cnre ffi! arond r[þ9 hsre ¡ ¡lg¡lñmt efwt od lhc muts Êpoded for üe beûhh s¡d dmbl cN pl¡N.

A om-psrce¡¡aep-¡r¡in¡ chilge h Md health and deûal cæ co,rt u€nd rates rculd harc rla foÙDwlt¡t itrpæt for 2010:

0
0

0

0

0

0

$Chroge
21,000
18C000

iCbuge
(16,000)

(139,000)

G:\Tñ6||y'rc\IlEl{Ud\NolNm l,:0ld[dnßWl0YiladtAæ-oI-FFJreIogSMlhssNr&-¿iltlmW2
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Appendix H

Post-HclhËmênt Eencflt¡ othrr than Pcnsion lor
Tororìto Hydfû . Consol¡dorêd

C|CA3461 DíEclorurês

2010 20t9

Accrned benefrt obllgadon:

ßulme [t beglnningof ]M
Expcrleræ (gain) los 3t beglnnlng ol¡eu
Redrction in A3O duc lo srlq ofTelccor Juìr 31, 2008
CuæDl æNlN cosl
PN Scrrlæ Cos{
tnlms cost

B€nÊftts !¡id
Actuådå¡ (ÊdnsylM
PlÐ wtrdncnis
Dalarcoatorl olyeu

Reconclll¡tlur oî¡csrue¡l bend¡l obllgelton lo ¡cûùed bere6h llnblllty:

Accrued bercÍt obligrtlor
IJss: UmoÍjz¿d rut *tu{i¡¡ (Bainylos

UMo¡t¡æd FNt swlæ cod$
Postfl plotmcnt bencdts l¡rù¡f ty

Componenlc for net ¡nrlodlc def,ned bcneftt costo:

Cllrua sNice cù{.
lrtere.l6!
Actuulrl (galm)/ lws
Plu æn(hËots
Elcment! otdcf,trêd bercfü ccts befoE ¿djutEeût Koåniæd ¡n:
AdjEtre¡t lo No$l4 t¡e long-teE ulw ol uployæ flûrc bcneñt wlç
- Dlfi¡rcrcc beteqð ¡cluüirl (g[i¡) lN Ëogtr¡æd for pqlod üd

adu0¡lsl (gd¡) lNr on &cred tEËÍts obliga¡ior no the pedod

- Dffenrce bdveen uordzllotr of p6t Eriæ coEts fo! the pslql
ud tlh rclud plm æ¡dents fr¡ ¡hÉ pcridt

Ihñßd h.oeflt costç wgðlËI

Sígtrificånt eñumDdong

Acffid bsncft obliBrtion u of Dæembcr 3l:
. Dissnt [tc
. R¡le of sonpersaúon iñÉæ

Bcnc[t cß16 ffi tho yeE etrded DweDbq 31:
- DlÁ&rt rue
. Ra¡e of comfmü¡lw ireñ

l\lsumed hrrlth cæ cßt t¡Efxl ¡rt6 ¡t h€ñbet 3 I :

- Rde of hc@e ltr dctht c6ls
- R¡lc of hcc6c ítr hÊa¡rÀ qct8 (Êr Iily 20fl1rE{¡FE€nts)
- lJlLb¡lc ftlc in be¡lù cosG (pE Ioly 2000 G¡tErcils)
- lJül¡mÌc )Eù (pG July æ00 Etl@qls)
- Rale of itrru itr heûlth ffits (otid mmbeß)
- IrlllEsre r¡le ln he¡llb cd¡¡ (o!hr Éí$eß)
- lJIt¡Dûte }l ú (oûer tr€!¡b€¡s)

0., 0 0 0
207,81?,000 200,027000 t?7,t44,000 l37lsl,m0

T,otfrlrûte

200,02¿ooo
0
0

3808,úm
0

r r,507,000
(7,ó25,0U0)

0

ã)7,817,000
n3L9,00o

3,908,000
1r,fl7,000

0

ó33,0{X)

1,09r,000

t77,t41,N0
8,013,000

0
3,485,000

0
t1,102,000
(7,197,000)

7.{fl0,000

3¡85,000
u,102,000
r5,493,000

l3?¡51,m0
0
0

2-539,000
0

102,1{),000

(6,E91,000)

,3,805,000

2,539,000
10,210,000

33,805,off)

(343:14,00O)

96,f,000

zt08

116,269,000

0
(294,m0)

3.6lr,mo
0

9,721,000
(só71p00)

(46,187,000)

r37¡51,ffio
(2t,680,000)

3,6t3¡00
9121,000

(46,1t7,000)

200,æ7,000
2?952.000

177,1¡14,000

12,654,000
1,08:O0q 2.r?8,@0 3.142.000 4t06r00lt

u9,4u,00o t69,897,000 161,348,000 155,02s,000

0000
15,415,000 3rr,080,000 ,16,5E4,000 (32,853,000)

(15r9&000)

964,m0

46J17,0{X)

964,000

17,r39.000 15,?.16¡00 13¿r4,000 r{¡90,0{xt

5J5
4,W

5,75ú
4.0M

ó.009ú

4.0096
?,50fr
4,00?Ê

5,75fr
4,00fú

6.m9t
1.W!fi

7.gJq
¡l.ll0t6

5J0*
4.00%

4.gh
7.Wt
5.ü19ú

nL6
E,50ñ
5.mø

2019

4.006
1.50*
5,00ú

2016
9.OO%

5.00%
2019

4M!ú,
8,5096

5.fl19t
2016

8.50S
5.006

2016

4.009å

8,$&

2016
8.009ó

5.00
20t6

Sensltlvtty Anoþsis - heoded lleâllh & Dentd Cerê

Asnmcd lt¡llh aod rløtal oN @sl trEd ¡ú6 h¿r ¡dgnlñüt clreÚl m ùc ôftnutE ßportcd lü thc tcålth ùd dent¡¡ m plr9.
A onc-pæntage-polm ch48c lo Nned l¡€r¡lh Ðd dcnlEl @ cßt uend t:të would htw tb followtog eÍllrs ¡o¡ 2010:

Total ofcuEeil seNiæ ud inß661 coïf (0¡ 6.00*,)
Acmed benel.Í. obllgdim a sr lÞccmbd 31,20t0 (r ttsft)

Sensitivity Analysis - D¡scoùnt Râfe fof lllsclos¡f€ Purposes

Asumcd itrlßl Eas harc a sigo.ifcut cftct otr úE flsnl¡ ftoo(ed fffi t¡e lottt ¡cmcd ìJædr ohllgattm urd cx¡rrc,
A one-perccntegepolnl chütge h Nmed lDremt Ft6 would he¿ $e fotlow¡ng efÊc16 for 201û

^ccncd 
bcNnr obllg4ion ûr 4. D€sEÈcr 3 I , 20 l0

Estlrurcd ùpen$ for Fiscôl 201t

I¡¡ws
i

Irmse

2J68,000 (¡t77,ûr0)
30¡31,000 (23¿62,m0)

fúÉo IleruG
$$

(27,096,000) t5,140,000
(1J49,000) 3,197,000

PGpNd by Mmeäu Soù€uo 1t25t20n qq
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Accrued benefi t obligatlon:

Balarco atbegínning of yeu
Exporíæo Gåio) I,os åt begíming of ytrr
Adjùshfll dùe þ Jnuâry I dislÍcl chá¡gse

Cußnt soNiæ côsl

lrterest cost
Benefits p¡id
Actuûial Gar'n6Mo6¡€3
Plm alrendmentE

Balareot etd of yro

Reconciliation of accrued benefiú obligatlon to accrued benefrfs liablllty:

fucrued benefit dligutio
I¡ss: UD¡¡nordzed mt æl.uarial Gsitr loss

Unmordzed ¡nrt wico coste
Poct-endoymäf b€EÍas ll¡bil¡ay

Components for nct ¡rcriodlc deßned benellt cosh:

Coffit scrvicc æst
lnlæst coct
Actuarlal (gainsV lo¡scs
Plm mlndmtrls
Elment¡ of dsfined benefit ß1s b6t0P adjuÉtnfllmgoiæd ln:

AÜullEtrlr 10 teco8dæ ahe lotrg.tcm nah¡rc dcmfloyeo fuon bæltt rutr
Differcnce betwem ætuuiat Goh) loss rtcogo¡zcd for Period ild- ænuial (e¡ln) loss on arorued bcmfrts obligation for tbo period

Dlltcrsrce |telwæn morti¿adm of p6st ffilce 6ts for tþ Pedod- 
æd the ætual plan awndmmls for th3 pqiod

IteEn€d b€neEt cßlr eogúz:d

Slgniñc¡nt essumpdons

Accrued beæñt obligalion æ of IÞcombé¡ 3l :

- Dis€oùnt râle
- Ritc of @mlNtio¡ ínæuo

Eenofit cosb for thc yeæ ended Decembm 3 I :

- Discout nlo
- Rato of onpensation inmrc

Asmed haalh cre cost head ntes rt IÞcembtr 3 ¡ :

- RÂb of inoraF in däl¡l osts
- Rûto ot incw iD hc¡lú msts (Pn ¡u¡y 2000 otimcno)
- UltÌmate rals ¡n h€dlh co8lß(PEJs¡y 2000Étlrcncrb)
- IJltimato yu(prc luly 2000 Édmoots)
- RÀto of lntfe4se in beOtlh cosB (otlq mômbæ)
- ttltimÀt€ Rte lr l€alth costs (other rembcn)
- t]Illmte yer (orhtr ¡lHbm)

Appendix H

Post Retircmcnt Benefits otlìer than Pcnslon for
Toronto Hyrtro Electric System L¡mhcd

GICA 3{6f Discloaures

Estím¡tc

195,?53.000
0
0

3,775.000
ll,259,000

(7.446,000)

0

3,??5,000
I 1,259,000

o

?87,(m

873,m

203,34t.000 195,753,000 l?2r80,0m 134'026'0ql

2e,Û22,000 29,809,000 15,37¿0m (17'580'000)

2011 2010

r?¿280,000
7,51 t,000
1,5t8,000
3,36?,ofi)

10,868,000
(?,083.ü0)

7,292,000

3,36?,000

10,868,000

r4,803,000

(t4,437,000)

745,m

zw

134,026,000
0

0
2,419,000

9,978,0ü)
(6J97,000)

32"654,0m

¿419,0q)
9,9?8,m0

32,654,000

(32,952,000)

745,m0

200t

t7r,382,000
0
0

3,433,000

9,461,000
(5,592,000)

(.14,658,0æ)

3,133,ffi
9,{ó1,(m

(44,658,0@)

45,423,000

145.000

16,6!!4,0m t5¡46,til1,

5J5%
4,Wo

6.0096

4.009ú

l¿t{4,0e0 f4,{04,000

5.7sqo

4.Wo

5.755o

4.æ%

ó.00É
4.0û*

1.50q6

4.00ft

l.WCo
1.W%
5.00i6

20t6
8.50ç
5.00%

2019

4,N%
7.s0%
5.0095

20t6
9.æ%
5.M

201ç

7 50Eo

4.W%

4.00qo

8.00ø
5.00e

2016

8.00s
5.00Ë

20t6

Incnse

29,411000

5.sùib
1.00ø

4,W
E,509ó

5,@9ú
z0l6

8.50?a

5Wo
2016

Ilæn¡æ

(22,646,000)

Seneitivlty analys'u

Assumd hBallh anú ddtat cæ 6t kcnd r¡tel hÂw a sigfriflcsnt effæ1 on lhe moùnß cponcd for the hoalth md deot[l cato plms'

A mÈ-ptrcent¡gÊ-poiur chuge in asurd lwÊltÍ md d;tal cûe æsl E€Dd El6 would hlvc tlrc followlng effæs for 201ù

Tolål of cment wlce æd intcrcst ost (ar 6.0G?ü)

Accroed bcnefi.t obligation ð atDosdber 31, 2009 (4r5.75%)

0

Prcp¡Ed by MomcÀu Sobeco
li25f20Ll
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Accrued bencfit obligofion:

Balam at beeiming of year
Expaience (gain) loss rt begiD!¡ng of y€ar

Adjusußnt due b January I distict cÞng*
Clmtrt service ctrt
hterest cost
Bencfits paid
Acluorial (ga¡rs)/losses

Plm anen&rents
Balû¡cÊ ât ênd of ye¡r

Reconciliation of accrued bcnefit oblþtlon to accnred benellts liabillty:

Accn]ed beref t oËligat¡oo
Lrss Uo8mrtized rEt ûctuùlal (gainMoss

UnaûDrtized pa.st senice coet6
Pûst employrncnt bcn€Ets llabt[ly

Componentr for net pedod¡c dcEned benelit costs:

Clrl€nt s€rvic! cost
Intor€st cost
Actuodel Gdnsy lossss
Flsn rændrDrnts
Elemenl¡ of defined beæÉt costs b€foß adjustrænt recognized in:
Adjustnrnts to recogoize the loog-lerm mtm of employee frrlue bêmft c6ts!

Difie¡eæe betwôen acturrlal (gain) loss ruognized for perlod and- 
astuùial (gei¡) loss on ¡ccocdbenefite obìigation for the paiod
Difief€¡ce bêts,een amorüz¡t¡ûn of past swiæ coste for the period- 
and tho acorol plmame[dIr80l¡ fo¡the period

Defined bencEt cuß recognlæd

Slgriff cant assumptiors

Accrued befteñt obligatio¡ as of Dæerúer 3l:
- Dircout mlr
- RåtÊ of cotrpctsrtion iíctBsse

BeD€ñt cosls for lhs )'ea¡s ended Dmmber 3l I

- Discomt mte
- Rate ofconpøsadon i¡crcæe

Assurd herlth ca¡e cosa ü€rd rrhr st Decemb€r 31:
- Rate of im¿se h detrtol costs

- RatE of ircEâse ln herlth costs (prc July 2fi)0 rctiErcnts)
- Ultlmate ¡ate in he0lth cost (prc July 2000 rctirer¡ænts)
- ultimte 

'er 
(prc July 2000 fedfrmcnrs)

- Rate of incsw Ín healü costs (ofher nembers)
- UltínatÊ rale ln health cosb (other æniberc)
- UltinåÞ )€n (orher mrúes)

[stimrte
2009 200E

1,397,000 2y7,0û 1,738,m0 2,299þ00
0 300,0m 0 0
0 (r,285,000) 0 o. 16,000 14,00 40,m0 59,m0

79,000 ?9,0m t30,m0 t2t,000
(76,000) (10e,000) (92,0æ) (60,000)

0 51,0m 53r,m0 (688,000)
0000

r,4t6,000 1,397,0m L347,æO t,738,æ0

Appendlx H

Post-Retirement Bensf¡t8 other then Penslon lor
Toronto Hydro Corporaüon

GICA 3461 Disclo€urer

t,4r6,m0
(r,988,000)

221,000

201020tt

1,397,000
(Lt42,w)

4f40n0

2347,w
(¿664,m0)

643,m0

r,738,m0
(3,396,000)

854,0@
3,183,000

16,000

?9,000
0

14,0m
79,000

351,000

0

,10,000

t3o,@0
531,000

0

59,000
t28,(n0

(688,000)
o

3,t07,0m 4,368,m0 4,280,(m

95,000 w,w 701.æ0 (sol,mo)

0s4,000) (s22,0m) cr32,m0) 523,(n0

211,000 2lt,0m 211,000 211,æ0

15a000 11t,000 lt0Jm 2il¡,m0

5.75*
4,ûtsh

5.75?o

4.N%

4.OO<Iø

7,NSb
5.009b

2At6
8.50qq

5.00%
20t9

5.75%

4.ñTo

6.0096

4.OOqo

4.00qo

7,fito
5,Wo
mß

LffJEI
5.00%

20t9

6.oO*
4.OOSø

7,50*
4,ûEo

7.50ft
4.OUlo

5.sOCo

4.ûE,

4.AOEI

8.509¿

5.009ö

nt6
8.5Ð%

5.OO9É

20t6

4,úCo
8,00%
5.O0qo

ml6
8,00?6
3.MEo

2016

Sensittvþ analysis

Assunrcd health and deotrl cû¡€ cosl ùeod rates bavo a slgniffcant efiect on tho ûmoorts repoded for tbe heallh and denhl cæ plaos-
A onepercentage-poirt change in aBsnmd healû and dental cm co6t ñnd raþs would luvê ùe following effects for 2010:

Totâl of cuûent señr'ico âr¡d trteest co¡Î (at ó.ü)%)
Accrued benefit oblig8tion as at December 3l, 2009 (at 5.75%)

Increue Ilccreese

$s
15,000 (12,0m)

æ1,000 059,üx))

Preparcd by Mormu Sobem uzsfmt1
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Appendlx H

Port4ctirement Benel¡ts other lhan PcnÊ¡on for
To¡onto Hydro-Energy Service Incorporation

CICA 3¡161 Dieclosurcs

Estim¡to
20tt 20!0

¿s17,000
166,000

(870,000)

64,000

I 12,000
(5,m0)
96,000

0

20rD ru

I,óE?,000 2.æ4,000
00
00

80000 l2l,om
132,000 13e000
(2,000) (19,000)

620,000 (841,000)

00

Accrued be¡eÊt obligation:

Balarce at begiuilg of ym
Erqerience (gain) Ioss at b€giming ofyear
AdjustrEnt due to Jüurry I d¡sÍíct ch¡nges

Cun€nt sen¡ce cost
I¡tæBt æst
Bencñts paid

Act¡a¡ial (gdns)/looses

Pla¡ æniknent¡
Balence at enil otyar

Reconciliation of¡ccn¡ed benefft obllgatlon to accrued benefrfs llahllity:

Accrued beoeÃt obligation
IÆss: Utr¡rnrtized net acturial (gain)ilose

Unillort¡zed Itast sera,ice cosb
Posa+mplolmrent berl€n|¡ írblllty

Components for net pexlodlc deflnedbenefit cost¡:

Curf€rt sorvice cost
Inlffit æst
Acù¡rri¡l (gais)/ los¡s
Plan a¡rË¡dmcnb
Elerænrs of def¡ed benefü costs befæ adjustruût û:cognized in:

Adlstmnb to recog!¡¡e ahe hog.lerm mlúro o?omÈoycs fr¡tre bcneflt costs:

Dif,Èrerce betwæn acnrartol (gain) loss ttcognized forperiod utd' uruui¡l (eù) loss on accruÊd be¡efib obl¡gatioû foß tbË period

Diffe¡eoce between amortization ofpnst service coste for üe priod
aod the achnl plnn amndllelts for the poriod

Defrned beneftt coetc recogniæd

SÍgnifi cant assumplions

AoanEd bencfit obligaüon as of Decembr 3 I :
- Discou¡t rete
- RoÞ of corpeqsådon increoso

B€nefit costs fof úc years ended Decerúet 3l:
- Di¡count rob
- Rab of corryeruatiou lncæ¿se

Assuned he¡lth oa¡ç cost úErd mtes [t DeogmbË 3l:
. RaÞ of incrcroe i¡ detrtEl costs

- Rab of increæ i¡ balth cosls (prt luly 2000 rctiremenls)
- U¡ürtrBrê rsb ¡n bÊålth cosas (Fe July Zno uircærts)
- Ultirnate year (p,e luly 20ü) retire¡cats)
- Rate of incre¡se i¡ halth mtr (other nenbers)
- Ultimte Ìab itr lËallh cosls (other nsrùers)
- ultimÂte y€ú (oú€r nænbus)

2,080,000

0
0

72,ffi
I 21,000

(97,m0)
0
0

4176,000

0
0

121,m0

¿17ó,ooo
208,m0

1,944,000

7LúO

2,ogo,ooo

2,0&),ooo
208,000

64,000
I 12,000

26¿000
0

2,5t7,000

2,5t7,000
(J4,0m)

Ir6trt00

t,687,m0

o04,0m)

2344,ffi

121,m
132,0m

(841,000)

0

qI

80,000

r3¿m0
620,m0

0

193 m0

7,m

438,000

(2ti2,000)

8,000

832,m0

(650,000)

8,000

(588,0m)

841,000

8,0m

2Ur,Ur¡

5.759#

{-lmø

5.755b
4-OOft

184,000 t90,r¡{tr ?ór,ü,0

7.tu{o
4.009ô

5.75%

4,W%

6.Wío
4.W

6.006
4.0096

7.s0qo

4.ñ%
5.fl%
4.(ß%

4.O0Sb

7,W
3.M
mrc

8.5096

5.009ä

20t9

4.Wo
7st%
5,ùWo

20r6
9.M
5.0M0

2019

4.009É

8.00%

5.00fr
2016

E.00eb

5,009b

2016

4,00qo

8.509ü

5,û%
mt6

8.50%

5.ffiqo
mß

IÞcross.lncroe

SensÍtiviþ analysie

Assuned beslth and dentnl cæ cost ùerd râ(Ûs hi'/e I signiñc¿nt effect otr the arþu[ts rEpolted for lhe health ¡Íd d€nts] cale plåns

A one-percontageloint cbange in aseumed hor¡lh snd deilal cor€ mst heûal rat6s wcx¡ld hrre tñe following eEecl¡ for 2010:

Totnl of cu¡reot servìcs and irtcrcst cost (¡t 6.00%)
Accn¡ed bcncñt obìigolion ¡s at Dc¡ernbe¡l1,2-009 (r¡5,75%)

s$
39,000

429,000

(2e,00û)

(318,m0)

ú25nrttPrepared by Mornoau Sob€co
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Accrued beneflt obligation:

Bs.lÁnc€ tt beginting ofycù
ExpuÍeçe (gain) lm at bêginníng of yffi
ÀqiusEHa. due to Jâmuary I disùict ctunges
Cffi€nt scNicê cost
I¡iæstü61
Berefrts påid

Acluârl¿l Ga¡osM$sêB
P¡malMdmenls
Balane rr .rd of yw

Reconclllatlon of ¡ccrued beneflt oHig¿tlor arD rcctlerl ùeneffls liabillty:

Accrued beæf it obligation
I¿ss: U¡¡¡¡orlized n¿t æluial (gein)/loÈs

U[uofÎiæd Dâst €fliæ cosB
Pxt-erploynn bæf lr llablllþ

Components tor net periodlc deilned benotlt costs:

Cl¡mt sonicc mst
lûlêÉsl æst
Actr¡rl¡l(galnsV læsæ
Pl¡D meodnGnls
Heænt¡ of deflned b@ofit co€ts h€forË ldjultmc¡t Ëogniæd ir:
Aq¡uûmf¡ 10 reogdæ tùc lorE-tsrm mbr of snplo¡æ fstum bentÍt Gt!:

DiffcEDcê bêtrvæn actu¡rial (g¡¡n) lw mg¡izcd for pEriod ud- 
ætrüi¡¡ (tsin) los on aæred bÉ€fib obligatim for ùe period

DilfÊrre bêlween åmoniadon of prst wlce æstt for the perlod- ad th¿ ætuål plm mEnd]Mts fof tho pcriod

D€[tr€d bcæ6t ßogl¡ nco¡¡r¡æd

Sþlßcant assunpûonc

Amcd beæ6t obllgatior I of DeæEbsr 3l:
- Di6coutntc
- Rat¿of coûp@sdm tmreffi

Bm€fit cost¡ fu th€ yffi onded D*mbc¡ 3l:
- Discout nte
- Rrto of æmpcwtbn ircreæ

Assuru€d hMltù qiE 0o5t tscrrd ntes al DaæûbÉr 3l l
- Rab of lnccau in dem¡l cæls
- RÁte of inæe in ho¡Ith cosls (FsJuly 2m0 Éüemenls)
- llr.lñâb nt¿ ìn halth co6ts (ptE July 2000 ÉlkËretrts)
- l¡tiñrtc ye¿¡ (pß rEly 2m0 Étim¡e)
- R¡b of incÉas in heelth coq¡ (otñer mmùe¡¡)
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February 5,2012

Ms. Celine Arsenault-Smith
Toronto Hydro
14 Carlton Street
Toronto, ON
M5B 1K5

Dear Celine:

POST-RETIREMENT BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES OF TORONTO HYDRO
2011 YEAR END DISCLOSURES AND ESTIMATED 2012 AND 2013 NET PERIODIC COST

As requested, this letter and appendices have been prepared for Toronto Hydro Corporation ("the

Company", or "Toronto Hydro") and present the Company's liabilities and costs in respect of the following
post-retirement and post-employment benefits:

¡ Extended health benefits for retirees and members on long-term disability;
¡ Dental benefits for retirees and members on long-term disability;
I Life insurance benefits for retirees;
¡ Sick leave benefits; and
t OMERS top up pension.

This letter and appendices have been prepared for the Company for the following purposes:

t Determining the final calculation of the 2011 net periodic expense to be reported in the Company's

201 1 financial statements;

I Providing the required information for year-end disclosure purposes as of December 31, 2011 to be

reported in the Company's 2011 financial statements; and

I Determiníng an estimate of 2O12 and 2013 net periodic benefit cost.

The information contained in this letter and appendices is presented in thousands of Canadian dollars

and is in respect of the benefits mentioned above only.

All valuation results and accounting calculations presented in this letter and appendices were prepared in

accordance with the following accounting standards:
. 2011 net periodic expense and year-end disclosures - in accordance with Canadian GAAP

(Canadian lnstitute of Chartered Accountants Handbook Section 3461)
. Estimated net period benefit cost for 2012 and 2013 - in accordance with US GAAP (FASB

Accounting Standards Codification 71 5)

The year-end disclosure obligations are based on the January 'l , 2010 actuarial valuation conducted by

Morneau Shepell.

The balance of this letter sets out comments and notes to our calculations. Appendix A provides details

of the relevant accounting results. Please refer to the January 1 ,2010 actuarial valuation report prepared

1 75 Bloor Street East
Su¡te 1701, South Tower
Toronto, ON, M4W 3T6
CANADA

Towers Perrin lnc , a Towers watson company. No 061488-2
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ToWERS wATsON ]/V Ms CelineAßenault-Sm¡th
Febuary 5,2012

by Morneau Shepell (dated August 2010) for the summaries of the plan provisions, the membership data
and the actuarial basis used in the valuation.

ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS

r Results are based on the most recent valuation of the post-retirement and post-employment benefit
programs. The valuation was performed as at January 1,2010 by the previous actuarial consultants,
Morneau Shepell, and we have relied on allthe data and information including plan provisions and
membership data, as being complete and accurate. We have not independenfly verified the
accuracy or completeness of the data or information used for the January 1 ,2010 actuarial valuation.

¡ The measurement date used for fiscal 201 I year-end disclosure is December 31,2011 .

¡ The 201 1 benefit cost is based upon discount rate of 5.75o/o per annum and the accrued benefit
obligation ('ABO') at December 31,2011 is based upon discount rate of 4.75% per annum, as
instructed by the Company. The discount rates are based on long-term high-quality Canadian
corporate bond yields at December 31,2010 and at December 31 ,2011, respectively.

I With the exception of the discount rate, the actuarial methods and assumptions used for the
determination of the 201 1 net periodic benefit cost and December 31,2011 obligation are consistent
with those used for the 2010 disclosures.

Service costs and ABO as of December 31,2011 were extrapolated from the full January 1,2OiO
valuation results assuming that there are no experience gains and losses other than from actual
benefit payments being different from expected and from changes in the assumptions during the
extrapolation period such as changes in the discount rate.

DISCLOSURE RESULTS SUMMARY

The summary of Fiscal 2011 net periodic benefit costs, the balance sheet accrued benefit liability and the
ABo as at December 31,2011, under canadian GAAp are as follows (in $000s):

Fiscal 2011 Net
Periodic Benefit

Gosts

Accrued Benefit
Asset/(Liability) at
December 31, 2011

ABO at December
31,2011

Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited

Toronto Hydro Corporation

Toronto Hydro-Energy Service lncorporation

Toronto Hydro-LDC Unregulated

Toronto Hydro - Consolidated

$$$ 16,694

152

200

93

17,139

(173,542)

(3,171)

(2,017)

(811)

(179,541)

239,064

1,665

2,558

1,039

244,326

Actual benefit payments for 2011 of $7,495,000 are based on information provided by the Company
on January 26,2012. We have projected 2012 and 2013 benefit payments based on the valuation
assumptions.

V:\Toronto Hydro Corporation - 601 614\12\HGB\201 I YE Accounting\report\2o1 I Year End Letter - Toronto Hydro l2.g 2}12).doc
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TOWERS WATSON IAJ Ms. Celine Ars€nault€mith
Fêbruary 5, 2012

TRANSITION TO US GAAP

¡ We understand that the transition to US GAAP will result in all actuarial gains and losses and prior

service costs to be fully recognized immediately in other comprehensive income as at the transition
date, January 1,2011. We understand that US GAAP will be adopted for financial reporting effective
January 1 ,2012 (with a provision of Fiscal 201 1 comparative figures).

! On an ongoing basis, actuarial gains and losses will be reflected in the statement of comprehensive
income. To the extent that they exceed 10% oÍ the accumulated benefit obligation, these gains and
losses will be recognized over the expected average remaining service period of active employees
participating in the plans.

¡ On an ongoing basis, prior service costs will be reflected in the statement of comprehensive income,
and recognized through expense over a straight line basis over the average service period (to full
eligibility) of employees active at the date of amendment.

I As instructed by Toronto Hydro, we have assumed that all accounting methods and policies under US

GAAP will be consistent with those applied under current Canadian GAAP. Additional disclosure
items under US GAAP include a split of current and non-current liability.

OTHER COMII'IENTS

I We understand that the post-retirement benefit plan is not pre-funded, and therefore our accounting
results do not consider any expected investment income on plan assets.

¡ Other than those described in this letter and appendices, the Company's management has confirmed
that there have been no significant events, changes to the plan provisions or changes to plan

membership since January 1,2010 that would materially affect the results of our valuations.

ACTUARIAL CERTIFICATION

The consulting actuaries are members of the Canadian lnstitute of Actuaries and Society of Actuaries and
other professional actuarial organizations and meets their "General Qualification Standard for Statements
of Actuarial Opinions" relating to pension and other postretirement benefit plans.

The figures provided in this letter reflect, to the best of our knowledge, all of the Company's substantive
commitments and obligations, as described herein. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there are
not other subsequent events, the occurrence of which is probable and the effects of which are reasonably
estimable, which have not been reflected in the figures provided as of the date of our letter.

The calculations for the 2011 disclosures have been made in accordance with Section 3461 of the CICA
Handbook, with which we are familiar. This report has been prepared in accordance with the reporting
requirements of the CIA/CICA Joint Policy Statement.

ln preparing the results presented in this letter (including the attached appendices), we have relied upon
information provided to us regarding plan provisions, postretirement welfare plan costs, plan participants,
plan assets and actuarial results prepared by Morneau Shepell. We have reviewed this information for
overall reasonableness and consistency, but have neither audited nor independently verified this
information. The accuracy of the results presented in this letter is dependent upon the accuracy and
completeness of the underlying information.

Page 3
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TowERs wATsoN I J Ms. C€line Arsenault-Smith
February 5, 20'12

The actuarial assumptions and the accounting policies and methods employed in the development of the
pension cost have been selected by the Toronto Hydro management as representing their best estimates
of future contingent events. As is required under the CICA accounting standards, the assumptions are
not intended to include any provision for adverse deviations and we do not express any opinion on them.
FASB ASC 715 requires that each significant assumption "individually represent the best estimate of a
particular future event."

The results shown in this letter have been developed based on actuarial assumptions that are considered
to be reasonable and within the "best-estimate range" as described by the Actuarial Standards of
Practice. Other actuarial assumptions could also be considered to be reasonable and within the best-
estimate range. Thus, reasonable results differing from those presented in this report could have been
developed by selecting different points within the best-estimate ranges for various assumptions.

The information contained in this report was prepared for Toronto Hydro, for its internal use and for the
preparation of its periodic financial disclosures, and its auditors, for the preparation of its periodic financial
disclosures. lt is neither intended nor necessarily suitable for other purposes. Further distribution to, or
use by, other parties of all or part of this report is expressly prohibited with Towers Watson's prior written
consent.

We are pleased to provide you with this year-end disclosure report. Please contact us if you need any
additional information.

Towers Watson

Harindra Sebastian, FCIA, FSA
Direct Dial: (416) 960-2765

Rosario Cristiano, FCIA, FSA
Direct Dial: (416) 960-2837

cc

Enclosures

Diane Low, Shirley Powell, Alex Park-Toronto Hydro
Olga Baliakina, Ken Chapman 

-Towers 
Watson

V:\Toronto Hydro Corporation - 601 61 4\12\HGB\201 1 YE A@ounting\report\201 I Year End L€tter - Toronto Hydro (2.3.201 2) doc
Page 4
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Toronto Hydro
Post Retirement Benefits Other Than Pensions

Appendix A
Pa-qe A- 1

Post-Employment Beneffts Plans - 2011 CICA 3461 Dlsclosures ($ 000'sl

Electr¡c System Toronto Hydro Energy Seryices LDC

Reconc¡llatlon ofFunded Status toAcciued Benellt Asset (Liabllltyl

Funded status
unamortized prior serulce costs

luly 2000 past seryice costs

Jan 2001 past seruice costs

lan 2003 pãst soryice costs

Unâmortized n€t actuarlal (gains)/losses

Accrued benefit asset (lläbllltv)

Change ln accrued beneft obllgatlon
Accrued beneñt obllgätlon at beElnning of year

Sedlce cost
lnterest cost

Actuarial (gain) loss

Beneflts pa¡d

Accrued benêfit oblígatlon at end ofyear

Change ln plan asets
Falr value of plan a$ets at beglnning ofyear
Actu¿l return on plan a$ets
Employ6r contribution
Plan part¡cÍpants' contrlbutlons
Beneflts pald

Fairvalue of plan assets at end ofyear

December 31,2010
(1es,7s3) . (1,397) (2,080) l7s7l l2o0,o27l

ra7
(20)

!7
435

(13s)

168

r,682

(11)

2

40

72
!27
309

(166)

2,ts1

3,908
11,507
36,379

2011

195,753 L,397 2,0E0 797 2OO,O27

3,775
11,259

35,658

45

48
151

16

79
267

2071

7,381

17 ¡81ì

2488

¡ral I7l

7,495

17 ¿qsl

Net P€dodic Beneflt C¡st
Serulce cost

lnterest cost

2011

3,775 16 72 45 3,908

L7,259
35,658Actuarial (gain)/loss during cur.ent perlod

other adjustments to Allocate Costs to Per¡od ln whlch Seflice ¡s Rendered:

-Amortization of net (gain) los
- Amortization ofprior serulce cost

July 2000 past seryice costs
Jan 2001 past sed¡ce costs
.Jan 2003 past serulce costs

Total Net perlodlc benefìt cost

Rsonclllatlon of Funded status toAccrued Eenellt Asset (LiabllltYl

Fundêd status
Unamort¡zed prlor seNice costs

July 2000 past servico costs

Jan 2001 past seru¡ce costs

Jen 2003 past serulce costs

Unamorti¿ed net actuarlal (Eains)/losses

Accrued benefìt asset (l¡abllityl

Addlt¡onål¡nfomatlon at fÞcember 31, æ11
AveEge future working llfetime
Expected beneflt payments for 2012

Key Asumptions
Discount Þtê as ¡t Dec€mber 31, 2011 (for Dec 31, 2011 ABO)

Discount Ete as at December3l, 2010 (for 2011 Benefit Cost)

Rete of compensãtlon increase

Assumed medlcal and dental cost trend ratê at Decemb€r31,2011
D€ntal care cost trend Fte assum6d for next year

For pre July 2000 ret¡rêments:
Health care cost trend Etq assumed for next year

Rate thatthe costtrend gÉduðlly decl¡nes to
Year that the Ete reãches the ultimate rate

Forother ret¡rements:
Health care costtrend rate assumed for next year

Rate that the cost trend gradually declines to
Year that lhe Et€ reaches th6 ultlmate rate

Sensltlvltyto Changes in Medi6l and Dental Trend Rate Asiumptlon
Effect on total ofsêrulce and lnterest cost for 2011

1% po¡nt incEasè
1% point dgcrease

Effect on accrued bênefit obllgation at December3l, 2011

1% point increase
1% point decrêase

Sensltlvltyto Changes in Dlscount Rate Assumptlon
Effect on estlmated 2012 Net Perlodic Benetit Cost

1% point ¡ncrease

1% po¡nt decrease

Effsct on accrued beneflt obllgation at December3l, 2011

1% polnt lncrease
1% polnt decrease

(34,871)

(13s)

842

13.0
7,947

4.0úÊ

(41s)

4,OO%

(1s1)

4.O@/"

11,507
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13s,746],

(1s61

ra2

79
26L

(18
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l2l
5

2ra

13.0
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L27
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(3os)
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151

20tl

4,OO%

13.0
8,101

13.0
13

(3)

2

(8)
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13.0
22

8.50%

5.00%
20L9

8.50%

s.009t
2019

242
(181)

(22l.

23

(141)

183

43
(33)

528
(3s1)

(37)

46

1347].
449

(10)

5

7092

4.15%

5,75%
4.OV/o

4.t5%
5.75%
4.@%

4.75%

5.75%
4.OO%

4.7s9(
s.75%
4.OO%

4.75%

s.75%
4.OO%

7.0M
5.Oe/o

2016

a.5w
5.OtÁ

2019

7,00%
5.00%

2076

8.50%

s.00%
2019

15

l72l

240
(1so)

l2rl
25

12261
293

7,ú%
5.0@6

2016

8.50%

5.00%
20t9

7.OO%

5.OVÁ

20L6

7.00%
s.oo%

2016

24
(17)

4.OO%

2,733
(1,880)

36,933

128,477)

(3,030)

3,449

(33,098)

42,923

2,657
(1,818)

35,923
(27,6s5)

(2,9s0)

3,355

(32,384)

41,998
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January 13,2013

Ms. Aida Cipolla
Toronto Hydro
14 Carlton Street
Toronto, ON
MsB 1K5

Dear Aida:

POST.EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES OF TORONTO HYDRO
2012 YEAR END DISCLOSURES AND ESTIMATED 2013 AND 2014 NET PERIODIC COST UNDER
US GAAP

As requested, this letter and appendices have been prepared for Toronto Hydro Corporation ("the
Company", or "Toronto Hydro") and present the Company's liabilities and costs in respect of the following
post-employment benefits plans ("the Plans"):

r Extended health benefits for retirees and members on long{erm disability;
! Dental benefits for retirees and members on long-term disability;
I Life insurance benefits for retirr es;
¡ Sick leave benefits; and
r OMERS top up pension.

This letter and appendices have been prepared for the Company for the following purposes:

I Determining the final calculation of lhe 2012 net periodic benefit cost to be reported in the Company's
201 2 financial state ments ;

¡ Providing the required information for year-end disclosure purposes as of December 3 j , 2012 To be
reported in the Company's2012 financialstatements; and

¡ Determining an estimate of 2013 and 2014 net periodic benefit cost.

The information contained in this letter and appendices is presented in thousands of Canadian dollars
and is in respect of the benefits mentioned above only.

All valuation results and accounting calculations presented in this letter and appendices were prepared in
accordance with US GAAP (FASB Accounting Standards Codifìcation 715).

The 2012 net periodic benefit cost is consistent with the 2012 net periodic benefit cost provided in our
201 1 disclosure letter dated February 5,2012. The 2012 year-end disclosure obligations and
extrapolations for 2013 and 2014 are based on the January 1 ,2012 actuarial valuation conducted by
Towers Watson.

Toweß Perrin lnc, a Towêrs Watson company No 061488-2
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TOWER5 WAT5ON U\J Ms Aida Cipolla
January 13,2013

ln 2012, the Company implemented exit programs resulting in the termination of employees in 2012 and
2013. As directed by the company, the impact of the programs was treated as actuarial gains/losses as
at December 31,2012 in the financial accounting for the Plans under US GAAP.

The balance of this letter sets out comments and notes to our calculations. Appendix A provides details
of the relevant accounting results. Please refer to the January 1,2012 actuarial valuation report prepared

by Towers Watson for the summaries of the plan provisions, the membership data and the actuarial basis

used in the valuation.

ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS

I The measurement date used for fiscal2Ol2 year-end disclosure is December 31,2012

I The2O12 benefit cost is based on a discount rate of 4.75o/o per annum and the accrued benefit
obligation ('ABO') at December 31,2012 is based on a discount rate of 4.25o/o per annum, as

instructed by the Company. The discount rates are based on long-term high-quality Canadian
corporate bond yields at December 31 ,2011 and at December 31 ,2012, respectively.

¡ The actuarial methods and assumptions used for the determination of the 2012 net periodic benefit
cost are consistent with those used for the 2011 disclosures.

¡ With the exception of the discount rate, the actuarial methods and assumptions used to determine the
December 31,2012 obligation are consistent with those used for the January 1,2012 valuation
presented on December 12,2012.

I The obligation as of December 31 ,2012 and the 2013 and 2014 expense estimates are based on
extrapolations from the January 1 , 2012 valuation results, assuming that there are no experience
gains and losses other than from actual benefit payments being different from expected, and

reflecting changes in the assumptions during the extrapolation period such as changes in the
discount rate.

DISCLOSURE RESULTS SUMMARY

The summary of Fiscal 2012 ne| periodic benefit costs, the ABO and accumulated other comprehensive
income ("AOC|') as at December 31, 2012, under US GAAP are as follows (in $000s):

Fiscal 2012 Net
Periodic Benefit

Cosús

ABO at December
31,2012

AOCI at December
31,2012

Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited

Toronto Hydro Corporation

Toronto Hydro-Energy Service lncorporation

Toronto Hydro-LDC Unregulated

Toronto Hydro - Consolidated

$$$ 20,354

199

245

121

20,919

247,777

2,076

2,928

1,'109

2s3,890

61,823

(1,1e4)

675

195

61,499

I Actual benefit payments for 2012 of $8,069,000 are based on information provided by the Company
on January 8,2013. We have projected 2013 and 2014 benefit payments based on the valuation
assumptions.

Page2
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ACCOUNTING METHODS

Actuarial gains and losses will be reflected in the statement of comprehensive income. To the extent
that they exceed 10% of the accumulated benefit obligation, these gains and losses will be
recognized over the expected average remaining service period of active employees participating in
the plans.

Prior service costs will be reflected in the statement of comprehensive income, and recognized
through expense over a straight line basis over the average service period (to full eligibilþ) of
employees active at the date of amendment.

OTHER COMMENTS

The Company transitioned to US GAAP from Canadian GAAP for financial reporting effective January
1 ,2012. Please refer to the 201 1 disclosure letter dated February 5,2012 for additional details.

We understand that the post-retirement benefit plan is not pre-funded, and therefore our accounting
results do not consider any expected investment income on plan assets.

Other than those described in this letter and appendices, the Company's management has confirmed
that there have been no significant events, changes to the plan provisions or chãnges to plan
membership since January 1,2012 that would materially affect the results of our vãluations.

AGTUARIAL CERTIFICATION

The consulting actuaries are members of the Canadian lnstitute of Actuaries and Society of Actuaries and
other professional actuarial organizations and meets their "General Qualifìcation Standard for Statements
of Actuarial opinions" relating to pension and other postretirement benefit plans.

ln preparing the results presented in this letter (including attached exhibits), we have relied upon
information provided to us regarding plan provisions, actual benefit payments, historical plan costs and
plan participants. We have reviewed this information for overall reasonableness and consistency, but
have neither audited nor independently verified this information. The accuracy of the results presented in
this letter is dependent upon the accuracy and completeness of the underlying information.

The figures provided in this letter reflect, to the best of our knowledge, all of the Company's substantive
commitments and obligations, as described herein. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there are
no other subsequent events, the occurrence of which is probable and the effects of which arà reasonably
estimable, which have not been reflected in the figures provided as of the date of our letter.

The actuarial assumptions and the accounting policies and methods employed in the development of the
pension and postretirement plan costs have been selected by the Toronto Hydro management as
representing their best estimates of future contingent events. The assumptions are not intended to
include any provision for adverse deviations, and we do not express any opinion of them. FASB ASC 71S
requires that each signifìcant assumption "individually represent the best estimate of a particular future
event."

Page 3
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TOWER5 WAT5ON IAJ Ms. A¡da Cipolla
January 13, 2013

The results shown in this letter have been developed based on actuarial assumptions that are considered
to be reasonable and within the "best-estimate range" as described by the Actuarial Standards of
Practice. Other actuarial assumptions could also be considered to be reasonable and within the best-

estimate range. Thus, reasonable results differing from those presented in this report could have been

developed by selecting different points within the best-estimate ranges for various assumptions.

The information contained in this report *", Or"O"åO * roron,o Hydro, for its internal use and for the
preparation of its periodic financial disclosures, and its auditors, for the preparation of its periodic financial

disclosures. lt is neither intended nor necessarily suitable for other purposes. Further distribution to, or
use by, other parties of all or part of this report is expressly prohibited with Towers Watson's prior written
consent.

We are pleased to provide you with this year-end disclosure report. Please contact us if you need any
additional information.

Towers Watson

Harindra Sebastian, FCIA, FSA
Direct Dial: (41 6) 960-2765

Rosario Cristiano, FCIA, FSA
Direct Dial: (416) 960-2837

cc

Enclosures

Lance Lugsdin, Shirley Powell, Helen Macdonald 
-Toronto 

Hydro
Olga Baliakina, Mitchell Coviensky - Towers Watson

Page4
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Toronto Hydro
Post Retirement Benefits Other Than Pensions

Appendix A
Paqe A- 1

Post-Employment Beneits Plan - US GAAP - 20t2 Dtsctosure (S mo,sl

EhdrlcSystem TorontoHyd.o En.WS.rulcêg

Fundcd fttús
Funded status

Curronl 6. No¡{ur.nt OPEB Ll€blllty
Cutrenl

Non{urrent L¡¡blllty
Total

AhountsRlcomhcd lnAccumulet.dOthrrCohprchr$¡E ln@mê
Prlor seR¡ce (crêd¡tl/cost

July 2000 pãst sd¡ce @ns
lan 2001 pai service cots
len 2003 pa* *ru¡ce costs

Net aduarlal (Båln)/loss
Tobl

L,2012

(10)

5
to92

8,06918

u2
_{8

32

95
725
159

(2)

5

218

2t
7A

412

Chanta ln Accumul¡t.d B.n.ftObllgEtlon (ÂBO)

Accumulåted beneflt ob¡lgâtion at beg¡nn¡nB of yeår
Service cosl
lnlerest cost
Adùariål (tein) los
Eeneñts paid

Accumulated benêf¡t obl¡gåtlon at end ofyear

CIE[.ln Plån Air.G
Fai. v¿lue of plan a$ets at beg¡nninB ofyear
Aduel return on plan esets
Employer contrlb!tlon
Plan pedlclpants' onributlons
Ben€flE pe¡d

Fah velue of plan asiets ât end ofVear

llêt P.rlodlc 8.t.fì Coi
Seru¡ce cosl
lnterest cost
Amon¡zation of pdor sedlce col

Jen 2001 pa*5ed¡ce cosls
Jån 2003 past*d¡ce costs

4,976
11,402

27t

5,151
77,657

825

59
52

(23)

7,942 1m 9

ls

4,976
lt,402

s9
s2

95
725

_(3

I
20

2t
7A

12

5

277

5,151
tt,6s7

&0

(s)

5
I O55

Net perlodlcbenehtcost

tund.d útug
Funded stalus

Cu.rcnl w, Non{urrcntOPEB üablllty
Curent
Non4urrent liáb¡lllV
lotel

Amounb Rccomlt.d lh AccumuLtcd Oth.r Compr.h.mlve tncomc
Pr¡or seruice (credltl/cost

lulv 2m0 pást$N¡cê @rts
Jen 2001 past seru¡ce costs
Jan 2m3 pál service costs

Totål

Average future worklng ¡lfetime as at December 31,20ül
Average futurewo.klngllfutlhe as ðt O€cember 31,2011

KlyAsumpllon3
D¡scount råte esat December 31,2012 (used for &c3V12 ASOI
D¡scount råte åsat Deæmber 31,2011 (used for2OU Beneflt C6È)
Rele of compensatlon ¡ncÞase

Assumed med16l and dentål coi trend rate at December31,2012
oentål cåre aost trend rate asumed for nen Vear
For preJuly 2m0 retkem€nls:

Med¡cal cost trend rele assumed forn€¡lyeôr
Ral€ thatthe coi trendgrådually decllnesto
Yeer that lhe rate reaches the ult¡mate rete

Forother rel¡r€menls:
Medicâl co$trend irte arsumed for nextyear
Råte thôt the coittænd graduallv decllnes to
Yeårlhat lhe rate r€aches the ultlmate rete

$nsltlvity to Ch.n¡.s in Mcdlel.nd DenFlfr.nd ktê A$úmption
Eñect on total ofseN¡ce and lnt€rest costfor 2012

1% po¡nt ¡ncreese

1% polnldecreaf
Eff€ct on acc.ued b€nef¡t obllgôllon at December 31,2012

1% po¡nl ¡ncrees€

1% polnt decrease

Sen¡lllvlty lo Chrnge ln Dl*ount kte Asrumptlon
Efred on est¡meted 2013 Net Periodlc BenefltCos!

1% po¡nt lncreðse
1% po¡ntdecrease

Eñecl on accrued benefil obl¡gat¡on at December31,2012
196 polnt¡ncrease

1% poinldecreas

P.oi€dlon ol Bênôñt Èym.nts
2013
20L4
2015
2016
20t7
20LA-2022

4.25ft
4.75%
4.61

4.25%
4 75%
4.ú6

4 25fÁ

4-75%
4@6

4,25û4

4.759Í
4,ú4

4,25i6
4,759Í
4.64

201'

18
13

15
13

_(s)

27

15
13

(s)

24

13
13

4.W LM 4W 4.Wo 4.Wn

6.s96

5.096

2016

6,5%
s.0%
2016

8.096

s.ú6
2019

2,467
(2,t641

31,479

127,6141

12,s46')

4s9s

f38,3341
47,O39

9,9S
8,039
8,234
4,912
9,354

s4821

6s%
5.Øo
2016

6.5%
5,096

2016

6.5%

5,()96

2076

39

f33)

477
(417)

(s1)

68

(s45)

682

38
40
44
51
57

467

8.016

s.o%
2049

8,ú6
5.096

2019

aa6
s0%
2019

8ú4
s.0tß

2019

t2
(e)

224
(1e81

(3s)

22

13071

372

81
E2

85
85
83

450

22
(17)

170
(1s1)

(17)

34

l1%)
25\

19
22
25
28
30

180

2,534

12,2231

32,347
(28,380)

(2,6s3)

4,7L9

(39,382)

48,344

10,134
8,183
4392
9,076
9,524

55,912
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Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
EB-2014-01 l6

Interro gatory Responses
4,{-OEBStaff-72

Filed: 2014 Nov 5

Page I of I

RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY 72:

Reference(s): Exhibit 44, Tab 4, Schedule 7, Towers \üatson actuarial report

The above reference provides calculations in accordance v/ith US GAAP. THESL has

applied for rates trnder IFRS.

Please provide an analysis that compares the 2014 and 2015 projections under US GAAP

with IFRS. In the event, there are any differences arising from this anaþsis, please state

whether or not THESL would consider it necessary to update its application to reflect

them. If not, please explain why not.

RESPONSE:

OPEB projections for 2014 are provided under US GAAP and those for 2015 are

provided under IFRS, consistent with Toronto Hydro's transition to IFRS on January l,

2015. Please refer to Appendix A to this response for a copy of the IFRS actuarial report

as at December 31,2013. This report includes IFRS projections for 2015 that were

included in the Application.

Panel: Planning and Strategy

lol
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Toront.o Hydro-Electric System LiniEed
EB-2014 -0116
Interrogatory Responses
4A-OEBStaff- 72
Appendix A
Fifed: 2014 Nov 5
(z pages)

175 Bloor Sheet East
Suite 1701, South Tower
Toronto, ON, M4W 3T6
CANADA

T +416 960 2700

towerswatson com

January 16,2014

Mr. Daniel Paquin
Toronto Hydro Corporation
14 Carlton Street
Toronto, ON
MsB 1K5

Dear Dan

POST-EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES OF TORONTO HYDRO
2013 YEAR-END DISCLOSURES AND ESTIMATED 2014 AND 2015 BENEFIT EXPENSE UNDER
I NTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTI NG STANDARDS

As requested, this letter and appendices have been prepared for Toronto Hydro Corporation ("the
Company", or "Toronto Hydro") and present the Company's liabilities and costs in respect of the following
post-retirement and post-employment benefits plans ("the plans,,):

t Extended health benefits for retirees and members on total and permanent long-term disability;¡ Dental benefits for retirees and members on total and permanent long-term disability;I Life insurance benefits for retirees;
¡ Vested and non-vested accumulating sick leave benefits;
¡ OMERS top up pension; and
I Executive retirementallowances.

This letter and appendices have been prepared for the Company, for the following purposes:

¡ Determining the flnal calculation of the 2013 benefit expense under lnternational Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) in accordance with lnternational Accounting Standards Section 1g revised in 2O11l;

¡ Providing the required information for year-end disclosure purposes as of December 31 , 2013 under
IAS 19 rev. 2011; and

¡ Determining an estimate of 2014 and 2015 benefìt expense under IAS 1g rev.2O11.

The information contained in this letter and appendices is presented in thousands of Canadian dollars,
and is in respect of the benefits mentioned above only.

The 2013 benefit expense was determine based on the 2013 benefit expense provided in our letter dated
January 15,2013, with updates for immediate recognition of (gains)/losses related to the retirement
allowance and the accumulating sick leave benefits plans. The 2013 year-end disclosure obligations and
extrapolations for 2014 and 2015 are based on the results of the Janua ry 1, 2012 actuarial valuation.

ln 2013, the Company chose to include an obligation in respect of two executive retirement allowances
(one of which is considered an incentive plan under IFRS, and the other considered a post-employment
benefit under IFRS) granted to one key employee. As directed by the company, the impact of this change
was recognized as part of the service cost in expense as at June 30, 2013 in the financial accounting foi
the Plans under IFRS for the Toronto Hydro Corporation division. Please refer to our email dated July 18,
201 3 for additional information.

2013 Year End Letter - IFRS (rev 1.16 2014) doc
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TOWER5 WAT5ON I J Mr. Dan¡el Paquin
January 16,20'14

The balance of this letter sets out comments and notes to our calculations. Appendix A provides details
of the relevant accounting results. Please refer to the January 1,2012 actuarial valuation report prepared

by Towers Watson for the summaries of the plan provisions, the membership data and the actuarial basis

used in the valuation.

ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS

I The measurement date used for Fiscal 2013 year-end financial reporting is December 31,2013

t The 2013 benefit expense is based on a discount rate of 4.25% per annum and the defined benefit
obligation (.DBO") at December 31,2013 is based on a discount rate of 4.75% per annum, as
instructed by the Company. The discount rates are based on long-term high-quality Canadian
corporate bond yields at December 31 ,2012 and December 31 , 2013 respectively.

I Other than those noted in this letter, the actuarial methods and assumptions used for the
determination of the 2013 net periodic benefit cost and the December 31 ,2013 obligation are

consistent with those used for the 2012 disclosures.

¡ The obligation as of December 31 ,2013 and the 2Q14 and 2015 expense estimates are based on

extrapolations from the January 1,2012 valuation results for the medical, dental, life insurance,

accumulating sick leave and OMERS benefìts plans, and the June 30, 2013 valuation results for the

retirement allowance benefit plans, assuming that there are no experience gains or losses other than

from actual benefit payments being different from expected, and reflecting changes in the

assumptions during the extrapolation period such as changes in the discount rate.

ACCOUNTING METHODS

I The information presented assumes that the transition date (between IAS 19 rev. 2008 and IAS 19

rev.2011) is January 1,2013.

I Under IAS 19 rev. 2011 , we understand that Toronto Hydro has determined that both the non-vested

accumulating sick leave benefits plan and the vested accumulating sick leave benefits plan should be

included for post-employment benefits reporting. As such, these benefits are included in the financial

information under IAS 19 rev. 2011 presented in this letter.

¡ As directed by the Company, as of January 1,2013, upon transition from IAS 19 rev. 2008 to IAS 19

rev.2011 , all unrecognized gains and losses were fully recognized in other comprehensive income.

As such there were no further unrecognized actuarial gains and losses reflected in the defined benefit

liability at January 1,2013 under IAS 19 rev. 2011 .

¡ On an ongoing basis, actuarial gains and losses for all benefit plans other than the accumulating sick

leave benefits plans and the one executive retirement allowance considered to be an incentive plan

will be immediately recognized in other comprehensive income. Actuarial gains and losses for the

accumulating sick leave benefits plans and the one executive retirement allowance considered to be

an incentive plan will be recognized immediately in expense.

I On an ongoing basis, the impact of plan changes will be immediately recognized in benefit expense.

Page 2201 3 Year End Letter - IFRS (rev 1.1 6.2014) doc
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ToWERS WATSON l¿\-l Mr. Dan¡el Paquin
January 16,2014

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL RESULTS

Disclosure Results Summary

The summary of Fiscal 2013 benefit expense, the defined benefit liability and the DBO as at December
31,2013, under IAS 19 rev. 2011 are as foltows (in g 000s):

Fiscal 2013 Net
Periodic Benefit

Cosfs

Defined Benefit
AsseØ(Liability) at
December 31, 2013

DBO at December
31,2013

Electric System Limited

Toronto Hydro Corporation

Energy Service lncorporated

LDC Unregulated

Consolidated

$$15,028

408

270

96

15,802

$ (229,e62)

(2,1 e3)

(2,815)

(1,041)

(236,011)

229,962

2,193

2,815

1,041

236,011

r Actual benefit payments lor 2013 of $10,936,000 are based on information provided by the Company
on January 9,2013. We have projected 2014 and 2015 benefit payments based on Úre valuation
assumptions.

OTHER COMMENTS

¡ The Company transitioned to IFRS rev.2011 from IFRS rev. 2008 for financial reporting beginning in
Fiscal 2013. Please refer to our letter dated January 15,2013 for additional details.

I We understand that the post-employment benefits plans are not pre-funded, and therefore our
accounting results do not consider any expected investment income on plan assets.

t As dírected by the Company, the full defined benefit liability has been classified as a non-current
liability

r A draft report on Canadian Pensioners Mortality has been published by the Canadian lnstitute of
Actuaries. We understand that the Company will assess the appropriateness of the new mortality
tables when the report is released.

I Other than those described in this letter and appendices, the Company's management has confirmed
that there have been no significant events, changes to the plan provisions or changes to plan
membership since January 1,2012 for the all benefit plans other than the retiremeñt allowance, and
since June 30, 2013 for the retirement allowance, that would materially affect the results of our
valuations.

AGTUARIAL CERTIFICATION

The consulting actuaries are members of the Canadian lnstitute of Actuaries and Society of Actuaries and
other professional actuarial organizations and meets their "General Qualification Standard for Statements
of Actuarial opinions" relating to pension and other post-employment benefit plans.

Page 3
2013 Year Ênd Letter - IFRS (rev '1.16 2014).doc
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TOWER5 WATSON IAJ Mr Dan¡el Paqu¡n
January 16,2014

ln preparing the results presented in this letter (including attached exhibits), we have relied upon

information provided to us regarding plan provisions, actual benefit payments, historical plan costs and

plan participants. We have reviewed this information for overall reasonableness and consistency, but

have neither audited nor independently verified this information. The accuracy of the results presented in

this letter is dependent upon the accuracy and completeness of the underlying information.

The figures provided in this letter reflect, to the best of our knowledge, all of the Company's substantive

commitments and obligations, as described herein. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there are

no other subsequent events, the occurrence of which is probable and the effects of which are reasonably

estimable, which have not been reflected in the fìgures provided as of the date of our letter.

The calculations for the 2013, 2014 and 2015 accounting schedules have been made in accordance with

Section 19 (lAS 19 rev. 2011) oÍ the lnternational Accounting Standards, with which we are familiar.

The actuarialassumptions, methods (including guidance on attribution methods) and the accounting
policies and methods employed in the development of the pension cost have been selected by the
Toronto Hydro management as representing their best estimates of future contingent events.

The expense and obligation levels will change in the future as a result of future changes in the actuarial
methods and assumptions, the membership data, the plan provisions, accounting rules, legislature, and

the government health care programs, or as a result of future experience gains or losses. None of these
changes has been anticipated at this time, but will be revealed in future accounting valuations.

The results shown in this letter have been developed based on actuarial assumptions that are considered

to be reasonable and within the "best-estimate range" as described by the Actuarial Standards of
Practice. Other actuarial assumptions could also be considered to be reasonable and within the best-

estimate range. Thus, reasonable results differing from those presented in this report could have been

developed by selecting different points within the best-estimate ranges for various assumptions.

The information contained in this report was prepared for Toronto Hydro, for its internal use and for the

preparation of its period financial disclosures, and its auditors, for the preparation of its periodic fìnancial

disclosures. lt is neither intended nor necessarily suitable for other purposes. Further distribution to, or

use by, other parties of all or part of this report is expressly prohibited with Towers Watson's prior written

consent.

We are pleased to provide you with this year-end disclosure report. Please contact us if you need any

additional information.

Towers Watson

Harindra Sebastian, FCIA, FSA
Direct Dial: (416) 960-2765

Enclosures

cc: Olga Baliakina, Mitchell Coviensky - Towers Watson

Rosario Cristiano, FCIA, FSA
Direct Dial: (41 6) 960-2837

Page 42013 Yeâr End Letter - IFRS (rev 1 1 6.2014) doc
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Toronto Hydro
Post Retirement Benefits Other Than Pensions

Appendíx A
Paqe A- 1

Post-Employment Benefits Plan - tFRS (rev. 2011) - ZO13 year-End Disclosure tnformation (g 000's)

Electrlc System

l.¡mlted

Statement of Financlal Posldon at Eeglnnlng of Perlod
Deflned Beneflt Asset/(L¡ab¡lity) at Beglnn¡ng of perlod

Toronto llydro
Corpo6tlon

Energy Serulces

lncorporated

(2,90s)

2,909

LDCUnregulated Consolidated

Recondliation of Deflned 8eneflt ObllgaÙon
Deflned Beneflt Obl¡gation at Beg¡nning of Period
Employer Serv¡ce Cost at Beginn¡ng of Period
lnterest Cost

Net Actuar¡al (Ga¡n) or Loss

Sìck Leove Plon

Ret¡rement Allowdnce Plon #7

Other

Totol Net Actuør¡ol (Go¡n) or Loss

Benef¡ts Paid Directly by the Employer
Def¡ned Benef¡t Obligat¡on at Curent Period End

Chan8e ¡n Plan Assêts
Fair Value of Plan Assets at Pr¡or Period End

Employer Contributions
Benef¡ts Pa¡d

Fair Value of Plan Assets at Current Perlod End

fotal 8enefft (Expênsel/lncome for Perlod
Employer serylce Cost ðt Beginning of Period
lnterest Cost

Actuarial (Gain)/Loss Recognized in Expense

Total Benefit Expense/(lncome)

Reconclllallon of Balanc€ ShsGt

Deflned Benefit Asset/(Liab¡lity) at Prior Perlod End
Total Beneflt (Expense)/lncome for Perlod
Beneflts Pa¡d D¡rectly by the Employer
Ga¡n/(Loss) Recognlzed via OCI

Defined Benef¡t Asset/(L¡ablllty) at Current Per¡od End

Change in Accumulated Other Comprehenslve lncome
Cumulative Aduar¡al (Gain) or Loss Recognized vla OCI at prior perlod End
(Gain) or Loss recognized upon trans¡tion to IFRS rev. 2011
Actuar¡al (Gain) or Loss Recognized via OCI for Period
Cumulatlve Actuarial (Gain) or Loss Recognlzed via OCI at Current period End

Statem€nt of Financlal Posltlon at End of Psriod
Defined Benefit Asset/(L¡ab¡l¡tv) at Current Per¡od End

Ereakdown of D€lned EenefltOblltat¡on: Curent and NoF,Curent
Current Liab¡l¡t¡es

Non€urrent Asset/(l-iab¡l¡ty)
Detìned Beneflt Asset/(Liability) at Current Pertod End

Sensltlvlty to Changes ln M€dical and fþntal Trend Rate Assumptlon
Êffect on total of seillce and ¡nterest costfor 2013

1% point increase

1% po¡nt decrease

Effect on accrued benef¡t obllgat¡on at December 31, 2Ol3
1% point increase

1% point decrease

KeyAssumptlons

D¡scount rate at Dec 31/13 (used for Dec 31,/13 obllgation)
D¡scount rate at Dec 31/12 {used for 2013 Beneflt Costs)

Assumed medical and dental cost trend rate at December 31, 2013
Dental c¿re costtrend rate assumed for next year

For pre iuly 2000 ret¡rements:

Health care cost trend rate assumed for next year

Rate that the costtrend gradually declines to
Year that the rate reaches the ultimate rate

For other retirementsi

Health care cost trend rate assumed for next year
Rate that the costtrend gradually declines to
Year that the rate reaches the ultlmate rate

(710)-24-(686)
- (5) (5)

(18,3u) (157) (3u) (s1) (18,s36)

(1e,0e4) (162) (280) (e1) (1s,627)

2011

244,084

5,355

10,383

1,068

49

47

11832L
92 l2a

5,443
10,650

10,766
110 766ì ß21fmì

6f)7A

lTAl
10,935

110.9361

5,35s

10,383

1244,0841
(15,028)

LO,766

92
49

(s6)

32

(1,068)

118

t28
24

(2,soel
(2701

60

5,843

10,650

{1s,802)
10,936

(408)

7A

757

2013

35,315 637 656

D€cember 31, 2013

2L7 37,825

i.229,s621 (2,193) (¿81s) (1,041) (236,011)

Decembêr 31- 201?

2,3OO

(2,010)

28,986
(2s,4261

4.0% 4.0%

90

459
(403)

4.O%

M

4.0%

22

-

2,364

l2,o72l

29,804

126,lsol

4.O%

8,,{{)1

11

(11)

202
(182)

15
(14)

r57
(13s)

41,

l37l

4.7s%

4.25%
4.75%

4.25%
4.75%

4.25%
4.75%

4,25%
4,75%

4.25%

6.O%

s.o%

2016

6.O%

s.o%

2016

6.0%

5,0%

201,6

6.O%

s.o%

2016

6.O%

5.O%

2076

7.5'/6

5.O%

2019

7,5%

5.O%

20!9

7.5%

5.O%

2019

7.s%
5.O%

2019

7s%
5.O%

2019

Exp€cted Beneflt Payments for Following y€ar 8,245

TOWERS WATSON I/\J
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Toronto Hydro
Post Retirement Benefits Other Than Pensions

Appendix A
Page A- 2

() Post-Employment Benef¡ts Plan - lFRs (rev. 20111 - 2014 Expense Estimate (S 000'sl

Elecùlc Svstem

Um¡ted

Toronto llydro

Corporatlon

Energy Seru¡ces

lncorpo rat€ d
LDCUnregulat€d Consolldated

Statement of Financ¡al Position at Beglnnlng of Pedod

Defined Beneflt Asset/( Uâbillty) at Beginning of Perlod

Reconcil¡ation of Deflned Benef¡t Obllgatlon

Def¡ned Benefit Obl¡gation at Beginni ng of Per¡od

Employer seruice Cost at Beglnning of Period

lnterest Cost

NetActuarlal (Gain) or Loss

Benefits Paid Directly by the Employer

Defined Benefit obligation at Cunent Period End

Change ¡n Plan Assets

FairVal ue of Plan Assets at Prlor Period End

Employer contrlbutlons

Benefits Paid

FairValue of Plan Assets et Current Period End

Total Eeneflt (Expensel/lncome for Perlod

Employer Service cost at Beginning of Perlod

lnterest Cost

Total Beneflt Expense/(lncome)

Reconcllladon of Balance Sheet

Deflned Benefit Asset/(L¡ab¡lity) at Prlor Per¡od End

Total Beneflt (Expense)/lncome for Period

Benefits Paid Directly by the Employer

Galn/(Loss) Recognized via OCI

Deflned Benefit Asset/( L¡ability) at Current Per¡od End

change ¡n Accumulated Other Comprehenslve lncome

Cumulatlve Actuarial (Gain) or Loss Recognlzed via ocl at Prlor Per¡od Énd

Actuarial (Gain) or Loss Recognized via OCI for Per¡od

Cumulãtlve Actuarial (Gain) or Loss Recognized via ocl at Current Period End

Statementof Flnanclal Posltlon at End of Period

Defined Benef it Asset/( LiablllW) at current Period End

Ereakdown of D€fined Benef¡t Obllgatlon: CurEnt and Non-Current

current Liabillties

Non-current Asset/( Liâbility)

Defined Benefit Asset/(tiabllity) at current Period End

Key Assumgtlons

Dls@unt mte at Dec aV14 (used for Dec 3V13 obligation)

Discount mte at Dec 3V13 (used for 2014 Benefit Costs)

Assumed med¡cal and dental costtrend rate at December31,2014

Dental Gre cost trend rate assumed for next year

tor pre July 2000 retirements:

Health care cost trend rate assumed for next year

Rate that the cost trend gEdual ly declines to
Yearthatthe rate reachesthe ultimâte Ete

For other retirements:

Health Gre cost trend rate assumed for nextyeâr
Rate that the cost trend gradually declines to
Yearthatthe rate reachesthe u¡timate rate

Expe€ted Benefit Payments for Following Year

4.1s%

4.75v"

4.7s%

4.75%

4.75%

4.75%

lãnued n1 rî1L
(22s,s62l. (¿1e3) (¿81s) (1,041) (236,011)

229,962

4,931

10,952

L,úl
4
51

I))l

2875
109

138

lMl

2,r93
198

111

lc{ìì

236,011

s,282

t7,262

18 4fr1ìl8 24çl

)?7.67fJ 2.472 ? 019 11'1/4 244.194

8,245

l8-24s1

22

I22l
4

IAÃI

90

t90ì

8,401

18.401ì

+93L
ro.962

4
51

109

138

198

111

5,282

7L,262

15.893 309 )L7 16.544

122e,9621
(118e3)

8,245

12,Ls3l (¿81s) (r"041)

(es)

22
12471

44

(30e)

90

(236,011)

(L6,wl
8,401

1237.610ì 12.4r2l 13 0181 11.114ì I2A4.ts/l

L7,93r ¿l80 352 126 18,889

77.9i¡1 480 352 1)6 1A 8Aq

?l n1L

1237,6L0l, l2,4r2l (1018)

!n - 201¿

(1,114) 24/.,7s41

1237 510ì 12.4121 le firl 11 1141 l2A¿,7\41

l)17 6101 12 4121 f1 nlRì 11 11/!l l)aa1q \

4.75%

4.75%

4.75/o

4.75Yo

5.5%

5.ú/o

2016

s.5%

s.vo
2016

7.e/.
s.v/o

20t9

7.ú/ô

5.ú/o

20L9

5.s%

s.wo

20L6

5.5%

9.æ/o

20L6

5.5%

s.vo
2016

7.ú/o

s.t/o

2019

7.e/o

5.V/o

2019

7.e/o

s.e/.

2079

4.Vo

9384

4.Wo

96

4.ú/ô

47

4.Vo
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4.ú/o

8,552
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Toronto Hydro
Post Retirement Benefits Other Than Pensions

Appendix A
Paqe A- 3

Post-Employment Benefits Plân - tFRS (rev. 2011l - 2015 Expense Est¡mate (S OOO,sl

Electrlc System

[¡mited

Statementof Financial Pos¡tion at 8€t¡nn¡ng of Period

Defined Be nef¡t Asset/(Liability) at Beginn¡ ng of per¡od (237,670!.

Toronto Hvdro

CorpoEt¡on
Energv Serulces

lncorpo6ted
LDCUnrcgulated Consolidated

Januail01- 2015

12,472], (1018) (1,114) 1244,r5/)

Reconclllat¡on of D€f¡ned Benef¡t Obl¡gatlon

Defined Benefit Obligation at Beginn¡ng of period

Employer Seil¡ce Cost at BegÌnning of Period

lnterest Cost

Net Actuarial (Gain) or loss
Benefits Pe¡d Directly by the Employer

Defined Benefit Obl¡gation et Current Per¡od End

Change ¡n Plan Assets

FairValue of Plân Assets at Prior Period End

Employer Contr¡ but¡ons

Benefits Pa¡d

FairValue of Plan Assets at Current Per¡od End

Total B€nef¡t (Expense)/tncone for Period

Employer Seruice Cost at geg¡nning of Per¡od

lnterest Cost

Total Benef ¡t Expense/(lncome)

Reconcll¡ation of Balance Sheet

Defined Benefit Asset/(t¡ebility) at pr¡or per¡od End

Total Benefit (Expense)/lncome for Period
Benefits Paid D¡rectly by the Employer

Gain/(Loss) Recogn¡zed via OCI

Def¡ned Benefit Asset/(L¡abilityl at Current per¡od End

Change ¡nAccumulated OtñerComprehensive lncome
Cumulat¡ve Actuarie¡ lcain) or Loss Recognized via OCI at pr¡or period End

Actuarial (Gain) or Loss Recognized v¡a OCI for period

Cumulative Actuarial (Ga¡n) or [oss Recognized vla OCI at Current period End

Statementof Flnencial Posit¡on at End of period

Def¡ned Benef¡t Asset/(tiability) at Current period End

Breakdown of Defined Beneflt Obllgation: Curent and Non-Cunent
Current Liab¡lities

Non-Cutrent Asset/(Liability)
Defined Benef¡t Asset/(Liabil¡tv) at Curent period End

KeyAsiumpt¡ons

Discount rate at Dec 3{15 (used for Dec 3V15 obligat¡on)
D¡scount rate at Dec 3V14 (used for 2015 Benef¡t Costs)

Assumed medical and dental cost trend rate at December 31, 2015

Dental care cost trend rate assumed for next year

For pre July 2000 retirements:
Health care costtrend rate assumed for next year

Rate that the cost trend gradually decl¡nes to
Yearthatthe rate reachesthe ultimate rate

For other retirements:
Health cere cost trend rate essumed for next year
Rate that the cost tre nd gradual ly declines to
Yearthetthe rate reechesthe ult¡mate rate

Expected Eenefit Pavments for Follow¡nt Yeâr

2015
237,6!0

5,728

11,331

l8-3841

3 018

113

148

lt7

2,472

206

722

{96t

7, 114

Æ

55

f25ì

244,154

5,493

11,656

(8.5s21

245 6Aq 2.44 7 )1) ,190 252.757

2015

8,384

18 3841

25

l2s)

47

I47l

96

196ì

8,552

f8.ss2l

2ftl s

5,128

11.331
M
55

113

148

206

t22
5,493

11,656
16_4s9 328 261 101 t7,749

2m5

1237,6LO)
(16,4s9)

8,384

12,4t2l (3,018) (1,tL4l
(101)

25

(244,7s4l.

(77,7491

8,552

{261)

47

(328)

96

frÁq 6c\ì 0 FAAI 12 )1)l l1 1SOì ()a) 7\11

2tt5
77,931 ¡l80 352 126 18,889

77 971 480 352 726 18.889

ftê.Þñber31 2ot5
(24s,68s) 12,@41 13,2321 (1,190) (2s2,1stl

Dêæñhê?¡f 2015

ftÁq 6Pqì l? 6ÃÀl la 7")l l1 1ml l)a) 7\11

1245.685) 12,6441 i,3.2121 (252,t571

4.75%

4.75%

75%4
4 75%

4.e/o 4.eÁ 4.æÁ

99 53 28

4.75%

4.15%

4.75%

4.75%

4.75%

4.75%

4.e/o

8,990

5.V/o

5.e/6

2016

5 e/o

s.æ/n

2016

5.ú/.
s.v/.
2076

5,Wo

s.ú/o

2076

s.æ/o

5.æ/.

2016

6.5%

5.V/6

2079

6.5%

5.ú/o

2019

6.so/ô

5.V/o

2019

6,5%

5.e/o

20t9

6s%

5.ú/o

2079

4.V/o

9,770
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Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited

EB-2014-01 l6
Interrogatory Responses

4A-OEBStâff-72
Filed: 2014 Nov 5

Page 1 ofl

RESPONSES TO ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF
INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY 72:

Reference(s): Exhibit 44, Tab 4, Schedule 7, Towers Watson actuarial report

The above reference provides calculations in accordance with US GAAP. THESL has

applied for rates under IFRS.

Please provide an analysis that compares the 2014 and2Ol5 projections under US GAAP

with IFRS. In the event, there are any differences arising from this analysis, please state

whether or not THESL would consider it necessary to update its application to reflect

them. If not, please explain why not.

RESPONSE:

OPEB projections for 2014 are provided under US GAAP and those for 2015 are

provided under IFRS, consistent with Toronto Hydro's transition to IFRS on January 1,

2015. Please refer to Appendix A to this response for a copy of the IFRS actuarial report

as at Decemb er 31, 20L3 . This report includes IFRS projections for 20 1 5 that were

included in the Application.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

11

t2

13

t4

l5

l6

t7

l8

l9
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Panel: Planning and Strategy
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Appendix A
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(7 pages)

175 Bloor Street East
Suite 1 701 , South Tower
Toronto, ON, M4W 3T6
CANADA

T +4169602700

towerswatson.com

January 16,2014

Mr. DanielPaquin
Toronto Hydro Corporation
14 Carlton Street
Toronto, ON
MsB 1K5

Dear Dan

POST-EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES OF TORONTO HYDRO
2013 YEAR-END DISCLOSURES AND ESTIMATED 2014 AND 201 5 BENEFIT EXPENSE UNDER
I NTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTI NG STANDARDS

As requested, this letter and appendices have been prepared for Toronto Hydro Corporation ("the
Company", or "Toronto Hydro") and present the Company's liabilities and costs in respect of the following
post-retirement and post-employment benefits plans ("the plans"):

¡ Extended health benefits for retirees and members on total and permanent long-term disability;¡ Dental benefits for retirees and members on total and permanent long-term disability;¡ Life insurance benefìts for retirees;
I Vested and non-vested accumufating sick leave benefits;
I OMERS top up pension; and
¡ Executive retirement allowances.

This letter and appendices have been prepared for the Company, for the following purposes:

I Determining the final calculation of the 2013 benefit expense under lnternational Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) in accordance with lnternational Accounting Standards Section 19 revised in 2011;

t Providing the required information for year-end disclosure purposes as of December 31 , 2013 under
IAS 19 rev. 2011; and

! Determining an estimate of 2014 and 2015 benefit expense under IAS 19 rev. 201 1 .

The information contained in this letter and appendices is presented in thousands of Canadian dollars,
and is in respect of the benefits mentioned above only.

The 2013 benefit expense was determine based on the 2013 benefit expense provided in our letter dated
January 15,2013, with updates for immediate recognition of (gains/losses related to the retirement
allowance and the accumulating sick leave benefits plans. The 2013 year-end disclosure obligations and
extrapolationslor 2014 and 2015 are based on the results of the January 1,2012 actuarial valuation.

ln 2013, the Company chose to include an obligation in respect of two executive retirement allowances
(one of which is considered an incentive plan under IFRS, and the other considered a post-employment
benefit under IFRS) granted to one key employee. As directed by the company, the impact of this change
was recognized as part of the service cost in expense as at June 30, 2013 in the financial accounting for
the Plans under IFRS for the Toronto Hydro Corporation division. Please refer to our email dated July 18,
201 3 for additional information.

2013 Year End Letter - IFRS (r€v 1.16.20'14) doc
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TOWERS WATSON l/\-/ Mr Daniel Paquin
January 16,2014

The balance of this letter sets out comments and notes to our calculations. Appendix A provides details
of the relevant accounting results. Please refer to the January 1 , 2012 actuarial valuation report prepared

by Towers Watson for the summaries of the plan provisions, the membership data and the actuarial basis
used in the valuation.

ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS

t The measurement date used for Fiscal 2013 year-end financial reporting is December 31 ,2013

t The 2013 benefìt expense is based on a discount rate of 4.25% per annum and the defined benefit
obligation ('DBO')at December 31,2013 is based on a discount rate of 4.75% per annum, as

instructed by the Company. The discount rates are based on long-term high-quality Canadian
corporate bond yields at December 31 ,2012 and December 31 , 2013 respectively.

I Other than those noted in this letter, the actuarial methods and assumptions used for the
determination of the 2013 net periodic benefit cost and the December 31 ,2013 obligation are
consistent with those used for lhe 2012 disclosures.

I The obligation as of December 31,2013 and the 2014 and 2015 expense estimates are based on
extrapolations from the January 1,2012 valuation results for the medical, dental, life insurance,
accumulating sick leave and OMERS benefits plans, and the June 30, 2013 valuation results for the
retirement allowance benefit plans, assuming that there are no experience gains or losses other than
from actual benefit payments being different from expected, and reflecting changes in the
assumptions during the extrapolation period such as changes in the discount rate.

ACCOUNTING TúETHODS

r The information presented assumes that the transition date (between IAS 19 rev. 2008 and IAS 19

rev.2011) is January 1,2013.

I Under IAS 19 rev. 2011, we understand that Toronto Hydro has determined that both the non-vested
accumulating sick leave benefìts plan and the vested accumulating sick leave benefits plan should be

included for post-employment benefits reporting. As such, these benefits are included in the fìnancial
information under IAS 19 rev. 2011 presented in this letter.

I As directed by the Company, as of January 1 , 2013, upon transition from IAS 19 rev. 2008 to IAS 19

rev.2O11 , all unrecognized gains and losses were fully recognized in other comprehensive income.
As such there were no further unrecognized actuarial gains and losses reflected in the defined benefit
liability at January 1,2013 under IAS 19 rev. 201 1 .

¡ On an ongoing basis, actuarial gains and losses for all benefit plans other than the accumulating sick
leave benefits plans and the one executive retirement allowance considered to be an incentive plan

will be immediately recognized in other comprehensive income. Actuarial gains and losses for the

accumulating sick leave benefits plans and the one executive retirement allowance considered to be
an incentive plan will be recognized immediately in expense.

I On an ongoing basis, the impact of plan changes will be immediately recognized in benefit expense.

Page220í3 Year End Lettêr - lFRs (rev 1 16 2014) doc
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TOWERS WAT5ON ] ./ Mr Dan¡sl Paquin
January 16, 2014

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL RESULTS

Disclosure Results Summary

The summary of Fiscal 2013 benefit expense, the defined benefit liability and the DBO as at December
31,2013, under IAS 19 rev. 2011 are as follows (in $ 000s):

Fiscal 2013 Net
Periodic Benefit

Cosfs

Defined Benefrt
AsseV(Liability) at
December 31, 2013

DBO at December
31,2013

Electric System Limited

Toronto Hyd ro Corporation

Energy Service lncorporated

LDC Unregulated

Consolidated

$$15,028

408

270

96

15,802

$ (22s,962)

(2,1e3)

(2,815)

(1,041)

(236,011)

229,962

2,193

2,815

1,041

236,011

¡ Actual benefit payments'for2O13 of $10,936,000 are based on information provided by the Company
on January 9,2013. We have projected 2014 and 2015 benefit payments based on the valuation
assumptions.

OTHER COMMENTS

I The Company transitioned to IFRS rev.2011 from IFRS rev. 2008 for flnancial reporting beginning in
Fiscal 2013. Please refer to our letter dated Janua ry 15, 2013 for additional details.

r We understand that the post-employment benefits plans are not pre-funded, and therefore our
accounting results do not consider any expected investment income on plan assets.

I As directed by the Company, the full defined benefit liability has been classified as a non-current
liability

A draft report on Canadian Pensioners Mortality has been published by the Canadian lnstitute of
Actuaries. We understand that the Company will assess the appropriateness of the new mortality
tables when the report is released.

Other than those described in this letter and appendices, the Company's management has confirmed
that there have been no significant events, changes to the plan provisions or changes to plan
membership since January 1,2012 for the all benefit plans other than the retirement allowance, and
since June 30, 2013 for the retirement allowance, that would materially affect the results of our
valuations.

!

ACTUARIAL CERTIFICATION

The consulting actuaries are members of the Canadian lnstitute of Actuaries and Society of Actuaries and
other professional actuarial organizations and meets their "General Qualification Standard for Statements
of Actuarial opinions" relating to pension and other post-employment benefit plans.

Page 32013 Year End Letter - IFRS (rev 1.16.2014).doc
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TowERS wATsoN l/\J Mr. Daniel Paquin
January 16,20'14

ln preparing the results presented in this letter (including attached exhibits), we have relied upon

information provided to us regarding plan provisions, actual benefìt payments, historical plan costs and
plan participants. We have reviewed this information for overall reasonableness and consistency, but
have neither audited nor independently verified this information. The accuracy of the results presented in

this letter is dependent upon the accuracy and completeness of the underlying information.

The figures provided in this letter reflect, to the best of our knowledge, all of the Company's substantive
commitments and obligations, as described herein. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there are
no other subsequent events, the occurrence of which is probable and the effects of which are reasonably
estimable, which have not been reflected in the figures provided as of the date of our letter.

The calculations for the 2013, 2014 and 2015 accounting schedules have been made in accordance with
Section 19 (lAS 19 rev. 2011) of the lnternational Accounting Standards, with which we are familiar.

The actuarial assumptions, methods (including guidance on attribution methods) and the accounting
policies and methods employed in the development of the pension cost have been selected by the
Toronto Hydro management as representing their best estimates of future contingent events.

The expense and obligation levels will change in the future as a result of future changes in the actuarial
methods and assumptions, the membership data, the plan provisions, accounting rules, legislature, and
the government health care programs, or as a result of future experience gains or losses. None of these
changes has been anticipated at this time, but will be revealed in future accounting valuations.

The results shown in this lefter have been developed based on actuarial assumptions that are considered
to be reasonable and within the "best-estimate range" as described by the Actuarial Standards of
Practice. Other actuarial assumptions could also be considered to be reasonable and within the best-
estimate range. Thus, reasonable results differing from those presented in this report could have been
developed by selecting different points within the best-estimate ranges for various assumptions.

The information contained in this report was prepared for Toronto Hydro, for its internal use and for the
preparation of its period financial disclosures, and its auditors, for the preparation of its periodic financial
disclosures. lt is neither intended nor necessarily suítable for other purposes. Further distribution to, or
use by, other parties of all or part of this report is expressly prohibited with Towers Watson's prior written

consent.

We are pleased to provide you with this year-end disclosure report. Please contact us if you need any

additional information.

Towers Watson

Harindra Sebastian, FCIA, FSA
Direct Dial: (416) 960-2765

Enclosures

cc: Olga Baliakina, Mitchell Coviensky-Towers Watson

Rosario Cristiano, FCIA, FSA
Direct Dial: (41 6) 960-2837

Page 4201 3 Year End Letter - IFRS (rev 1.1 6 2014) doc
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Toronto Hydro
Post Retirement Benefits Other Than Pensions

Appendix A
Paqe A- 1

Post'Employment Benefits plan - rFRS (rev. 20111 - 2013 year-End Disclosure tnformation (s ooo's)

Electrlc System
llmlted

Slat€ment of Flnancial Pos¡don at BeBlnnlng of Period
Def¡ned Eenef¡t Asset/(Liabilitv) at Beg¡nn¡ng of per¡od

1244,084l,

Toronto Hydro

CorpoËtion
Energy Seillces

lncorporated
LDCUnregulated Conslldat€d

(1,058)

Recondliatlon ol DGffned Eeneflt Obllgatlon
Defined Beneflt Obligat¡on at Beg¡nn¡ng of Per¡od

Employer Servlce Cost at Beg¡nning of Perlod

lnterest Cost

Net Actuar¡al (Gain) or Loss

S¡ck Leove Plon

Retîrement Allowonce Pløn #7

Other

Totol Net Actuot¡ol (Gøln) or Loss
Beneflts Paid DirectlV by the Employer
Deflned Beneflt Obllgat¡on at Current Per¡od End

Change in Plan Assets
Fa¡r Vâlue of Plan Assets at Pr¡or Period End

Emplover Contr¡butions
Beneflts Pa¡d

Fair Value of Plan Assets at Current Period End

Total 8eneftt (E¡(pensl/lncome for perlod

Employer Serv¡ce Cost at Beg¡nn¡ng of Period

lnterest Cost

Actuarlal (Gain)/Loss Recognized in Expense

Total Benefit Expense/(lncome)

Reconclllatlon of Salance Sheet
Deflned BenefitAsset/{L¡ab¡lltv) at PrÌor Perlod End
Total Benefìt (Expense)/lncome for Perlod

Beneflts Paid Dlrectly by the Employer
Galn/(Loss) Recognized v¡a OCI

Def¡ned Beneflt Asset/(Liab¡lity) at Current Period End

Chante in Accumulated Other Comprehenslve lncom€
Cumulative Actuarlal (Gain) or Loss Recognized vla OCI at prlor per¡od End
(Galn) or Loss recogn¡zed upon trans¡tion to IFRS rev. 2011
Actuarial (Ga¡n) or Loss Recognized via OCI for Per¡od
Cumulative Actuar¡al (Gain) or Loss Recognized v¡a OCI at Current per¡od End

Statement of Flnanclal Posiüon at End ofPeriod
Def¡ned BenefltAsset/(Liab¡llty) at Curent Perìod End

Sreakdown oú Dsflned Eenellt Obllgatlon: Cür€nt and NoÊCurrent
Current L¡ab¡lltles

Non-Current Asset/(Liablllty)
Defined Benef¡tAsset/(L¡ab¡lity) at Curcnt Period End

Sens¡t¡vlty to Changes ¡n Medlcal and Dental Tr€nd Rate Assumption
Effect on total of service and interest cost for 2013

1% po¡nt increase

1% po¡nt decrease

Effect on accrued benefit ob¡¡gat¡on at December 31, 2013
1% po¡nt ¡ncrease

1% point decrease

Key Assumpt¡ons

Discount rate at Dec 31/13 (used for Dec 31/13 obligat¡on)
Dlscount rate at Dec 31/12 (used for 2013 Benef¡t Costs)

Assumed medlcal and dental cost trend rate at Oecember 31, 2013
Dental care costtiend rate assumed for next year
For pre July 2000 retlrements:

Health care cost trend rate assumed for next year

Rate that the cost trend gradua¡ly decl¡nes to
Year that the rate reaches the ultimate rate

For other ret¡rements:

Health care cost trend rate assumed for next year
Rate that the costtrend graduallv decllnes to
Year that the rate reaches the ult¡mate rate

(710)-24-(6s6)
- (5) (s)

(18,3u) (157) (304) (e1) (18,sj6)
(1e,0e4) (162) (280) (e1) (1s,627)

,f)7a

20tt
1,068

49

47

2,9O9

118

728

2,020

327

92

(32)

244,O84

5,355

10,383

250,081

5,U3
10,650

70,766
f10 7661

78 60

160ì

10,936
l78l (10.936ì

20t3
5,35s

10,383
l71nl

49

47

118

L28
24

327

92
lsl

5,843

10,650

16911

15.028 408 270 96 15 aO?

20tt
1244,0841
(15,028)

70,766
l27ol

60

304

12,o2ol
(408)

7A

757

(2,909) (1 068) (2s0,081)

(1s,802)

10,936

(s6)

12

2013

36,315 2L7637 656 37,A25
(18,384) (1s7) (304) (e1) (18,e36)
77,937 480 _ -!!2 126 18,389

(2,81s)

December3l.20l3

2,300
(2,010)

28,986

12s,4261

4.O%

L6
(14)

!57
(13e)

4J,

(37)

(403)

11

(11)

202

{182}

2,364

l2,o72l

29,4O4

(26,1s0)

4,O%

8,401

4.75%

4.25%
4.7s%

4.25%
4.75%

4.25%
4.75%

4,25%
4.1s%

4.25%

4.M

90

459

4.O%

44

4.O%

22

6.0%

5.0%

20t6

6.0%

5.O%

2016

6.O%

5,O%

2076

6,O%

5.O%

2015

6.O%

s.o%

2016

75%
50%
2019

7.5%

5.O%

2019

7.5%

5,Oo/"

2079

7.s%
5.O%

2079

7.5%
5,O%

2019

Expected Benefit Paymentsfor Followlng year 8,245
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Post-Emplovment Beneflts Plan - ltRS (rev. 20111 - 2014 Expense Estimate (S (Xlo'sl

Elecùlc svstem

Umited
Toronto Hydro

Corporat¡on

Energy Sefl¡ces

lncorpoEted
llrcUnregulâted Consolidated

statement of Financlal Poslt¡on at Beg¡nning of Period

Deflned Benef ¡t Asset/(Uablllty) at Beg¡nn¡ng of Period

Reconclliation of Deflned Beneflt Obllgat¡on

Defined Beneflt Obligatlon at Beginning of Perlod

EmployerService cost ât Beglnn¡ng of Period

lnterest Cost

Net Actuarial (Gain) or Loss

Benef¡ts Paid Dlrectly by the Employer

Defi ned Beneflt Obligatlon at Curent Per¡od End

Change ln Plan Assets

FairValue of Plan Assets at PriorPeriod End

Employer contributions

Benef¡ts Pa¡d

Fair Val ue of Plan Assets at Current Perlod End

Total Benefit (Expensel/lnmme fo¡ Perlod

Employer Serv¡ce cost at Beginnlng of Perlod

lnterest Cost

Total Beneflt Expense/(lncome)

Defined Beneflt Asset/(L¡ability) at Prior Perlod End

Total Beneflt (Expense)/lncome for Period

Benefits Paid D¡rectly by the Employer

Gain/(Loss) Recognized vla ocl
Defined Benefit Asset/( Liabllity) at Current Perlod End

change in Accumulat€d Other Comprehenslve lncome

Cumulâtive Actuarial (Ga¡n) or Loss Recognized vla OCI at Prior Period End

Actuarlal (Gain) or Loss Recognized vla Ocl for Period

Cumulat¡ve Actuar¡al (Gain) or Loss Recognized vla ocl at Curent Period End

statement of Flnanclal Pos¡t¡on at End of Period

Deflned Benefit Asset/(Liabil¡ty) at Current Period End

B¡eakdown of Deflned Benellt Oblltation: Curr€ntand Non-curent
current Liabllltles

Non-Current Asset/(Liability)

Defined Benefit Asset/(Liabil¡ty) at Current Period End

Key Assumptlons

Discount Ete at Dec 3V14 (used for Dec 3V13 obl lgation)

Discount rate at Dec 3V13 (used for 2014 Benefit costs)

Assumed medlcal and dental cost trend rate at December 31, 2014

Dental care costtrend rate assumed for next year

For pre July 2000 retirements:

Health ære costtrend rate assumed for nextyear

Rate that the cost trend gradually declines to
Yearthat the rate reaches the ult¡mate rate

For other retirements:

Health care cost trend rate assumed for next year

Rate that the cost trend graduallV declines to
Yearthatthe râte reachesthe ultimate rate

Expecte d B€nefit Payments for Following Year

4.75%

4.7s%

4,75%

4.75%

4.75%

4.7s%

4.75%

4.1s%

lânnãd Ol- 2O1¿

(22s,%21 (¿1s3) (¿81s) (1,041) (236,011)

229,962

4,931

10,962

7,UL
44

51

l2)l

¿815
109

t:t8

t¿øl

2t93
198

111

lsì

236,011

s,282

7L,262

lr ¿o1l(a.2451

237.6tO ) 4't) 3 018 7.t14 )M14

2014

8,245

l8.24sl

90
(eo)

4
u4l

22

l22l
8,401

f8,401)

,o1L

4,$r 4
51

109

1m
198

111

5,282

tl.26210 q62

1ç Rql 30!) 247 q5 76.544

(229,9621

(118e3)

8,245

(2,193) (¿81s) (1,041)

(es)

22
luTl
4

(3@)

90

(æ6,011)

176,wl
g401
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Toronto Hydro
Post Retirement Benefits Other Than Pensions

Appendix A
Paqe A- 3

Post-Employment Eenef¡ts plan - ltRS (rev, 2O1tl - ZO15 Expense Est¡mate ($ oOO,s)

ElectrlcSystem

L¡mited

Toronto Hydro

Corporat¡on

Energy Seru¡cês

lncorpoEted
t¡rcUnegulated Consolidated

Statementof Financlal Pos¡tion et Bet¡nnlng of period

Def¡ned Be nefit Asset/( Liabi I ity) et Beg¡nni ng of pe riod
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Employer Seruice Cost at Beginning of period

lnterest Cost
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Benefits Paid Directly by the Employer
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FairValue of Plan Assets et Prior Period End
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Fa¡r Value of Plan Assets at Curent Per¡od End

Total Benef¡t (Expensel/lncome for Pedod

Employer Seryice Cost at Beg¡nning of period

lnterest Cost

Total Benef it Expense/(lncome)

Reconcil¡at¡on of Balance Sheet
Defined Benef¡t Asset/(Liebility) at pr¡or period End

Total Benefit (Expense)/lncome for Per¡od

Benefits Paid Directly by the Employer

Gain/(toss) Recognized via OCI

Defined Benef¡t Asset/(LiabiliW) at Current period End

Change ¡n Accumulated Other Comprehens¡ve lncome
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Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
EB-2014-01 l6

Technical Conference
Schedule J2.15

Filed: 2014 Nov 24
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TECHNICAL CONFERENCE I]NDERTAKING RESPONSE TO
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF

UNDERTAKING NO. J2.15:

Reference(s):

To explain why THESL is proposing to include CWIP in Account 1575.

RESPONSE:

The Accounting Procedures Handbook Article 510 (Transitional Issues Relating to the

Adoption of IFRS) page 13 states:

Although use of the rate-regulated deemed cost exemption will not result in

any adjustment to the net carrying amount of PP&E and intangible assets at

the transition date, due to the IFRS accounting requirements for certain

PP&E and intangible asset related areas (e.9., capitalized indirect costs,

useful lives, interest capitalization, customer contributions), the IFRS

carrying amount of items of PP&E and intangible assets for which the rate-

regulated deemed cost exemption was elected will not likely be equal to the

previous Canadian GAAP carrying amount of these items as at December

31,2011. For an)¡ difference in carryine amount that exists at the

chanqeover date, a distributor must record a joumal entry such that the

in compliance with IFRS. The offset to this adjusting entry should be

recorded in Account 1575, IFRS-CGAAP Transitional PP&E Amounts'

lEmphasis addedl

Panel: Revenue Requirement, Rates and Deferral and Variance Accounts
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Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
EB-2014_01 l6

Technical Conference
Schedule J2.15

Filed: 2014 Nov 24
Page2 o12

TECHNICAL CONFERENCE TJNDERTAKING RESPONSE TO
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF

Page 19 further states:

As noted above, adjustments requfued at the transition date are generally

recognized directþ in opening retained eamings. In respect of pp&E, a

distributor must use Account 1575, IFRS-CGAAP Transitional pp&E

Amounts, to record differences arising as a result of accounting policy

changes caused by the transition from previous Canadian GAAp to

modified IFRS...

Toronto Hydro's interpretation of the above noted passages is that all adjustments

(including capitalized' interest) related to PP&E and intangible assets that would have

been booked as an adjusûnent to retained earnings should be recognized in Account

1575. The difference tncapiølaed interest (i.e., Allowance forFunds Used During

Construction or AFUDC) between US GAAP and MIFRS/IFRS would have an impact to

retained earnings. Therefore, Toronto Hydro believes CWIP balances between these two

standards should be recorded in Account 1575.

Panel: Revenue Requirement, Rates and Defenal and Variance Accounts
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Article 510
Accounting for Transitional lssues

Transitional lssues Relating to the Adoption of IFRS

Purpose and Scope

The underlying accounting concepts for this Article are based on CICA Handbook Part I

- IFRS, IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of lnternational Financíal Reporting Standards which
sets forth the transitional requirements for the first-time adoption of IFRS. Accordingly,
this Article should be read in conjunction with IFRS 1.

The purpose of this Article is to provide additional guidance in regard to the first-time
adoption of IFRS where further guidance specific to electricity distributors is required.
This guidance is in relation to the one-time transitional accounting adjustments required
on January 1, 2012 (for most distributors) on adoption of IFRS and there is no intent to
suggest the need for "a second set of books" for regulatory purposes to complete these
IFRS 1 adjustments.

The accounting changes in the IFRS transition year (2O11 for most distributors) arises
from financial reporting requirements, more specifically, the IFRS 1 requirement to
present the comparative year in accordance with IFRS. All adopters of IFRS are in
effect required to prepare "two sets of accounting books" for the 2011 comparative year
(one in previous CanadÍan GAAP and one in IFRS). The guidance in this Article allows
a distributor to, in many respects except for specified regulatory requirements, align its
"regulatory accounting books" with its "financial accounting books" at January 1, 2012
on adoption of IFRS.

Through its Report of the Board, Transition to lnternational Financíal Reporting
Sfandards, and its Addendum to the Report of the Board: lmplementing tnternational
Financial Reporting Standards in an lncentive Rate Mechanism Envíronmenf, the Board
has required some modifications to IFRS for regulatory purposes. ln this Article, the
term "MIFRS" is used in the discussion of IFRS requirements for which the Board has
established regulatory modifications. This would include references to rate applications
and regulatory accounting and reporting in general, as these items will contain some
elements of MIFRS.

General Summary

IFRS 1 sets out all of the transitional requirements and exemptions available on the
first-time adoption of IFRS. Generally, IFRS 1 requires full retrospective application of
IFRS in a first-time adopter's first IFRS financial statements, although there are
mandatory exceptions and optional exemptions that provide specific relief from this
requirement in certain areas.

Go to TOC 4510
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Article 510
Accounting for Transitional lssues

Transitional lssues Relating to the Adoption of IFRS

For financial reporting purposes, a distributor adopting IFRS is required to present one
year of comparative information in its first IFRS financial statements. The first day of the

ôomparative year is referred to as the "transition date" (January 1, 2011 for most

distributors¡. Íne first day of the year in which the distributor has chosen to adopt IFRS

for financiai reporting purposes is referred to as the "changeover date" (January 1,2012
for most distributors).

An entity is required to present an opening IFRS balance sheet at the transition date,

which is the starting point for accounting in accordance wlth IFRS.

A first-time adopter typically will generate a series of adjustments in preparing its
opening IFRS balance sheet. Any required opening IFRS balance sheet adjustments

are generally recognized directly in retained earnings (or, if appropriate, another

category of equity) at the transition date.

A first-time adopter must explain in its first IFRS financial statements how the transition

from its previous GflAP to IFRS affected its reported financial position, financial
performance and cash flows.

Alt distributors that adopt IFRS must continue to report information to the Board using

previous Canadian GAAP until and including the fiscal year prior to the year in which the

distributor has chosen to adopt IFRS for financial reporting (fiscal 2012 for most

distributors). The reporting under Canadian GAAP continues until fiscal20ll for items

such as the audited financial statements and the USoA trial balance. Effective on the

year in which the distributor has chosen to adopt IFRS for financial reporting, a

á¡str¡butor is required to report information to the Board using MIFRS for regulatory

accounting values. Those few distributors that have not adopted IFRS for financial

reporting must report information to the Board using the form of generally accepted

accounting principles applicable to them as regulated entities.

The vast majority of distributors will adopt IFRS in fiscal 2012. For financial reporting

purposes, such ãistributors will be required to present financial information for fiscal

2011 in accordance with IFRS as comparatlve information in the fiscal 2012 financial

statements. As a result, fiscal 2011, which would have already been reported under

previous Canadian GAAP, will be restated in accordance with IFRS starting on January

1,2011 (the transition date).

For regulatory accounting and reporting purposes, a distributor adopting IFRS in fiscal

2012 must bêgin using fr¡lfnS as of January 1, 2012 (the changeover date). At this

date, the distributor is required to compare the balances of the regulatory accounts

contained in the USoA as determined under previous Canadian GAAP at December 31,

2011 to the corresponding balances at December 31 ,2011 determined in accordance

Ontarlo Energy Board
Account¡ng Procedures Handbook

lssued: December 20f I
Effect¡ve: January 1, 2012
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Article 510
Accounting for Transitional lssues

Transitional lssues Relating to the Adoption of IFRS

with MIFRS. For any account balances with different carrying amounts, the distributor
must record journal entries such that the resulting account balances are in compliance
with MIFRS.

Therefore, while a distributor adopting IFRS in fiscal 2012 will recognize any
adjustments arising from the transition to IFRS on January 1,2011 foi financ¡ãl
reporting purposes, adjustments arising from the transition to IFRS will not be
recognized for regulatory accounting and reporting purposes until Janu ary 1, 2012. The
adjusting entries recognized on that date will reflect any dífferences arising on the
transition date as well as differences arising during the 2011 fiscal year.

As noted above, adjustments required at the transition date are generally recognized
directly in opening retained earnings. Correspondingly, any adjustments requiredãt the
changeover date should also generally be recognÍzed in retained earnings. ln respect of
PP&E, a distributor must use deferral Account 1575, IFRS-CGAAp Transitional pp&E
Amounts, to record differences arising as a result of accounting policy changes caused
by the transition from previous Canadian GAAP to MIFRS. A generic àeferral account is
not available for other IFRS related impacts occurring at the transition date. The option
remains for distributors to seek an individual account if they can demonstrate the
likelihood of a large cost impact upon transition to IFRS.

For purposes of Reporting and Record-keeping Requirements, a distributor must
provide certain reconciliations between financial reporting under IFRS and regulatory
accounting information.

Definitions and References

Definitions and accounting treatment of the following are provided in IFRS 1 and are
listed below for ease of reference:

Ontario Energy Board
Accounting Procedures Handbook

lssued: December 201 I
Effective: January 1, 2O12

CICA Hand book Part I- IFRS l, First-Time Adoption of
lnternational Financial Reporting Standards

Paragraph
References

IFRS balance sheet Paragraph 6
Accounti ES ParagraphsT - 12

ns to the a ication of other IFRS Paragraphs 13 - 17
ns from other IFRS Paragraph 18

Com rative information Paragraphs 21 - 22
nation of transition to IFRS Paragraphs 23 - 33

Use of deemed cost for o rations sub to rate ulation Paragraph 318
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Article 510

Accounting for Transitional lssues

Trans itional lssues Relatins to the Adoption of IFRS

The guidance provided in relation to the issues most relevant to a typical electricity

distributor is summarized below.

Accounting lssues

First-time Adoption of IFRS and Application of IFRS I

GeneralApproach

An entity applying IFRS for the first time (first-time adopter) must apply IFRS 1 in its first

IFRS f¡nancìai stãtements and each interim financial report, if any, that it presents in

accordance with IAS 34 tnterim Financial Reporting for part of the period covered by its

first IFRS financial statements (paragraph 2).

A first-time adopter's transition date is the beginning of the earliest period for which the

entity presents full comparative information under IFRS in its first IFRS financial

statements (Appendix A of IFRS 1). An IFRS balance sheet must be prepared as at the

transition oâte iopening balance sheet); this is the starting point for its accounting in

accordance with IFRS (paragraph 6).

IFRS 1 generally requires full retrospective application of IFRS in a first-time adopter's

first IFRS financial siatements, although there are mandatory exceptions and optional

exemptions that provide specific relief from this requirement in certain areas.

preparation of the opening balance sheet is the starting point for the preparation of a
first-time adopter's first IFRS financial statements. The methodology for applying the

general recognition and measurement requirements of IFRS 1 in the opening balance

õneet is prescribed in paragraphs 1 through 12 and can be summarized into the

following steps:

1) select IFRS accounting policies;
2) recognize and derecognize assets and liabilities in accordance with IFRS;

3i reclalsify assets, liabilities and components of equity as necessary; and

4') measure all recognized assets and liabilities in accordance with IFRS.

Go to TOC 4510

Ontar¡o En€rgy Board
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Article 510
Accounting for Transitional lssues

Transitional lssues Relating to the Adoption of IFRS

Each of these steps is discussed below:

Se/ecú /FRS accounting policies

ln preparing its fírst IFRS financial statements, a first{ime adopter must select
accounting policies based on IFRS that are effective as at the reporting date for the first
annual IFRS financial statements (paragraph 7). A first-time adoptei has a choice in
selecting the IFRS accounting policies that it will use on an on-going basis; the
constraints on changing accounting policies in accordance with lA-S I Accounting
Policies, Changes in Accountíng Estimates and Errors do not apply (paragraph 27).

The transitional requirements in other IFRS applicable to existing users of IFRS do not
apply to first-time adopters unless specifically referred to ín IFRS 1 lparagraph g).

Recognize and derecognize assefs and tíabitities in accordance with /FRS

ln accordance with paragraph 10, those assets and liabilities that should be recognized
under ¡FRS but were not recognized under previous GAAP are recognized Jn the
opening balance sheet and those assets and liabilities that do not qualify fôr recognition
under IFRS but were recognized under previous GAAP are derecognized.

Rec/assiflz asseús, liabilities and components of equity as necessa/y

Paragraph 10 also requires a first-time adopter to reclassify items that it recognized
under previous GAAP as one type of asset, liability or component of equity, but wñich is
a different type of asset, liability or component of equity under IFRS.

Measure all recognized assefs and liabílities in accordance with /FRs

The last step requires the application of the relevant IFRS measurement criteria
effective as at the reporting date for all assets and liabilities recognized in the opening
balance sheet (paragraph 10).

Paragraph 11 indicates that the resulting adjustments arising from the application of the
general recognition and measurement requirements of IFRS 1 are generally recognized
directly in retained earnings (or, if appropriate, another category of equity) ãt tne
transition date.

Go to TOC 4510
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Article 510
Accounting for Transitional lssues

Transitional lssues Relating to the Adoption of IFRS

Mandatorv Exceptions to Retrospective Application

Although retrospective application of IFRS is the general approach to be followed by a
first-time adopter, IFRS 1 explicitly prohibits retrospective application in respect of
certain aspects of the following:

1) accounting estimates;
2) derecognition of financial assets and financial liabilities;
3) hedge accounting;
4) non-controlling interests;
5) classification and measurement of financial assets; and
6) embedded derivatives

Each of these exceptions is discussed below:

Accounting estimates

An entity's estimates in accordance with IFRS at the transition date shall be consistent

with estimates made for the same date in accordance with previous GAAP (after

adjustments to reflect any difference in accounting policies), unless there is objective

evidence that those estimates were in error (paragraph 14).

An entity may need to make estimates in accordance with IFRS at the transition date

that weie no{ required at that date under previous GAAP. To achieve consistency with
IAS 1O Events after the Reporting Period, those estimates in accordance with IFRS

shall reftect conditions that existed at the transition date. ln particular, estimates at the

transition date of market prices, interest rates or foreign exchange rates shall reflect

market conditions at that date (paragraph 16).

Estimates made at and prior to the transition date under previous GAAP should not be

changed (other than to comply with accounting policies under IFRS for those estimates)

unless there is objective evidence that those estimates were in error.

De re cog n itio n of fi n a n ci a I assefs a n d fi n an ci al I i abi I iti e s

Paragraph 82 requires a first-time adopter to apply the derecognition requirements in

IFRS g prospectively for transactions occurring on or after the transition date. For

example, if a first-time adopter derecognized non-derivative financial assets or non-

derivative financial liabilities in accordance with its previous GAAP as a result of a
transaction that occurred before the transition date, it shall not recognize those assets

6
Ontario Energy Board
Account¡ng Procedures Handbook

lssued: December 201 1

Effective: Janua¡y 1, 2012
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Article 510
Accounting for Transitional lssues

Transitional lssues Relating to the Adoption of IFRS

and liabilities in accordance with IFRS (unless they qualify for recognition as a result of
a later transaction or event).

Despite the above, paragraph 83 permits an entity to apply the derecognition
requirements in IFRS g retrospectively from a date of the entity's choosing, provided
that the information needed to apply IFRS g to financial assets and financial liabilities
derecognized as a result of past transactions was obtained at the time of initially
accounting for those transactions.

Hedge accounting

To prevent a first-time adopter from using hindsight to achieve a specific hedging result,
paragraph 86 prohibits a first-time adopter from retrospectively designating derivatives
and other qualifying instruments as hedges. A first-time adopter is required to apply
hedge accounting prospectively from the transition date if the criteria for hedge
accounting in IFRS are met.

Non-control I i ng í nterests

ln accordance with paragraph 87, first-time adopters are required to apply the following
requirements of IFRS 10 prospectively from the transition date:

a) the requirement in paragraph Bg4 that total comprehensive income is attributed
to the owners of the parent and to the non-controlling interests even if this results
in the non-controlling interests having a deficit balance;

b) the requirements in paragraphs 23 and Bg3 for accounting for changes in the
parent's ownership interest in a subsidiary that do not result in a loss of control;
and

c) the requirements in paragraphs Bg7-Bgg for accounting for a loss of control over
a subsidiary, and the related requirements of paragraph 8A of IFRS 5 Non-
current Asseús Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations.

Notwithstanding the above, first-time adopters electing to apply IFRS 3 retrospectively
to past business combinations must also apply IFRS 10 in accordance with paragraph
C1 of IFRS 1.

The consequential amendments to IFRS 1 introduced by IFRS g results in two
additional mandatory exceptions. These mandatory exceptions are only applicable to
entities that will apply IFRS 9 in their first IFRS financial statements.

Go to TOC 4510
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Article 510
Accounting for Transitional lssues

Transitional lssues Relating to the Adoption of IFRS

Cl a ssifi cati o n a n d me a su re me nt of f i n an ci al assefs

A first-time adopter must assess whether a financial asset meets the criteria for
amortized cost classification based on the facts and circumstances that exist at the

transition date (paragraph B8).

Embedded derivatives

A first-time adopter must assess whether an embedded derivative is required to be

separated from the host contract and accounted for as a derivative on the basis of the

conditions that existed at the later of the date it first became a party to the contract and

the date a reassessment is required by paragraph 84.3.11 of IFRS 9.

Optional Exemptions from Retrospective Application

Appendices C through E of IFRS I provide first-time adopters certain optional

exemptions from retroépective application of some aspects of other IFRS standards and

interpretations. A first-time adopter may elect to use one or more of the optional

exemptions provided. Some of the optional exemptions apply to classes of items or

transactions, whereas others may be elected on an item-by-item basis. Paragraph 18

clarifies that the optional exemptions are specific and cannot be applied to other items

by analogy.

The optional exemptions most likely relevant to an electricity distributor are as follows:

Rate-regulated deemed cost

The exemption permits an entity which holds items of PP&E or intangible assets that

are used, or were previously used, in operations subject to rate-regulation to elect to

use the previous GAAP carrying amount of such items on the transition date as deemed

cost.

Fair value deemed cost

The exemption permits an entity to use the fair value of an item of PP&E at the

transition date as the item's deemed cost at that date.

Go to TOC 4510
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Article 510
Accounting for Transitional Issues

Transitional lssues Relating to the Adoption of IFRS

Decommissioning liabilities included in the cost of pp&E

The exemption provides a simplified method to re-measure an entity's decommissioning
provisions on the transition date.

Employee benefits

This exemption permits an entity to recognize all cumulative actuarial gains and losses
in opening retained earnings on the transition date independent 

-of 
tfre previous

accounting policy under previous GAAP.

A second optional exemption is available in respect of the employee benefit related
comparative disclosures required under IFRS.

Transfer of assefs from customers

This exemption permits an entity to apply IFRIC 18 prospectively to transfers of assets
from customers received on or after the transition date or, if designated, an earlier date.

Leases

IFRIC 4 requires an entity to assess whether an arrangement contains a lease at its
inception. IFRS 1 provides an optiona! exemption that permits a first-time adopter to
assess arrangements existing at the transition date based on facts and circumstances
at that date.

A second optional exemption related to leases is available for instances where a first-
time adopter made the same determination of whether an arrangement contains a lease
under previous GAAP as that required by IFRIC 4 but at a date other than that required
by IFRIC 4. ln such instances, by electing this second optional exemption, the firsi-time
adopter need not reassess that determination for such arrangements at the transition
date.

De sig n ati on of previ ou sl y re cog n i ze d fí n a n ci at i n stru me nts

This exemption permits an entity to designate, at the transition date, any financial asset
or liability at fair value through profit or loss provided that doing so eliminates or
significantly reduces a measurement or recognition inconsistency (sometimes referred
to as 'an accounting mismatch') that would othenruise arise from measuring assets or
liabilities or recognizing the gains and losses on them on different bales. The
exemption is also available when a group of financial assets, financial liabilities or both
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Transitional lssues Relating to the Adoption of IFRS

is managed and its performance is evaluated on a fair value basis, in accordance with a
documented risk management or investment strategy.

Transitional Ad iustments

A first-time adopter typically will generate a series of adjustments in preparing its

opening balance sheet.

Paragraph 23 requires a first-time adopter to explain in its first IFRS financial
statements how the transition from its previous GAAP to IFRS affected its reported

financial position, financial performance and cash flows. To facilitate the explanation,

several reconciliations are required to be included in a first-time adopter's first IFRS

financial statements.

Paragraph 25 clarifies that the reconciliations must show the material adjustments made

to amounts reported under its previous GAAP in order to determine corresponding
amounts under IFRS. A detailed narrative explaining each of the adjustments is

required to accompany the reconciliations.

Regulatory Gonsiderations

All electricity distributors that are required to adopt IFRS by accounting standard setting

bodies must report information to the Board using MIFRS for regulatory accounting
values beginning with the year in which the distributor has chosen to adopt IFRS for
financial reporting (fiscal 2012 for most distributors). Those few distributors not required

to adopt IFRS for financial reporting must report information to the Board using the form

of generally accepted accounting principles applicable to them as regulated entities.

All distributors are required to continue to report ínformation to the Board using previous

Canadian GAAP until and including the fiscal year prior to the year in which the

distributor has chosen to adopt IFRS forfinancial reporting.

As noted in Article 100, the Board does not prescribe how the regulatory accounts

contained in the USoA are to be rolled up for general purpose financial reporting.

Matters related to general purpose financial statements are left to the discretion of the

distributor to determine in order to meet the needs of its financial statement users. The

discussion in the subsections that follow describes the adjustments necessary to
transition the balances in the regulatory accounts contained in the USoA from previous

Canadian GAAP to modified IFRS.

Go to TOG 4510
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Transitional lssues Relating to the Adoption of IFRS

Transitional Ad iustments

The vast majority of distributors will adopt IFRS in fiscal 2012. The remainder of this
Article contemplates such a scenario. To the extent a distributor adopts IFRS
subsequent to fiscal 2012, that distributor should inquire of the Board whether the
following guidance should be applied by analogy.

For financial reporting purposes, distributors will be required to present financial
information for fiscal 2011 in accordance with IFRS as comparative information in the
fiscal 2012 financial statements. As a result, fiscal 2011, which would have already
been reported under previous Canadian GAAP, will be restated in accordance with
IFRS starting on January 1,2011 (the transition date).

For regulatory accounting and reporting purposes, a distributor adopting IFRS in fiscal
2012 must begin using MIFRS as of January 1,2012 (the changeover date). At this
date, the distributor is required to compare the balances of the regulatory accounts
contained in the USoA as determined under previous Canadian GAAP at December 31,
2011 to the corresponding balances at December 31 ,2011 determined in accordance
with MIFRS. For any account balances with different carrying amounts, the distributor
must record journal entries such that the resulting account balances are in compliance
with MIFRS.

Therefore, while a distributor adopting IFRS in fiscal 2012 will recognize any
adjustments arising from the transition to IFRS on January 1,2011 for financial
reporting purposes, adjustments arising from the transition to IFRS will not be
recognized for regulatory accounting and reporting purposes untit January 1,2012. The
adjusting entries recognized on that date will reflect any differences arising on the
transition date as well as differences arising during the 2011 fiscal year.

As noted above, adjustments required at the transition date are generally recognized
directly in opening retained earnings for accounting purposes. Correspondingly, any
adjustments required at the changeover date should also generally be recognized in
retaining earnings except in the case of PP&E or intangible assets differences which are
recorded in Account 1575,IFRS-CGAAP Transitional PP&E Amounts. Whether or not
the impact of such adjustment should be recovered from or refunded to ratepayers is a
separate ratemaking consideration for which the Board may or may not provide specific
guidance.

The following are areas where it is considered likely that a distributor may have an
adjustment to recognize at the changeover date. Not all of these areas may be
applicable to all distributors. Furthermore, there may be additional areas that give rise to
required adjustments that are not described in this Article. ln such situations, a
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Transitional lssues Relating to the Adoption of IFRS

distributor should recognize the required changeover date adjustment by analogizing to

the guidance provided in this Article.

For purposes of this sub-section of the Article, the offset to all adjusting entries required

at the changeover date is recognized in retained earnings. The sub-section entitled

Deferral Accounts discusses the extent to which adjustments to retained earnings can

be reversed and recognized through a deferral account to be recovered or refunded to

ratepayers.

Property, ptant and equipment and intangrble assefs

At the transition date (January 1 , 2011 for most distributors) it is likely that most

distributors will elect to utilize the rate-regulated deemed cost exemption for qualifying

items of PP&E and intangible assets. As a result, on January 1, 2011 , the IFRS carrying

amount of the items for wh¡ch the rate-regulated deemed cost exemption was elected

will be equal to the previous Canadian GAAP carrying amount of these items as at

December 31,2010.

When the rate-regulated deemed cost exemption is used to establish the cost of an item

of pp&E, the déemed cost becomes the new IFRS cost basis at that date; the

accumulated depreciation recognized under previous Canadian GAAP is set to nil. An

adjusting entry is required at tne changeover date to reflect the fact that the

acôumuÍated depreciation was set to nil under MIFRS at the transition date.

The Board requires regulated net book value to be used as the basis for setting opening

rate base values and reporting to the Board at the time of the first report to the Board or

rate application for periods subsequent to the adoption of IFRS. To establish continuity

of hist,orical cost, the statement of opening value for regulated net book value includes

providing gross capital cost and accumulated depreciation, subject to additional
'breakoui 

oiamounts as necessary to support other regulatory accounting requirements.

A distributor adopting IFRS in 2012 will be required to maintain the detail of the gross

capital cost and accumulated depreciation of the items included in rate base as reported

un'der previous Canadian GAAP at December 31 , 2011 until the distributor's next

rebasing. Therefore, while a distributor electing the rate-regulated deemed cost

exemptón must record an adjusting entry in the USoA at the changeover date to reflect

the fact that accumulated depreciation was set to nil under MIFRS at the transition date,

the historical previous Canadian GAAP gross amounts must be maintained until the first

rebasing under MIFRS.

Go to TOG A5t0
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The Board does not prescribe the manner in which the historical Canadian GAAp gross
amounts must be maintained, but distributors must do so with sufficient detail to suþport
the continuity of the historical cost or rate base. This requirement should not resuit in
the maintenance of two set of books of original entry as this information is not expected
to be on a transactional level of detail. Distributors will already have a level of detailed
information available to support the external audit of the opening balances as at
January 1, 2011 , the activity for 2O1l and the closing balances as at December 31,
2011 for previous Canadian GMP. That level of information would be a good starting
point for the distributor to judge the level of detail necessary to support the iequirementé
of the gross asset costs. ln addition, the Board anticipates that the infoimation to
support additions, deletions and the depreciation calculation in previous Canadian
GAAP for each year beginning with 2012 can be derived analytically from the underlying
acquisition, disposal and depreciation calculations otherwise recorded using IFRS, and
provided in the same asset categories, in the accounts as required in the Board's
prescribed USoA.

Although use of the rate-regulated deemed cost exemption will not result in any
adjustment to the net carrying amount of PP&E and intangible assets at the transitioñ
date, due to the IFRS accounting requirements for certain PP&E and intangibte asset
related areas (e.9., capitalized indirect costs, useful lives, interest capitalization,
customer contributions), the IFRS carrying amount of items of PP&E and intangible
assets for which the rate-regulated deemed cost exemption was elected will not litely
be equal to the previous Canadian GAAP carrying amount of these items as at
December 31,2011. For any difference in carrying amount that exists at the changeover
date, a distributor must record a journal entry such that the resulting balance reõorded
in the regulatory accounts contained in the USoA is in compliance witn lfRS. The offset
to this adjusting entry should be recorded in Account 1575, IFRS-CGAAp Transitional
PP&E Amounts.

Post-e m ployme nt be nefits

Distributors with defined benefit post-employment plans that used the corridor method
to recognize actuarial gains and losses under previous Canadian GAAP will have
unamortized actuarial gains and losses at the transition date. lt is likely that most
distributors in such a situation will utilize the available optional exemption and elect to
recognize all cumulative actuarial gains and losses in opening retained earnings on the
transition date.

Distributors that recognized a transitional obligation upon adoption of CICA Handbook
section 3461 Employee Future Benefits may still be carrying a portion of that transitional
obligation under previous Canadian GAAP at the transition date. Such an obligation
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does not qualify for recognition under IFRS, and as a result must be recognized in

opening retained earnings on the transition date.

The actuarial valuation of a defined benefit post-employment plan obligation under

IFRS may differ from the actuarial valuation of the plan that was obtained under
previous 

-Canadian 
GAAP. ln such instances, an adjusting entry is required at the

iransition date to remeasure the obligation to the IFRS compliant carrying amount. The

offset to this adjusting entry should be recognized in opening retained earnings.

lf a distributor is affected by one or more of the above described differences, the IFRS

carrying amount of its defined benefit post-employment plan obligation will not be equal

to the [revious Canadian GAAP carrying amount of the obligation as at December 31,

2011. For any difference in carrying amount that exists at the changeover date, a

distributor must record a journal entry such that the resulting balance recorded in the

regulatory accounts contained in the USoA conforms to IFRS. The offset to this

adjusting entry should be recognized in opening retained earnings.

Decom mí ssioní ng obl ig ation s

Distributors may have determined that additional decommissioning liabilities (asset

retirement obligations) are required under IFRS as compared to previous Canadian

GAAP. ln such instances, an adjusting entry is required at the transition date to
recognize the additional decommissioning liabilities. The offset to this adjusting entry

should be pro-rated between opening retained earnings and the underlying item(s) of
PP&E in the manner prescribed by IFRS 1.

Decommissioning liabilities are measured initially at management's best estimate of the

expenditure expêcted to be incurred under ¡FRS whereas such liabilities were

measured initialiy at fair value under previous Canadian GAAP. ln addition, the present

value of a decommissioning liability was determined under previous Canadian GAAP

using a credit-adjusted risk-free discount rate whereas IFRS requires the obligation to

be discounted using a rate specific to the liability. As a result of these two measurement

differences, an adjusting entry may be required at the transition date to remeasure

existing decommisðion¡ng liabilities to the IFRS compliant carrying amount. The offset to

this adjusting entry should be pro-rated between opening retained earnings and the

underlying item(s) of PP&E in the manner prescribed by IFRS 1.

Distributors may have recognized a decommissioning liability under previous Canadian

GAAP and then subsequently disposed of the underlying item of PP&E. ln certain

instances, the distributor may not have derecognized the decommissioning liability at

the ¡me the PP&E was disposed and may still be recognizing the liability under previous

Canadian GAAP at the transition date. To the extent the distributor is not obligated to
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perform any further decommissioning activities in respect of the disposed PP&E, the
decommissioning liability may not qualify for recognition under IFRS and should
therefore be recognized in opening retained earnings on the transition date.

lf a distributor is impacted by one or more of the above described differences, the IFRS
carrying amount of its decommissioning liabilities will not be equal to the previous
Canadian GAAP carrying amount of the liabilities as at December 31,2011. For any
difference in carrying amount that exists at the changeover date, a distributor must
record a journal entry such that the resulting balance recorded in the regulatory
accounts contained in the USoA is in compliance with IFRS. The offset to this adjusting
entry should be recognized in opening retained earnings

Cu stomer contrib ution s

At the transítion date it is likely that most distributors will elect to use the exemption and
apply IFRS to customer contributions received on or after the transition date.

Under previous Canadian GAAP, customer contributions were recognized in a contra
asset account such that the item of PP&E to which the contribution retated was
effectively recognized on a net basis. Subsequent to the changeover date, for regulatory
reporting purposes, customer contributions are recognized as deferred revenue and
amortized to income over the useful life of the assets to which they relate. The effect of
this accounting requirement is that the item of PP&E to which a contribution relates will
be recognized on a gross basis.

Although the use of the exemption will not result in any differences arising at the
transition date, due to the IFRS accounting requirements for customer contributions, an
adjustment will be required at the changeover date to reclassify the unamortized
balance of customer contributions received subsequent to the transition date from the
contra asset account in which the contributions were recorded for previous Canadian
GAAP to deferred revenue.

For ratemaking purposes, the balance of the deferred revenue account will be included
as an offset to rate base. Furthermore, distributors should confirm in their first rates
application after the IFRS transition that the amortization period of the deferred revenue
is being appropriately adjusted on an ongoing basis to reflect any changes in the
remaining useful lives of the underlying capital assets to ensure a consistent matching
of the revenues and the depreciation expenses.

Go to TOG 4510
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lllustrative Example

The following example illustrates application of a selection of the above concepts and

requirements.

Distributor (a rate-regulated electricity distributor) will prepare its first IFRS financial

statements for the yeãr ended December 31 , 2012 and will therefore have a transition

date ofJanuary 1,2011 and a changeoverdate ofJanuary 1,2012.

The amount of relevant account balances at December 31, 2010 as per Distributor's

audited previous Canadian GAAP financial statements were as follows:

Distributor records its employee future benefits expense in Accounts 5645 and 5646 in

accordance with Article 470.

At the transition date, Distributor elects to utilize the following optional exemptions:

. rate-regulated deemed cost
o r"êcogrìition of unamortized actuarial losses
o prospêctive treatment for customer contributions

Additionally, the amount of relevant balances during the year ended and as at

Decembei g1, ZO11 as per Distributor's audited previous Canadian GAAP financial

statements and MIFRS calculations were as follows:

Ontarlo Energy Board
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Account Previous Ganadian GAAP carrvino
amount at December 31. 2010

Property, plant and equipment (all of which
is used in rate-regulated activities)

1,000

Unamortized Customer contributions
recognized as an offset to property, plant

and equipment

(100)

Accumulated depreciation (200)

Net property, plant and equiPment 700

Employee future benefit liability 500

Unamortized actuarial losses 50

U namortized transitional obligation 10
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Account CGAAP MIFRS

Gross PP&E at Jan 1,2011 1,000 700

Additions to PP&E during 2Of2 260 240

Gross PP&E at Dec 31,2011 1,260 940

Accumulated depreciation at Jan 1,2011 (200) Nit

Depreciation expense during 2}fi3 (13) (10)

Accumulated depreciation at Dec 31,2011 (2131 (10)

Unamortized customer contribution offset at Jan 1,2O1f (100) Nit

Customer contributions received during 20114 (40) Nit

Amortization of previous customer contributions during 2o1f 5

Amortization of contributions received during 2Oi15 2 Nil

Customer contribution offset at Dec 91,201(,5 (ræ) N¡I

Net PP&E at Dec 31,2011 914 930

Deferred revenue at Jan 1,2011a,5 Nil Nit

Customer contributions receíved during 2O1lf N¡I 40

Amortization of contributions received during 2Oi15 Nit ( 1 )
Deferred revenue at Dec g1,2}11t''5 N¡I 39

Employee future benefit liability at Jan 1, 20116 500 560

Employee future benefit expense during 20117 40 30

Employee future benefit liability at Dec. 31, 2011e 530 580

1. When the rate-regulated deemed cost exemption is used, the deemed cost becomes the new IFRS
cost base at that date; the accumulated depreciation and unamortized customer contributions
recognized under previous Canadian GAAP are set to nil

2. Distributor's capitalization policies under IFRS differ from previous Canadian GAAp policies
3' Previous Canadian GAAP depreciation expense is based on different useful lives than IFRS expense
4' Under previous Canadian GAAP customer contributions are recognized as an offset to pp&E (in

USoA Account 1995, Contributions and Grants-Credit). Under IFRS, customer contributions received
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subsequent to the transition date are recognized as deferred revenue. Note that customer

contributions recognized prior to the transition date are not reclassified to deferred revenue as a
result of electing the optional exemptions

S. Under previouJ Canädian GAAP the amortization of customer contributions in Account 1995 is

recogniied as an offset to depreciation expense. However, under IFRS the amortization of the

deferred revenue is recognized as income (in Accounl 4245, Government and Other Assistance

Directly Credited to lncome), which is an offset to depreciation expense.

6. At the transition date the únamortized actuarial losses and transitional obligation are recognized in

opening retained earnings, resulting in an increase in the employee future benefit liability

7. pievious Canadian GAÀe'employeL future benefit expense includes the amortization of unamortized

actuarial tosses and transitional óbligation as at transition date. IFRS expense does not include any

such amounts since the unamortized amounts at the transition date were recognized in opening

retained earnings
B. The previous óanadian GAAP employee future benefit liability is reduced by the unamortized

actuarial losses and transitional obligation. The IFRS liability is not reduced by such amounts since

the unamortized amounts at the tranõition date g retained earnings' The 50

difference between the carrying amount of th liability at Dec 31, 201 1 is

comprised of the 60 differenóe tiat existed at J in footnote 6 above) less 10

of amortized actuarial loss during 2011

Based on the above information, the following illustrates the entries to be recorded by

Distributor at the changeover date of January 1,2012 for purposes of transitioning the

USoA account balances from previous Canadian GAAP to MIFRS.

Note that for purposes of this example, Distributor has used Account 1575, IFRS-

CGAAP Transitional pp&E Amounts, to record PP&E differences arising as a result of

accounting policy changes caused by the transition from previous Canadian GAAP to

MIFRS. A-bsent such a deferral account, these PP&E differences would be recognized

direc¡y in retained earnings. Deferral accounts are further discussed in the sub-sect¡on

that follows.

ACGOUNT PARTICULARS DEBIT CREDIT

1575
1 805-1 990

IFRS-CGMP Transitional PP&E Amounts

Detail PP&E Accounts (as applicable)
To recognize the cumulatíve effect of the deemed
cost exemption and the application of /FRS
accounting polic¡es during 2011 (1,260 - 940)

320
320
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2105
1575

Accu mulated depreciation
IFRS-CGAAP Transitional PP&E Amounts
To recognize the cumulative effect of the deemed
cost exemption and the applícation of IFRS
accounting policies during 201 1 (215-10)

203
203

1995
1575
2440

Contributions and Grants - Credit
IFRS-CGAAP Transitional PP&E Amounts
Deferred Revenue
To recognize the cumulative effect of the deemed
cost exemption and the applicatíon of IFRS
acco u nti n g pol í ci e s for c u sto me r contrí b u ti o n s
duríng 2011

133
94
39

3045
2306

Unappropriated Retained earnings
Employee future benefit liability
To recognize the cumulative effect of the actuarial
/oss exemption, the derecognition of the transitional
obligation and the application of /FRS accounting
policies for employee future benefits during 2011
(580-5s0)

50
50

A

DeferralAccount

As noted above, adjustments required at the transition date are generally recognized
directly in opening retained earníngs. ln respect of PP&E, a ðistributor must use
Account 1575,IFRS-CGAAP Transitional PP&E Amounts, to record differences arising
as a result of accounting policy changes caused by the transition from previouõ
Canadian GAAP to modified IFRS as follows (for purposes of this account, pp&E
includes rate base related intangible assets):

Distributors shall maintain records using previous Canadian GAAP of the amounts
in the PP&E accounts that wíll be included in rate base, commencing at their last
rebasing under previous Canadian GAAP, and continuing until their fírst rebasing
under modified IFRS. The PP&E accounts noted above may also include items of
PP&E recorded in PP&E related deferral accounts, if applicable (e.g., Accounts
1555, 1531 and 1534). This will produce a figure forthe PP&E accõunts that is
consistent with their last rebasing. Records should be kept to at a level of detail
sufficient to support the analysis and justification of the entries made to the
account.
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B. Distributors shall also calculate "adjusted rate base" values for the PP&E

components of rate base using the accounting system applicable in each year

between rebasing under previous Canadian GAAP and the first rebasing under
MIFRS. For example, if a distributor rebased using previous Canadian GAAP in
2010, and continued with previous Canadian GAAP in2011, and then moved to
IFRS for financial reporting for 2012 and 2013, it would calculate the PP&E

components of rate base using previous Canadian GAAP in 2010 and 2011, and

MIFRS in 2011,2012 and 2013. (2011 must be included in MIFRS because the
year before the move to IFRS has to be restated under IFRS.)

C. Distributors shall record in the deferral account the cumulative difference between

items I and 2 above. The calculations for the balance in this account (which does
not accrue carrying charges) provide the Board with the evidence to consider an

adjustment to the opening values of the PP&E components of rate base up or
down in the first MIFRS rebasing year to match the "adjusted rate base" figure
above. For that rebasing year, and every subsequent year, rate base will be

calculated on a MIFRS basis.

D. The amount of the cumulative adjustment up or down (unamortized balance of the

deferral account) should be recorded as a balance to be recovered from, or
refunded to, ratepayers and as an adjustment to opening rate base in the year of
rebasing (with rate base otherwise catculated on an MIFRS basis).

E. Distributors shall reflect the deferral account balance as an adjustment to MIFRS

calculated rate base going forward, and amortize that adjustment over a period of
time approved by the Board. The rate base, upon which the distributor's return on

rate base calculation is based in the cost of service application, will therefore
include two components: the MIFRS based elements of PP&E, and the
unamortized balance in the deferral account. Thus the unamortized balance in the
deferral account will attract the same level of return in determining revenue
requirement in a cost of service application as other PP&E balances. The return on

rate base shall not be recorded in this account. On disposition of the account
balance, the return is applied prospectively in rates as an adjustment to the
revenue requirement.

The Board will determine the period of time for amortization on a case-by-case basis

and will be guided primarily by such considerations as the impact on rates, implications

of any other IFRS transition matters and any requirements for rate mitigation.

Amortization of the adjusting amount for the disposition of account balance, up or down,

shall be reflected in any applicable rate application as an adjustment to depreciation

expense (the refund or recovery of the amount of the adjustment over time) and the
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return on rate base calculation on the unamortízed balance shall be included in
applicable revenue requirement calculations in the same way as for any other
component of rate base.

Distributors must propose the level and pattern of recovery in rates of the amounts in
the account for consideration by the Board in their next cost of service application after
adopting IFRS. ln general, the account will be cieared at the first rebasing under
MIFRS. ln individual cases, the Board may decide to clear only a portion of the õalance,
and await actual results for the clearance of the remainder of tñe account.

The Board has not approved the creation of a generic account for other IFRS related
impacts occurring at the transition date. The option remains for distributors to seek an
individual account if they can demonstrate the likelihood of a large cost impact upon
transition to IFRS.

Reouired liations

For purposes of RRR, a distributor must provide reconciliations between fínancial
reporting under IFRS and regulatory accounting information as follows:

For fiscal years beginning with the year in which the distributor chose to adopt IFRS for
financial reporting, reconciliations between IFRS for financial reporting and MiFRS.

Distributors are required to include in their annual RRR filing a reconciliation of reported
annual performance. Specifically, the following is required:

a

a

a

A one-time reconciliation between the 2011 previous Canadian GAAP audited
financial statement figures and the 2011 IFRS audited financial statement
comparative figures that were reported as part of the 2012 IFRS audited financial
statements to be performed and submitted with the RRR annual performance
reporting lor 2012 (filed in 2013).

A one-time mapping and reconciliation between the 2011 USoA balances and the
2011 IFRS audited financial statement comparative figures that were reported as
part of the 2012 IFRS audited financial statements to be submitted with the RRR
annual performance reporting for 2012 (filed in 2013).

Where an electricity distributor has not rebased under MIFRS, a reconciliation is to
be provided each year during an IRM period for Group 1 deferral and varÍance
accounts between amounts recorded under previous Canadian GAAP and MIFRS. A
distributor must submit this reconciliation with the RRR annual performance reporting
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for each year for the period beginning with the year of adoption of IFRS and ending
in the year in which it rebases under MIFRS.

All distributors must provide, when reporting annually in RRR the balance in the

deferral account (1575) created to record differences in PP&E arising from the

transition from previous Canadian GAAP to MIFRS, a reconciliation each year

between reported amounts calculated using previous Canadian GAAP and amounts

calculated using MIFRS. This reconciliation is required up to and including the year

of first rebasing under MIFRS.

Audit assurance is required for the third reconciliation listed (Group 1 deferral and

variance accounts), to be provided by an external auditor to the "review level of
assurance" specified in the CICA Handbook. For the other reconciliations listed, no

audit assurance is required.
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Accounting for Transitional lss
Applying Generally Accepted Accounting princip in a Rate Regulated

Environment (Former Article 0)
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TECIINICAL CONFERENCE T]NDERTAKING RESPONSE TO
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD STAFF

UNDERTAKING NO. J2.16:

Reference(s):

To provide accounting handbook standards underþing change in treatment of land lease.

RESPONSE:

Under US GAAP, per Accounting Standards Codification 840-10-25-37 - Leases,

If land is the sole item of property leased and either the transfer-of-

ownership criterion in paragraph 840-10-25-1(a) or the bargain-purchase-

option criterion in paragraph 840-10-25-10) is met, the lessee shall account

for the lease as a capital lease. Otherwise, the lessee shall account for

the lease as an operating lease.

In accordance with the above defînition, land leases with a 99-year terms are considered

operating leases under US GAAP because the lease agreements do not include any terms

that would allow Toronto Hydro to obtain ownership at the end of the lease term. As

such, land leases were not capitalized as part of fixed assets under US GAAP.

Under IFRS, the land leases are considered a finance lease because the significant risks

and rewards of ownership of the land are substantially transferred to Toronto Hydro, as

set out in IAS 17 - Leases, paragraph 8:

A lease is classified as a finance lease ifit transfers substantially all the risks

and rewards incidental to ownership. A lease is classified as an operating

Panel: Revenue Requirernent, Rates and Deferral and Variance Accounts
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lease if it does not transfer substantially all the risks and reÌvards incidental

to ownership.

The accounting treahent under IFRS is the same treatment under mIFRS based on the

Accounting Procedures Handbook, Article 425 -Leases, pages 6 and g.

Atpage 6,

In determining whether the land element is an operating or a finance lease,

an important consideration is that land normally has an indefinite economic

life. [paragraph l5A]. A lease tenn for the major part of the economic life
of the asset can indicate that a lease is a finance lease, even if title is not

transferred. The Basis for conclusions ("8C") which accompanies, but is

not part of, IAS 17 provides additional analysis in determining whether the

land element is an operating or a finance lease.

(a) In a 99-year lease of land and buildings, the significant risks and rewards

associated with the land during the lease term are transferred to the lessee during

the lease term, regardless of whether title will be transferred; and

(b) The present value of the residual value of the property with a lease term of
several decades would be negligible and therefore accounting for the land element

as a finance lease is consistent with the economic position of the lessee. IBCSB,
BC8CI

It follows that a long lease term may indicate that a lease of land is a flrnance

lease. This is not because the lease term will thereby cover the major part of the

Panel: Revenue Requirement, Rates and Deferral and Variance Accounts
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economic life of the land, but because in a long lease of land the risks and rewards

retained by the lessor through its residual interest in the land at the end of the

lease are not significant when measured at inception. Conversely, a short tenn

lease of land is unlikely to be a finance lease as the risks and rewards retained by

the lessor through its residual interest in the land at the end of the lease are likely

to be significaÍut."

At page 8,

A "firtance" lease is essentially similar to a "capital" lease under previous

Canadian GAAP. Accordingly, a finance lease will be given ratemaking

consideration for inclusion in rate base.

The lease term for the land leases in quest is 99 years. In addition, at the end of the lease

term Toronto Hydro may continue to lease the land on a month to month basis, which

Toronto Hydro will likely opt to continue. Because of the long lease term and the likely

continuance of Toronto Hydro leasing the land after the lease term has ended, the

signifrcant risks and rewards of ownership would substantially be transferred to Toronto

Hydro. As such, under IFRS/NIIFRS, the land leases are considered as finance leases,

and are capltalized as part of fixed assets.

Although the difference in accounting treatment of the land lease under US GAAP and

IFRS/NIIFRS will cause a difference in the PP&E balance, there will be no impact to

Account 1575 as a result of the following journal entries:

Dr. PP&E

Cr. Account 1575

$7.2 million

$7.2 million
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I Dr. Account 1575

2 Cr. PrepaidExpense

$7.2 million

$7.2 million.
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